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ABSTRACT

This dissertation explores in the ways in which decorum, or the appropriateness of
form and behavior, served as an underlying principle in the patronage, design, and
construction of monumental architecture, sculpture, and inscriptions by the aristocratic
elite of late antique urban environments. Throughout the dissertation, I deliberately turn
my attention away from imperial buildings like Emperor Justinian’s (r. 527-565) Hagia
Sophia and towards those projects financed by aristocrats and elites, with a focus placed
upon those associated with the gens Anicii and their sphere. It is through the discussions
of the built environments of Rome, Constantinople, and Ravenna in the fourth through
sixth centuries CE, that my dissertation reveals the ways in which aristocrats and elites,
like members of the gens Anicii and wealthy bankers like Julianus Argentarius, were able
to concretize their power in periods of political change. Their employment of a decorum
of architecture, based upon Vitruvian and Ciceronian ideals, demonstrates the central role
these individuals played in the shaping of the visual culture of the late antique
Mediterranean. It was through the patronage of statues and buildings that were
thoughtfully dedicated, strategically located, and purposefully decorated that these
wealthy patrons were able to galvanize their non-imperial authority. In historical
moments wracked by war, plague, and political instability, the finance and construction
of large-scale statuary on prominently inscribed plinths, as well as solid, immovable
buildings afforded these elites with a sense of permanence and stability that, they hoped,
would last in perpetuity.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Power can be mediated in a variety of ways, from laws bound within the pages of
legal texts to buildings imposed onto urban landscapes. Ideological and physical forms of
authority are fundamental tools for social order and control.1 In my dissertation, I focus
on one small portion of this human story: the construction of power found in the built
environments of late antiquity. The time period under study bridged the late Roman and
medieval worlds during the fourth through the seventh centuries CE. Although much is
known about the mechanics of imperial power in late antiquity, other sources of highprofile authority existed, notably the aristocracy.2 In this dissertation, I look outside the
imperial court to uncover the physical manifestations power created by members of the
aristocracy, with a focus on the urban environments of Rome, Constantinople and
Ravenna. In each of these cities, individual aristocrats like those belonging to the gens

1
For discussions of how this pertains to the modern world, see Leslie Sklair, The Icon Project:
Architecture, Cities, and Capitalist Globalization (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017), esp. 9-15; and
Lawrence J. Vale, Architecture, Power, and National Identity, 2nd ed. (London: Routledge, 2008), 1-10.
2

For an overview of power emanating from the imperial court during the Roman empire, see
Lukas de Blois, et al., eds., The Representation and Perception of Roman Imperial Power: Proceedings of
the Third Workshop of the International Network Impact of Empire (Roman Empire, c. 200 B.C.-A.D. 476)
(Amsterdam: Gieben, 2003); and Wouter Vanacker and Arjan Zuiderhoek, Imperial Identities in the Roman
World (London: Routledge, 2017); for late antique imperial ceremony, see Sabine MacCormack, Art and
Ceremony in Late Antiquity (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1981); and James Allan Stuart
Evans, The Age of Justinian: The Circumstances of Imperial Power (New York: Routledge, 1996). M.
Shane Bjornlie and John Matthews have both discussed the complex relationships between the Ostrogothic,
imperial, and aristocratic courts in late antiquity. For these, see M. Shane Bjornlie, Politics and Tradition
between Rome, Ravenna, and Constantinople: A Study of Cassiodorus and the Variae, 527-554
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013); and John Matthews, Western Aristocracies and the
Imperial Court, A.D. 364-425 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975). Michele R. Salzman and M.T.W. Arnheim
have focused specifically on the late antique aristocracy; see Michele R. Salzman, The Making of a
Christian Aristocracy: Social and Religious Change in the Western Roman Empire (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 2002); and Michael T.W. Arnheim, The Senatorial Aristocracy in the Later Roman
Empire (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972).
1

Anicii and wealthy bankers like Julianus Argentarius orchestrated highly complex and
conspicuously visible performances of personal authority. Although the list of prominent
members of the Anicii family is long and there were numerous bankers living in these
locations, only a select few have surviving documentary evidence for the patronage of
statues, buildings, and portable objects, and it is this visual culture that comprises the
principal subject matter of the dissertation.

Rhetorics of Power and Decorum
The project investigates what Peter Brown has called the “tentacular” role of the
aristocracy, and more specifically, that of the gens Anicii in the formation of the urban
cultural experience of late antiquity.3 The Anicii, who came to Rome, via Praeneste, from
the African provinces, quickly rose to prominence during the third century CE.4 In the
aftermath of Constantine’s victories at Rome and elsewhere, members of the Anicii
family began to convert to Christianity and became known for their lavish estates in
Naples, Praeneste, and Ostia.5 Much has been written on the political activities of the
Anicii during late antiquity, as attested by the work of Ann Kurdock, David Novak, and
others.6 What has received less attention is how the family helped to alter physically the

3

Peter Brown, “The Study of Elites in Late Antiquity,” Arethusa 33, no. 3 (2000): 322.

4

David Novak, “The Early History of the Anician Family,” Studies in Latin Literature and Roman
History 1 (1979): 119-165; Peter Wilkins, “The African Anicii—a Neglected Text and a New Genealogy,”
Chiron 18 (1988): 377-382.
5

Sextus Anicius Paulinus (consul 325 CE) was one of the first of the Anicii to convert to
Christianity. See David Novak, “Anicianae domus culmen, nobilitatis culmen,” Klio 62, no. 2 (1980): 491.
On the phenomenon of Christian conversions in late antique Rome, see Alan Cameron, The Last Pagans of
Rome (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 173-205.
6

Anne Kurdock, “The Anician Women: Patronage and Dynastic Strategy in a Late Roman
Domus, 350 CE-600 CE” (PhD diss., University of Manchester, 2003); eadem, “Demetrias ancilla dei:
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urban topography of the late antique Mediterranean. In the chapters that follow, I argue
that the aristocratic power exemplified by the gens Anicii and their sphere, which
included individuals like Julianus Argentarius, stemmed from their strategic deployment
of a decorum in their patronage of statues and monumental buildings, many of which
were churches.
The study of late antique ecclesiastical monuments has traditionally been focused
on the theological implications of architectural typologies and their corresponding
decorative programs.7 While these studies form the foundations of architectural
historians’ interpretations of late antique churches, chapels, and baptisteries, later
generations of scholars have moved beyond theology to consider how these monuments
impacted, and were affected by, their environments.8 Moreover, current scholars are
turning to the dynamic role of the donor in the patronage of ecclesiastical architecture.
Traditionally, approaches to late antique patrons focused on religious motivations, but the
most recent scholarship has begun to consider how notions of identity construction and

Anicia Demetrias and the problem of the missing patron,” in Religion, Dynasty, and Patronage in Early
Christian Rome, 300-900, ed. Kate Cooper and Julia Hillner (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2007), 190-224; David Novak, “Anicianae domus culmen, nobilitatis culmen,” Klio 62 (1980): 473-493;
idem, “The Anicii of Uzappa: A Note,” Klio 58 (1976): 21-23; idem, “The Early History;” and idem, “A
Late Roman Aristocratic Family: The Anicii in the Third and Fourth Centuries” (PhD diss., University of
Chicago, 1976; Lellia Cracco Ruggini, “Gli Anicii a Roma e in provincial,” Mélanges de l’Ecole française
de Rome/Moyen Ages-Temps modernes 100, no. 1 (1988): 68-85; and Arnoldo Momigliano, “Gli Anicii e la
storiografia latina del VI secolo dopo Cristo,” Entretiens Hardt 4 (1956): 249-290.
7

For just two of these foundational studies see, Richard Krautheimer, “Introduction to an
‘Iconography’ of Mediaeval Architecture,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 5 (1942): 133; and André Grabar, Martyrium: Recherches sur le culte des reliques et l’art chrétien antique, 2 vols. and
an atlas (Paris: Collège de France, 1943-1946).
8
See Luke Lavan’s contributions to Theory and Practice in Late Antique Archaeology, ed. Luke
Lavan and William Bowden (Leiden: Brill, 2003): “Late Antique Urban Topography: From Architecture to
Human Space,” 171-195, and “The Political Topography of the Late Antique City: Activity Spaces in
Practice,” 314-377.
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the display of wealth and status were built into the architecture of piety.9 In this
dissertation, I turn to the rich body of evidence found in the patronage practices of the
late antique aristocracy, with a focus on the Anicii and their sphere, to uncover their use
of visual culture and the built environment in the aristocratic construction of power.
In the chapters that follow, the rhetorics of power and decorum as played out with
statues, buildings, and monumental inscriptions are central to the discussion of
aristocratic patronage. Power, an English term that stems from the Latin verb potere, is
understood from a political perspective as a phenomenon whereby individuals exerted
their status in society and their amassed wealth to manipulate and change their physical
surroundings and maintain, indeed increase and enhance, their social status.10 The role of
architecture in this process is remarkable, due to its sheer monumentality within the built

9

See Elizabeth S. Bolman, “‘Possessions of our Poverty’: Beauty, Wealth, and Asceticism in the
Shenoutian Federation,” in The Red Monastery Church: Beauty and Asceticism in Upper Egypt, ed. eadem
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2016), 17-26; Lioba Theis, et al., eds., Female Founders in Byzantium
and Beyond (Vienna: Böhau Verlag Gesellschaft, 2014); Stine Birk and Birte Poulsen, eds., Patrons and
Viewers in Late Antiquity (Aarhus: Aarhus University Press, 2012); and Ann Marie Yasin, Saints and
Church Spaces in the Late Antique Mediterranean: Architecture, Cult, and Community (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2009). For a discussion of visual culture, identity construction, and power in
the Roman world, see, among others, David J. Mattingly, Imperialism, Power, and Identity: Experiencing
the Roman Empire (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2011); and Peter Stewart, The Social History of
Roman Art (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008).
10

This definition draws on the work of Kim Dovey, Amelie Okensberg Rorty, Barry Barnes,
Charles T. Goodsell, and David Milne, who themselves looked to the foundational discussions on the
theory of power by Friedrich Nietzsche, Michel Foucault, and Dennis H. Wrong. See Kim Dovey, Framing
Places: Mediating Power in Built Form (London: Routledge, 1999), 9-16; Amelie Okensberg Rorty,
“Power and Powers: A Dialogue Between Buff and Rebuff,” in Rethinking Power, ed. Thomas E.
Wartenberg (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1992), 1-13; Charles T. Goodsell, The Social
Meaning of Civic Space: Studying Political Authority through Architecture (Lawrence: University Press of
Kansas, 1988), 28-30; Barry Barnes, The Nature of Power (Oxford: Polity Press, 1988), 6-19; and David
Milne, “Architecture, Politics and the Public Realm,” Canadian Journal of Political and Social Theory 5,
no. 1-2 (1981): 131-146. For an overview of Nietzsche’s theories of power, see Paul Patton, “Nietzsche on
Rights, Power and the Feeling of Power,” in Nietzsche, Power and Politics: Rethinking Nietzsche’s Legacy
for Political Thought, ed. Herman W. Siemens and Vasti Root (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2008), 471-488.
For an overview of Foucault’s thoughts on power, see idem, “The Subject and Power,” Critical Inquiry 8,
no. 4 (1982): 777-795. See also Dennis H. Wrong, Power: Its Forms, Bases and Uses (New York: Harper
and Row Publishers, 1979).
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environment. As will be discussed in each of the subsequent chapters, the resources
needed by patrons for such architectural statements were immense and the completion of
these projects allowed individual aristocrats to situate themselves within the physical
fabrics of cities like Rome, Constantinople, and Ravenna long after their earthly deaths.
According to Henri Lefebvre, and elaborated upon by Mike Parker Pearson and Colin
Richards, it is through
…building in monumental terms, [that] we attempt the physical
embodiment of an eternal and imperishable social order, denying change
and transmuting ‘the fear of the passage of time, and anxiety about death,
into splendor.’11
From the perspective of Lefebvre’s notions of spatial theory, which underscore the
reciprocal relationships between people, buildings, and society, this dissertation uncovers
the political underpinnings of such patronage.12
To ground these concepts within the patronage practices of late antiquity, I
consult the textual rhetoric of authority of the period, eloquently discussed by Peter
Brown.13 The construction of such rhetoric, which used “words to dazzle,” can, I suggest,
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Henri Lefebvre, La production de l’espace (Paris, 1974), trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith as The
Production of Space (Oxford: Blackwell, 1991), 221. This passage is quoted by Mike Parker Pearson and
Colin Richards in their excellent essay, “Ordering the World: Perceptions of Architecture, Space and
Time,” in Architecture and Order: Approaches to Social Space, ed. eidem (London: Routledge, 1994), 3.
12

See Lefebvre, The Production of Space; Michel Foucault, “Des Espaces Autres,” ArchitectureMouvement-Continuité 7 (1984), trans. Jay Miskowiec as “Of Other Spaces,” Diacritics 16, no. 1 (1986):
22-27; Jonathan Z. Smith, To Take Place: Toward Theory in Ritual (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1987); Dovey, Framing Places; Yasin, Saints and Church Spaces; Robert G. Ousterhout, “The Sanctity of
Place and the Sanctity of Buildings: Jerusalem verses Constantinople,” in Architecture of the Sacred:
Space, Ritual, and Experience from Classical Greece to Byzantium, ed. Bonna D. Wescoat and Robert G.
Ousterhout (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 281-306; and Chris Butler, Henri Lefebvre:
Spatial Politics, Everyday Life, and the Right to the City (London: Routledge, 2012).
13
See Peter Brown’s Power and Persuasion in Late Antiquity: Towards a Christian Empire
(Madison: The University of Wisconsin, 1992); Authority and the Sacred: Aspects of the Christianisation
of the Roman World (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995); “The Study of Elites,” and Through
the Eye of a Needle: Wealth, the Fall of Rome, and the Making of Christianity in the West, 350-550 AD
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2012).
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be compared to the construction of identity through visual culture and architectural
decorum.14 This is an idea that builds upon the work of Michael Roberts, who first made
the connection between the so-called “jeweled style” of late antique poetry and the
polychrome multi-media aesthetics of late antique visual culture.15 Public epigraphy had
material and visual aspects as well, being inscribed onto buildings and statue bases.16
In addition to spatial theory and the late antique textual rhetoric of authority, I
will consider the idea of architectural decorum in my investigation of aristocratic power.
The concept of decorum is somewhat difficult to pin down, but has been defined by,
among others, Gülru Necipoğlu, as that which “guides the coherence of form, content,
and purpose” in architectural construction.17 One of the earliest references to decorum,
however, is found in Cicero’s De Officiis.18 Written as a guide to his son on the
appropriate ways to comport oneself, Cicero argued for the strict adherence to decorum,
through the means of human reason:

14

Brown, Power and Persuasion, 31.

15

Michael Roberts, The Jeweled Style: Poetry and Poetics in Late Antiquity (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1989): 66-121. See also, Elizabeth S. Bolman, “A Staggering Spectacle: Early Byzantine
Aesthetics in the Triconch,” in The Red Monastery Church: Beauty and Asceticism in Upper Egypt, ed.
eadem (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2016), 119-128.
16

For a discussion of the authority associated with the written word in the public spaces of Rome
throughout history, see Armando Petrucci, Public Lettering: Script, Power, and Culture, trans. Linda
Lappin (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993).
17

Gülru Necipoğlu, The Age of Sinan: Architectural Culture in the Ottoman Empire (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2005): 117.
18

In modern English editions of De Officiis, classicists have opted to translate the Latin term
decorum as either “seemliness” or “propriety.” See Daniel Kapust’s discussion of these terms and Cicero’s
use of decorum in idem, “Cicero on decorum and the morality of rhetoric,” European Journal of Political
Theory 10, no. 1 (2011): 92-112. For a translation that uses “seemliness,” see Cicero, On Duties, trans.
M.T. Griffin and E.M. Atkins (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991); for the most recent
translation, which uses “propriety,” see Marcus Tullius Cicero, On Duties, trans. Benjamin Patrick Newton
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2016).
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…every action undertaken must hold fast to three things: first the appetite
to obey reason, for nothing more aptly safeguards the appropriateness of
actions than that; second, that we pay attention to how important any
given thing is that we wish to achieve, so that neither too much nor too
little care and effort are spent than the case demands; and, third, that we
ensure that those things that pertain to dignity and the appearance of
liberality are moderated. Again, the best course is to preserve propriety
itself…and proceed no further.19
For Cicero, decorum was not only a set of guidelines, but, as described by Robert
Hariman, it served as “the process of invention in the art of self-fashioning.”20
Throughout book one of De Officiis, Cicero addressed the formation of identity though
the decorum of public life including its role in conversation, social interaction between
generations, personal appearance, and housing. Regarding conversation, he stated that it
…ought to be calm, in no way obdurate, and inherently charming. In truth,
we ought not to exclude others, as if the conversation was ours to possess,
but, as in other things, so in open conversation we ought to think
reciprocity equitable.21
Of intergenerational relationships, Cicero commented:
…it befits an adolescent to revere his ancestors, and choose from them the
best and most commendable, upon whose counsel and authority he should
depend; for the prudence of older people must preside and rule over the
ignorance of one coming to age.22
19

“In omni autem actione suscipienda tria sunt tenenda, primum ut appetitus rationi pareat, quo
nihil est ad official conservanda accommadatius, deinde ut animadvertatur, quanta illa res sit, quam efficere
velimus, ut neve maior neve minor cura et opera suscipiatur, quam causa postulet. Tertium est, ut
caveamus, u tea, quae pertinent ad liberalem speciem et dignitatem, modereta sint. Modus autem est
optimus decus ipsum tenere, de quo ante diximus, nec progredi longius.” Cicero, trans. Newton, De
Officiis, 1.141, 78.
20

Robert Haiman, “Decorum,” in Encyclopedia of Rhetoric, ed. Thomas O. Sloane (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2001), 205.
21

“…lenis minimeque pertinax, insit in eo lepos. Nec vero, tamquam in possessionmem suam
venerit, excludat alios, sed cum reliquis in rebus, tum in sermone communi vicissitudinem non iniquam
putet.” Cicero, trans. Newton, De Officiis, 1.134, 75.
22

“Est igitur adulescentis maiores natu vereri exque iis deligere optimos et probatissimos, quorum
consilio atque auctoritate nitatur; ineuntis enim aetatis inscitia senum constituenda et regenda prudentia
est.” Cicero, trans. Newton, De Officiis, 1.122, 71.
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In a lengthy section on the ways in which to maintain one’s appearance, Cicero
recommended exercise, bathing, appropriate dress, and moving neither too slowly
nor too quickly in public:
A dignified appearance includes the need to maintain a good complexion–
namely, that of a body that exercises. Additionally, a cleanliness must be
practiced that is neither hateful nor excessively fastidious, but such as
avoids a rustic and inhuman neglect. The same reasoning must govern
clothing, in which, as in so very many things, an average standard is best.
Further, we must ensure that neither our pace is an effete saunter, so as to
seem similar to the tray bearers at processions; nor our haste is excessively
hurried, so as to cause shortness of breath, changes in expression, or facial
contortions–all of which are a great indication of a lack of constancy.23
While the above examples stem from Cicero’s preoccupation with human
decorum and decency, it is his brief passages on the forms of appropriate housing
that are of the most interest to this dissertation:
Since we are investigating everything thoroughly…we must also speak
about what sort of house befits an honorable and preeminent human being.
And so while the purpose of a house is use, and the building plans must be
conducive to this end, nevertheless, due care must be shown for one’s own
advantage and dignity.24
After he provided two examples of such “preeminent human beings” and their
appropriate housing on the Palatine, Cicero cautioned his son, and future readers,
of the dangers present when a house is more famous than its owner: “dignity must
23
“Formae autem dignitas coloris bonitate tuenda est, color exercitationibus corporis. Adhibenda
praeterea munditia est non odiosa neque exquisite nimis, tantum quae fugiat agrestem et inhumanam
neglegentiam. Eadem ratio est habenda vestitus, in quo, sicut in plerisque rebus, mediocritas optima est.
[131] Cavendum autem est, ne aut tarditatibus utamur in ingressu mollioribus, ut pomparum ferculis
similes esse videamur, aut in festinationibus suscipiamus nimias celeritates, quae cum fiunt, anhelitus
moventur, vultus mutantur, ora torquentur; ex quibus magna significatios fit non adesse constantiam.”
Cicero, trans. Newton, De Officiis, 1.131-132, 74.
24
“Et quoniam omnia persequimur, volumus quidem certe, dicendum est etiam, qualem hominis
honorati et principis domum placeat esse, cuius finis est usus, ad quem accommadanda est aedificandi
description et tamen adhibenda commoditatis dignitatisque diligentia.” Cicero, trans Newton, De Officiis,
1.138, 76-77.
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adorn a house, not be sought wholly from it; nor must an owner be honored owing
to his house, but a house owing to its owner.”25 The size of a house, too, should
be considered in relation to the size of the owner’s family and, presumably, their
social network:
And as in other things…so, too, must concern be shown for spaciousness
in the house of an illustrious human being, in which both many guests
must be received and a multitude of human beings of every sort be
admitted. Otherwise, a grand house belongs to an improper owner if he
lives alone, and, especially, if under a former owner it was accustomed to
be visited frequently; for it is hateful when those passing by say:
An august house, alas
Owned by so unequal an owner!26
Cicero also warned of steep construction costs, that could overwhelm an
unprepared owner: “…caution must be taken, especially if you yourself are the
builder, lest you exceed the due limits of expense and magnificence–the sort of
thing that sets a very bad example.”27
The Ciceronian rhetoric of decorum’s role in the formation of the public self,
whereby reason and precedent determined individuals’ actions, appearances, and
domestic settings, was also extended into the realm of visual culture. According to
Eugene Dwyer, decorum served as a framework of appropriateness within which physical

25

“Ornanda enim est dignitas domo, non ex domo tota quarenda, nec domo dominus, sed domino
domus honestanda est…” Cicero, trans. Newton, De Officiis, 1.139, 77.
26

“…et, ut in ceteris habenda ratio non sua solum sed etiam aliorum… in quam et hospites multi
recipiendi et admittenda hominum cuiusque modi multitude, adhibenda cura est laxitatis; aliter ampla
domus dedecori saepe domino fit, si est in ea solitude, et maxime, si aliquando alio domino solita est
frequentari. Odiosum est enim, cum a praetereuntibus dicitur: o domus antiqua, heu quam dispari /
dominare domino.” Cicero, trans. Newton, De Officiis, 1.139, 77.
27

“Cavendum autem est, praesertim si ipse aedifices, ne extra modum sumptu et magnificentia
prodeas; quo in genere multum mali etiam in exemplo est.” Cicero, trans. Newton, De Officiis, 1.140, 77.
9

representations of the Roman pantheon were created.28 Roman statues of Jove, Venus,
and Hercules, for example, were to be based upon their Classical Greek predecessors
sculpted by Phidias, Praxiteles, and Lysippos.29 In her work on the aesthetics of
emulation in ancient Rome, Ellen Perry noted that decorum was also present in the design
and construction of monumental architecture. 30 In Book 1 of De Architectura, the late
first-century BCE Roman architect Vitruvius outlined the guiding principles of
architecture:
Architecture consists of ordering, which is called taxis in Greek, and of
design—the Greeks call this diathesis—and shapeliness and symmetry and
correctness and allocation, which is called oikonomia in Greek.31
In his explanation of “correctness” (decor, from which decorum derives), Vitruvius
wrote:
Correctness (decor) is the refined appearance of a project that has been
composed of proven elements and with authority. It is achieved with
respect to function, which is called thematismos in Greek, or tradition, or
nature.32
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Eugene Dwyer, “Decorum and the History of Style in Pompeian Sculpture,” in Studia
Pompeiana & Classica: In Honor of Wilhelmina F. Jashemski, vol. 1, ed. Robert I. Curtis (New Rochelle:
Orpheus Publishing, 1988), 105-111 and figs. 1-14.
29

Ibid., 107.

30

Ellen Perry, The Aesthetics of Emulation in the Visual Arts of Ancient Rome (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2005): 31-38.
31

“Architectura autem constat ex ordinatione, quae graece τάξις dicitur, et ex dispositione, hanc
autem Graeci διάθεσιν vocitant, et eurythmia et symmetria et decor et distributione, quae graece οἰκονοµία
dicitur.” Vitruvius, De Architectura, 1.2.1, trans. by Ingrid D. Rowland as Ten Books on Architecture
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 24.
32

“Decor autem est emendatus operis aspectus pratis rebus compositi cum auctoritate. is perficitur
statione, quod graece θεµατίσµῳ dicitur, seu consuetudine aut natura.” Vitruvius, trans. Rowland, De
Architectura, 1.2.5, 25.
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Vitruvius expanded upon this basic definition of decorum and noted that with respect to
“correctness of tradition” all parts of buildings should be harmonious with each other in
accordance with their style, which meant that Doric and Ionic elements should be kept
separate to avoid a “jarring” (offendetur) effect.33 Additionally, architectural construction
should conform to a “natural correctness” that dictates a building’s location within a
landscape.34
While scholars like Dwyer, Perry, Necipoğlu, Peter Kohane, and Michael Hill
have revealed the presence of decorum in ancient Rome, the Ottoman Empire, and
Renaissance Europe, what is missing from the larger discussion is how the concept was
also understood to dictate late antique and early Byzantine cultural, artistic, and
architectural production.35 We know, for example, that Vitruvian notions of decorum
circulated in late antiquity as attested by architectural treatises like M. Cetius Faventinus’
De Diversis Fabricis Architectonicae, written circa 300 CE.36 According to scholars, it
was through Faventinus’s treatise that Palladius, author of the circa 400 CE Opus

33

Vitruvius, trans. Rowland, De Architectura, 1.2.6, 25.

34

Vitruvius, trans. Rowland, De Architectura, 1.2.7, 25.

35
Dwyer, “Decorum and the History of Style,” 105-111; Perry, The Aesthetics of Emulation, 3138; Necipoğlu, The Age of Sinan, 115-124; Alina A. Payne, The Architectural Treatise of the Italian
Renaissance: Architectural Invention, Ornament, and Literary Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1999), esp. 53-54; Peter Kohane and Michael Hill, “The Eclipse of a Commonplace Idea: Decorum
in Architectural Theory,” arq: architectural research quarterly 5 (2001): 63-77; and Michael Hill and Peter
Kohane, “Porticoes and Churches: Episodes in Thematic Decorum,” arq: architectural research quarterly
15 (2011): 149-163. Robert W. Gaston’s definition jumps from ancient Rome to Gothic France, completely
overlooking late antiquity and the middle ages, idem, “Decorum,” Grove Art Online, (accessed 18 May
2018).
36

For an English translation of this treatise, see Hugh Plommer, Vitruvius and Later Roman
Building Manuals (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1973), 40-85.
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Agriculturae, took his Vitruvian references.37 In addition to Vitruvian decorum, Cicero’s
ideas regarding the concept were also present in various fourth- and fifth-century
discussions of the proper ways in which Christians should behave, best exemplified by
the work of Bishop Ambrose of Milan. In his treatise on the duties of the clergy,
Ambrose openly cited Cicero’s De Officiis as his model: “In the same way that Cicero
[Tullius] wrote to instruct his son, I too am writing to mold you, my sons….”38 Several
passages later, Ambrose argued for a Scriptural basis to Ciceronian notions of decorum:
Conduct which is ‘seemly’ or ‘fitting’, called in Greek prepon, is accorded
a place of prime importance in our Scriptures. We are taught this in the
clearest terms when we read: ‘A hymn of praise is fitting for you, O God,
in Zion….39
Although Ambrose used remarkably similar language to Cicero’s own explanation of
decorum, the Milanese bishop referenced the Book of Psalms, specifically the first lines
of Psalms 33 and 147, as evidence for the pre-existence of decorum within a biblical
context.40
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The appearance of decorum in textual sources underscores the centrality of the
concept during late antiquity. In this dissertation, I argue for its presence within the
patronage of monumental architecture, through the study of buildings constructed by the
aristocracy. Rather than look solely to the imperial court, where such ideas were
embedded into the fabric of daily life, I find that aristocratic monuments provide another
rich body of evidence for the circulation and deployment of decorum. In cities like Rome,
Constantinople, and Ravenna, where the Emperor wielded an enormous amount of
power, members of the aristocracy could exert their own authority through the patronage
of monumental architecture and it is those buildings, and related monuments such as
public statues, that form the foundation of this project.

Roman Spectacle and the Mechanics of Display
To understand how aristocrats used decorum to stabilize and promote their status
in late antiquity, it is useful to consider the concepts of spectacle and display as they
relate to the production of ancient visual culture.41 As noted by numerous scholars,
spectacle was one of the most important and useful ways that whole societies and
individual persons could define themselves.42 In the Greek-speaking Mediterranean, the
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terms θέα and θέαµα were used to refer to either “something that is seen” or “a place for
seeing.” In the Latin-speaking west, spectaculum encompassed both of the Greek
definitions.43 That both the Greek and Latin terms for “spectacle” stemmed from the
verbs θεάοµαι and spectare (each meaning “to see”) is of particular interest for the
present exploration of visual aspects of ancient spectacles. Display, on the other hand, is
a term that is somewhat more difficult to pin down in the ancient world. Several words in
both Greek and Latin were used to refer to the notion of display. One of the more
common Latin terms, explicare, was related to the act of “unfurling” or “unfolding” of
something so that it can be viewed by others.44 Certainly, these ancient terms associated
with spectacle and display were intertwined and both concepts were understood to have
explicit visual components that were made manifest in a variety of physical forms,
including monumental architecture.45
By the Imperial period, state-sponsored entertainment served as an epicenter of
Roman spectacle. Accentuating the urban fabric throughout the Empire, theaters,
amphitheaters, and circuses provided all levels of Roman society with games and public
entertainment known collectively as spectacula.46 These spectacles were quite varied,
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including theatrical performances, gladiatorial combat, and animal hunts, among others.
The assortment of the events was matched, and often overshadowed by, the sheer
diversity of the spectators. In his short work on Titus’ spectacles at the then recently
completed Flavian amphitheater ca. 80 CE, Martial described the heterogeneity of the
crowd. It included people from all corners of the Empire, made apparent by the “diverse
sounds of [their] speech.”47 The cosmopolitan nature of the audience, which could draw
more attention than the games themselves, has led scholars to suggest that spectacula
functioned as microcosms of society.48 As Holt Parker indicated, Cicero made this notion
explicit in the first century BCE when he utilized the phrase teatro populoque Romano to
refer to the Roman populace, a derivation of Senatus Populusque Romano, often
shortened to SPQR.49 With the word teatro substituted for senatus, Cicero juxtaposed the
theater with the senate, both of which served as important social institutions in
Republican and Imperial Rome.
Whether it was the theater, amphitheater, or the circus, these monuments served
as architectural manifestations of public munificence.50 The practice of putting on
entertainment for the masses began during the period of the Republic and took place in
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temporary wooden structures, the most famous of which was located in the Roman
Forum (Fig. 1.1).51 The Forum, as will be discussed in Chapter 2, served as the locus of
Roman sacred and secular authority, with its temples dedicated to the gods and statues
erected in honor of various important elites. The public nature of the Roman Forum also
made it an ideal place for the ludi funebres, or “funeral games,” held in honor of the
death of a senator or high-ranking official.52 These shows, which were expected by the
public, required large venues and it is the oblong-shaped open area of the Forum that
allowed for the elliptical form of the ephemeral amphitheater, a distinct design that was
copied throughout the Roman world.53
During the late Republic and into the Imperial period, elites began to build
theaters, amphitheaters, and circuses out of durable materials like brick and stone. These
new entertainment venues stood as permanent architectural acts of public munificence
that would last long after the deaths of their patrons.54 Often these monuments would
include prominently displayed inscriptions that announced the names of the elite donors.
The dedicatory panel found at Pompeii’s amphitheater, for example, was one of two
originally located over its east and west entrances (Fig. 1.2).55 The conspicuous
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placement of these panels served as physical reminders of the beneficence of the donors,
Gaius Quinctius Valgus and Marcus Porcius, for the populace of Pompeii in perpetuity.56
This type of patronage is referred to as euergetism, a term coined by André
Boulanger in the 1920s and discussed at length by Paul Veyne in the 1970s.57 According
to Veyne, euergetism corresponded to the ancient phenomenon of “private liberality for
public benefit.”58 Although this definition is useful in its direct simplicity, it overlooks
the aspect of mutual exchange that existed in this form of munificence. It was not only
the public, as pointed out by Veyne’s critics, who profited from euergetism.59 Elite
donors were eager to receive the benefits of outfitting their communities with new
monuments and providing them with a variety of spectacles. In return for their
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generosity, private benefactors received praise in the form of honorific inscriptions
placed in highly visible locations, either on the buildings themselves, as with the donors
from Pompeii, or on statue bases, like the one found on the equestrian statue of
Constantine, discussed in the next chapter, erected in the Roman Forum by Anicius
Paulinus Iunior in 334 CE (Fig. 2.5).60 Ultimately, these public declarations provided
elite donors with power and authority along with the “moral virtues and characteristics of
excellence” that they needed to participate in the highest echelons of society.61
Returning to the topographical manifestations of these euergetistic spectacula, we
find an emphasis upon creating a visible, material and three-dimensional stratification of
Roman society. Beginning in the Republic, members of the senatorial order were
provided with seats in the semi-circular area of the orchestra of ephemeral theaters.62
With the construction of permanent stone monuments like the Theater of Pompey ca. 55
BCE, Roman law guaranteed privileged seating areas for senators and officially divided
the crowd into three zones, arranged hierarchically according to their social rank:
Senators sat closest to the performance and members of the Equestrian order behind
them, which left the uppermost seats for the lower classes.63 With the introduction of the
lex Iulia theatralis by Augustus, which mandated that the caveae of theaters and
amphitheaters be organized according to the Roman social hierarchy, these distinctions
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were further divided to incorporate the imperial court and powerful aristocratic families.64
As we can see from Jonathan Edmonson’s reconstruction of the ideal seating arrangement
of an imperial theater in Figure 1.3, the cavea is divided into nineteen sections, eleven of
which are set aside for specific elevated classes who are seated in the areas closest to the
scaena, with the emperor positioned opposite the Vestal Virgins in the presidential
tribunal.65 Placed further away from the senators and various military orders are members
of the lower classes, who were, themselves, hierarchically arranged according to their
status.66
The implications of these elaborate seating arrangements cannot be overlooked
and the importance of the aesthetics of the crowd cannot be understated. According to
Horace, it was the audience itself that was often more interesting than the events on
display. As he quipped in one of his Epistles, a person “would look more closely at the
crowd than at the games, since the crowd offers lots more spectacle.”67 Not only were
individual spectators fascinated by the cosmopolitan nature of the crowd, they were also
acutely aware of the social hierarchy on display all around them through the seating
arrangements and the diverse garments worn in different sections of the cavea.
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During the reign of Nero, Tacitus and Suetonius described the hierarchical seating
arrangements of the theater, through the eyes of two Germanic ambassadors.68 Taken by
Roman diplomats to the Theater of Pompey to “contemplate [view] the size of the
population,” the pair noticed a group of men in foreign dress seated within the area
designated for the senatorial classes. 69 According to Tacitus:
There, to kill time (they had not sufficient knowledge to be amused by the
play), they [the ambassadors] were putting questions as to the crowd
seated in the auditorium [cavea]–the distinctions between the orders–
which were the knights?–where was the senate?–when they noticed a few
men in foreign dress on the senatorial seats.70
The attention paid to the seating arrangements and dress of the crowd by these foreign
visitors, as recorded by these first-century CE authors, underscores the importance visual
aesthetics played in the performance and display of these spectacles.71
The construction of the Flavian amphitheater ca. 80 CE provided the ultimate
stage for the display of Roman imperial wealth and authority.72 Although the emphasis
was placed firmly upon the euergetism of the Flavians, as evidenced in the dedicatory
inscription that was once located on both the interior and exterior of the monument, a
68
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series of white marble seat inscriptions provided epigraphic displays of non-imperial
members of the Roman elite (Fig. 1.4).73 These inscriptions, of which only eleven
survive, designated the seating locations of the groups described in the lex Iulia
theatralis, including the senatorial and military classes.74 The prescriptive nature of these
hierarchical seating arrangements often led to different classes vying for better seats, as
evidenced by numerous examples of “staff who patrolled the seating, transferring
interlopers to their appropriate tiers.”75 Theaters, amphitheaters, and circuses were not
only places to see spectacles–they were places to be seen as part of the spectacles. The
proper arrangement, the decorum, of the populace in accordance with its ranks and status
was, as we have seen, an essential component of the design and use of these
entertainment complexes.
The allure of Roman spectacula continued into the third century CE and was
strong enough that early Christian theologians felt the need to write entire books on the
topic. In De Spectaculis, Tertullian noted that, “nobody going to the games thinks of
anything else but seeing and being seen.”76 Later, in the same work, Tertullian appealed
directly to the desires of these audiences and provided them with appropriate Christian
alternatives:
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If the literature of the stage delight you, we have sufficiency of books, of
poems, of aphorisms, sufficiency of songs and voices, not fable, those of
ours, but truth; not artifice but simplicity. Would you have fightings and
wrestlings? Here they are–things of no small account and plenty of them.
See impurity overthrown by chastity, perfidy slain by faith, cruelty
crushed by pity, impudence thrown into shade by modesty; and such are
the contests among us, and in them we are crowned. Have you a mind for
blood? You have the blood of Christ.77
Despite the pointed rhetoric, works like Tertullian’s third-century CE De Spectaculis do
not seem to have deterred Romans from attending spectacula, as evidenced by the
installation of new seat inscriptions within the cavea of the Flavian amphitheater during
the late fifth century CE.78 Unlike the Flavian and Trajanic seat inscriptions, which
referred only to groups, these late antique inscriptions are individualized and provide the
names and titles of specific Roman elites, including several members of the Anicii.
Although the physical inscriptions are no longer extant, transcriptions and line drawings
of them demonstrate that not only were the Anicii members of the senatorial classes, but
that they were prominent enough, even during the late fifth century, to reserve a row of
four seats (Fig. 1.5).79 The public nature of these inscriptions, which would have been
visible to those seated nearby and in perpetuity after their death, recalled the patronage
strategies of the late Republican and Imperial periods. Yet, I argue that the Anician seat
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inscriptions are, in fact, different, primarily in that they were not related to any form of
euergetism. These inscriptions did not provide any service for the public and they were
not part of the euergetistic mutual exchange discussed above. Their only function was to
serve as a public proclamation of the wealth and status of the Anician donors.
As discussed in the subsequent chapters, late antique aristocrats living in Rome,
Constantinople, and Ravenna relied upon the traditional practice of inscribing their names
into their surroundings to amplify their status within society. Often inscribed into the
bases of statues, these inscriptions were also found within the fabrics of monumental
architecture. In a way, this allowed buildings, or parts thereof, to “speak” for their
patrons. As convincingly argued by Amy Papalexandrou, inscriptions found within late
antique and Byzantine ecclesiastical complexes were not meant to be read silently.80
Instead, elite viewers would use their voices to read the words aloud, which activated
their silent texts. It is through the visitors to these monuments, or the viewers of public
sculptures, that the memories of the patron would be proclaimed, long after their deaths.

Overview of Chapters
In the chapters that follow, I examine the how late antique aristocrats drew upon
ancient mechanics of spectacle and display in the patronage of monumental architecture
in the cities of Rome, Constantinople, and Ravenna. More specifically, I suggest that
elites like those who belonged to the gens Anicii in Rome and Constantinple, and
Julianus Argentarius in Ravenna, deployed what they understood as Vitruvian and
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Ciceronian decorum to concretize their power. Chapter 2 investigates the built
environment of Rome to uncover its Anician imprint. Through their participation in the
so-called “statue” and “epigraphic habit” of the city’s imperial fora, the appropriation of
aristocratic horti, the construction of conspicuously placed mausolea, and the foundation
of a church dedicated to St. Stephen, the first Christian martyr, members of the gens
Anicii cultivated their status through the careful and strategic employment of
architectural decorum. In Chapter 3, I turn my attention to a single Anician patron, Anicia
Juliana, and her manipulation of the urban layout of sixth-century Constantinople. More
specifically, the chapter focuses on Juliana’s keen understanding of ancient notions of
spectacle and display through the construction of a network of churches built throughout
the city. The focus of the dissertation shifts, in Chapter 4, to the legacy of Anician
patronage in the northern Italian city of Ravenna. Although members of the family were
active participants in the political life of Ravenna during its Ostrogothic years, between
the late fifth and early sixth centuries CE, we do not have evidence to suggest that they
added to its built environment. What does survive, however, is the building program of
Julianus Argentarius, a wealthy banker, whose patronage practices resemble those
employed by the Anicii in Rome and Constantinople.
It is through these discussions of the built environments of Rome, Constantinople,
and Ravenna in the fourth through sixth centuries CE, that my dissertation explores
aristocratic patronage. In each of the following chapters, I outline the ways in which these
individuals wielded the permanence of monumental architecture, statues, and inscriptions
as tools through which they could push against the forces that tried to weaken their
aristocratic bonds authority. In particular, it is the built environment’s unique ability “to
24

symbolize a ‘grounding’ of authority in a landscape” through its monumental materiality
that allowed aristocrats to consolidate and stabilize their power in times of crisis. 81
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CHAPTER 2
ANICIAN TOPOGRAPHIES OF POWER IN LATE ANTIQUE ROME

Perched atop the Caelian hill, the church of San Gregorio Magno overlooks some
of Rome’s most ancient and impressive architectural landscapes, including the Circus
Maximus and the imperial palaces of the Palatine (Fig. 2.1). Although the current
monument dates to the seventeenth century, the original building was completed
sometime in the late sixth century CE and its privileged location on the ancient city’s
most exclusive residential area is tied directly to the elevated status of its founder, Pope
Gregory the Great.82 After the death of his father, Gregory, a prominent member of the
late Roman aristocracy, donated his family’s great wealth to the Church.83 As part of this
donation, Gregory converted the family domus on the Caelian into a monastic complex, a
small portion of which is still visible on the Clivo di Scauro, the ancient Clivus Scauri
(Fig. 2.2).84 This brick apsidal hall, originally built by an earlier Pope named Agapetus
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(535-536) as the library for an ecclesiastical university that was never completed, was
incorporated by Gregory into his new monastery dedicated to St. Andrew, where it likely
performed a similar function.85 While scholars have debated the specific relationship
between the two pontiffs, there is a consensus that they both belonged to the aristocratic
sphere of the gens Anicii, and that Gregory participated in an extended correspondence
with Rusticiana, the granddaughter of Anicius Manlius Severinus Boethius (d. 524 CE),
author of On the Consolation of Philosophy.86
In a series of letters written over the course of eleven years, we find evidence for
Gregory’s close friendship with Boethius’ granddaughter, Rusticiana.87 The contents of
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and Maria Grazia Filetici, “L’aula absidata c.d. di Papa Agapito e gli edifice antichi che costeggiano il
Clivus Scauri: architettura e restauri,” in ibid., 131-147.
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the pope’s letters, five in total, included words of encouragement for her to embark on
pilgrimage to the Holy Land, several instances of commiseration with her on matters of
shared health problems, and expressions of gratitude for monetary donations.88 In his
longest letter, sent in February 601, Gregory apologized to Rusticiana for the delay in his
response to her correspondence, went on to ask why she was being so formal with her
language towards him, and eventually thanked her for her donation of tapestries to Old
St. Peter’s.89 Unfortunately, Rusticiana’s letters no longer survive, but in his reply,
Gregory stated that her repeated insistence to refer to herself as his “handmaiden” was
unnecessary, given that she knew him prior to his election as pope:
…in those letters you kept on saying to me all too often ‘your handmaid’
and ‘your handmaid’ that could be said just once. For why does she call
herself my handmaid, when I was made the servant of all servants through
the burdens of my episcopacy, and had been accepted as her personal
servant before my episcopacy? And for that reason I ask through almighty
God that I should never again find this word in your letters to me.90
In additional correspondence, Gregory was appeasing in tone as he expressed his
gratitude for her material gifts, which Rusticiana sent from her home in Constantinople
along with a letter that included a detailed request for how they should be installed within
Old St. Peter’s. Again, this letter is missing, but in his response, Gregory, who was ill
with a case of gout, expressed his regrets for receiving her instructions after the tapestries
88
Gregory the Great, Ep. 2.24, April 592; ibid., 4.44, August 594; ibid., 8.22, May 598; ibid.,
11.26, February 601; ibid., 13.26, February 603. English translations of these letters are found in John R.C.
Martyn, trans., The Letters of Gregory the Great, 3 vols. (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies,
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arrived in Rome and assured her that the tapestries were eventually installed according to
her wishes:
My son the magnificent gentleman, Lord Symmachus, found me sick with
painful gout and almost in despair, so he put off giving me your letters and
handed them to me a long time after the tapestries had been received. But
afterwards we found in your Excellency’s letters that they should have
been carried to the church of Saint Peter with a litany. And as I have just
said, this was not done at all because we received the tapestries before the
letters. But the aforesaid lord carried out with all the servants of your
household, what you wanted us to do with the clergy.91
In addition to Rusticiana’s donation to St. Peter’s, Gregory mentioned, in the same letter,
a monetary gift that she sent to his monastery. According to Gregory, this gift of alms,
although not as visible as the tapestries sent to St. Peter’s, were no less important in the
eyes of God:
But need I say anything about the alms that you have bestowed on the
monastery of the apostle Saint Andrew, when it has been written, ‘Hide
your alms in the bosom of a poor man, and it will pray for you?’ If
whether we proclaim it or keep silent, this good deed of yours cries out by
itself.92
This remarkable letter, the penultimate in the extant record of their multi-year
exchange, demonstrates the degree to which Gregory fostered relationships with the
aristocracy. As a member of the same elite families and circles, Pope Gregory was able to
employ his distant friends, like the Anician Rusticiana, as patrons for his various projects
91
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in Rome. The present chapter investigates the aristocratic nature of these patron-client
relationships and concentrates on the members of the Anicii who lived and worked in and
around the city of Rome during the fourth and fifth centuries CE. Similar to Gregory’s
friend Rusticiana and the phenomenally wealthy Anicia Juliana discussed in the Chapter
3, we find that an earlier generation of Anicii men and women had turned to the
patronage of material culture and monumental architecture as a means of securing their
positions within the highest echelons of late Roman society. However, this chapter
focuses on how the fourth- and fifth-century Roman Anicii sought an emphatically public
display of their wealth, unlike Rusticiana’s “invisible” patronage to Gregory’s monastery
at the turn of the sixth and into the seventh century CE. As we shall see, the Anicii of
Rome promoted their status through the erection of statues in the Roman Forum, the
construction of conspicuously located palaces, funerary monuments, and church
complexes, and the public celebration of Christian vows of celibacy, all of which aligned
with the decorum, or appropriateness, of their elevated position within late antique
society.

The Anicii and the ‘Epigraphic’ and ‘Statue Habits’ in the fora of Rome
The letters sent by Pope Gregory the Great to Rusticiana mentioned above serve
as just one of several sets of important correspondence directed to specific members of
the gens Anicii.93 Despite the plethora of textual evidence for this well-connected family,
finding physical manifestations of their wealth is somewhat more difficult. Fortunately,
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the Anicii participated fully in the so-called “epigraphic habit” of the ancient Roman
world whereby individuals inscribed their names into their physical surroundings.94
Through the installation of inscriptions found on statue bases, tabulae ansatae, and
monumental architecture, individual Anicii were able insert their names within the built
environment, as visible in Fig. 2.3. I created this heat map through the geocoding of
individual inscriptions found on statue bases, monumental architecture, and in a variety
of textual sources, based on the careful prospographical work of David Novak, using the
online mapping platform CARTO (Appendix A).95 It illustrates the spread of epigraphic
evidence related to the Anicii across the Mediterranean between the first century BCE to
the sixth century CE. From the map, we can see that there are two main areas where
Anician inscriptions are found: the western coast of the Italian peninsula and Africa
Proconsularis in modern Tunisia. Not only does this important set of data help to
visualize the geographic spread of the Anicii, it provides a clear picture of the specific
locations where members of the family erected statues and buildings in an effort to make
themselves part of the visual and architectural fabric of the ancient Mediterranean, which,
as I argue in this chapter, followed notions of Virtruvian and Ciceronian decorum. In
many cases, the epigraphic and statue habits were combined in a single monument.
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Of the numerous epigraphic references to the Anicii, the most useful for the
present discussion of late antique Rome are two statue bases that were installed in the
Roman Forum during the fourth and fifth centuries CE. The first is known only though its
preservation in the Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum (CIL). This short dedicatory
inscription was originally etched into the plinth of a now-lost colossal equestrian statue of
Constantine I and was erected in 334:
To our lord Constantine the Great, pious and ever-triumphant emperor,
[who] gladly earns divine blessings for enlarging the state to encompass
the whole world by his plans and actions for the senate and people of
Rome, dedicated by Anicius Paulinus Iunior, of the highest aristocratic
rank, consul ordinarus [and] urban prefect.
D(omino) N(ostro) CONSTANTINO MAXIMO / PIO FELICI AC
TRIUMPHATORI SEMPER AUGUSTO / OB AMPLIFICATAM TOTO
ORBE REM PUBLICAM FACTIS CONSULTISQ(ue) / S(enatus)
P(opulus)Q(ue) R(omanus) / DEDICANTE ANICO PAULINO IUNIORE
V(iro) C(larissimo) CONS(ule) ORD(inario) PRAEF(ecto) URBI.96
Although the statue and its dedicatory inscription no longer survive, Gregor Kalas has
convincingly argued for its placement among the Tetrarchic statues near the Diocletianic
Rostra in the Roman Forum.97 Through a careful study of the renovations and restorations
made to the Forum during late antiquity, Kalas noted the presence of a large rectangular
foundation of travertine blocks, which would have supported the plinth and monumental
statue (Fig. 2.4). The placement of this imposing portrait of Constantine astride a horse in
front of the Tetrarchic statues would have served as a potent visual reminder of his
victory over his predecessors (Fig. 2.5).98
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An aspect of Constantine’s equestrian portrait that Kalas glosses over is the
agency of the Anician donor in the conspicuous placement of the monument and the
layout of its dedicatory inscription. Returning to the original Latin, as reproduced in
Kalas’ publication above, we find that common Latin abbreviations have been expanded
with their omitted letters having been placed in parentheses. This is visible in the first line
where “DN” becomes “Domino Nostro.” Furthermore, in keeping with scholarly
convention, the line breaks are indicated by forward slashes. While this is useful for the
study of the inscription’s linguistic aspects, it loses its original, late antique arrangement.
If we remove the parenthetical letters and restore the line breaks, we can begin to get a
sense of how the inscription would have appeared in antiquity:
DNCONSTANTINOMAXIMO
PIOFELICIACTRIUMPHATORISEMPERAUGUSTO
OBAMPLIFICATAM
TOTOORBEREMPUBLICAMFACTISCONSULTISQ
SPQR
DEDICANTEANICOPAULINOIUNIOREVCCONSORDPRAEFURBI
In the reconstructed form of this dedicatory inscription, Constantine’s name is proclaimed
on the first line, closest to the statue of the emperor that stood above. Located on the final
line, below the visually spare abbreviation “SPQR” (the Senate and People of Rome) is
the name of the Anician donor, Anicius Paulinus Iunior, complete with his consular
title.99
The placement of Anicius Paulinus Iunior’s name at the bottom of the plinth is
recalled in numerous extant inscriptions, including our second epigraphic example,
another Anician-donated statue base dedicated a century later in front of the nearby
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Senate House. Erected in 438 CE by Anicius Acilius Glabrio Faustus, the now lost statue
of Faustus’ father-in-law Tarrutenius Maximilianus was supported by a re-used and
partially re-carved base that included the following inscription (Fig. 2.6):
To Tarrutenius Maximilianus, of the highest senatorial rank and having
served as the most eloquent consul of Picenum on the year when he turned
nineteen, vicar of the city of Rome, and twice most distinguished legate
for the Senate; Anicius Acilius Glabrio Faustus, of the highest senatorial
rank, cheerfully offered the statue of his cherished father-in-law wearing a
toga at this location.
TARRUTENIO MAXIMILIANO V(iro) C(larissimo)
ELOQUENTISSIMOQUE CONSULARI
PICENI ANNO AETATIS NONO DECIMO
VICARIO URBIS ROMAE LEGATO AMPLIS
SIMI SENATUS SECUNDO SOCERO
EXOPTATISSIMO ANICIUS ACILIUS
GLABRIO FAUSTUS V(ir) C(larissimus) LOCI HUIUS
ORNATOR TOGATAM STATUAM
LIBENS OPTULI100
Although the donor’s name, Faustus, does not appear in the final line, it is found isolated
on the reverse side of the base:
Anicius Acilius Glabrio Faustis / of clarissimus rank, consul, dedicated
[this].
ANICIUS ACILIUS GLABRIO FAUSTUS / VC CONSUL DICAVIT101
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The visual isolation of the donor’s names in each of the above examples points to
a desire on his part to make his identifying information immediately visible to the viewer.
Of course, we should not assume that Faustus’ isolated name on the back of a statue base
would have been nearly as visible as the earlier example of Paulinus’ prominent display
found on the front of the Constantinian statue. If Kalas’ reconstruction of the Forum is
correct, as discussed above, Constantine’s equestrian portrait would have been located in
an exceptionally high-traffic area with its inscription facing the Via Sacra. Moreover, the
position of the Paulinus’ name in the last line of the inscription, made the Anician
donor’s name all the more visible to what must have been a highly educated audience. By
choosing to have his name on the lowest line of this monumental inscription, closest to
the eyes of the late antique viewer, Anicius Paulinus Iunior not only announced his ties to
the new Christian emperor, he inscribed his family’s identity into the minds of the elite
and onto the architectural fabric of the traditional heart of the Roman Empire.
These examples underscore an additional aspect of this type of patronage, which
is deeply traditional. By late antiquity, the frequency in the number of statues created had
decreased from its height during the Imperial period, yet those that were erected adhered
to the ancient decorum of the creation and preservation of civic memory.102 In a recent
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analysis of the epigraphic evidence from both the Roman Forum and the nearby Forum of
Trajan, Robert Chenault suggests that during late antiquity a hierarchy had developed
whereby the latter had become the preferred location for senatorial memorials.103 Given
the civic gravitas associated with these two sites, it is not surprising that the Anicii seem
to have performed their patronage displays within this decorous system, especially during
the Constantinian period. Not only did Anicius Paulinus Iunior dedicate a statue of
Constantine in the Roman Forum, as discussed, he was the recipient of his own honorific
memorial, appropriately located in the Forum of Trajan. The inscription and statue no
longer survive, and knowledge of their specific location within Trajan’s forum has been
lost. Despite this lack of physical evidence, the inscription carved into the statue base
survived long enough for it to have been included in the CIL:
Statue of Amnius Iunior. For Anicius Paulinus Iunior, of clarissimus rank,
proconsul of Asia and Hellespontus, consul ordinarius, prefect of the City,
judge representing the Emperor. On account of his nobility, eloquence,
justice, and judgement, for which he was privately and publicly famous,
by petition of the Roman people with the testimony of the Senate and by
the decision of our lords, the triumphant Augustus and flourishing
Caesars, it was resolved that a second gilded statue be put up at public
expense.
AMNII IUN(ioris) / ANICIO PAULINO IUN C(larissimo) V(iro) /
PROCO(n)S(uli) ASIAE ET HELLESPONTI / CONSULI ORDINARIO
PRAEF(ecto) URBI / VICE SACRA IUDICANTI OB / MERITUM
NOBILITATIS ELOQUII / IUSTITIAE ATQ(que) CENSURAE QUI /
BUS PRIVATIM AC PUBLICE / CLARUS EST PETITU POPULI
R(omani) / TESTIMONIO SENATUS IUDICIO
DD(ominorum)NN(ostrorum) TRIUMPHATORIS AUG(usti) /
CAESARUMQU(que) FLORENTIUM / STATUAM SECUNDAM
AURO / SUPERFUSAM LOCARI SUMPTU / PUBLICO PLACVIT104
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According to this inscription, Paulinus served several roles within Roman society,
including as consul of Rome and proconsul of provinces in Asia Minor. Additionally, the
inclusion of the phrase, “STATUAM SECUNDAM AURO” indicates that this was the
second statue of the Anician aristocrat erected in the Forum of Trajan; the adjective
“AURO” indicating that one, or both, were gilded.
Let us step back from this text-level view of the epigraphic evidence to consider
the topographic implications of such patronage further. As discussed, the installation of
Constantine’s equestrian statue within the Roman Forum during the consular year of
Anicius Paulinus Iunior allowed the aristocrat to align himself with the new victorious
emperor in a part of the city steeped with history. In the adjacent Forum of Trajan,
however, we find the same victorious emperor (and the people of Rome) sanctioned the
erection of at least two gilded statues dedicated to Paulinus.105 The reciprocal exchange
of statue dedications, two of which occurred in 334 CE, demonstrate the close ties the
gens Anicii had to the imperial court. Not only were these bonds particularly strong, they
were altogether socially appropriate and the mutual erection of statues within the fora of
Rome adhered to traditional notions of ancient decorum in the performative ritual use of
space and the display of aristocratic and imperial memory.

emperors. Rome, Forum of Trajan. 334,” Last Statues of Antiquity,
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Visible and Invisible Spaces of Life and Death in Anician Rome
The statues and inscriptions discussed above provide evidence for a very specific
kind of aristocratic display that was centered within the public areas of Rome’s imperial
fora. In this next section, I turn to more privileged spaces within Rome, domestic and
funerary, which reveal an even greater degree of aristocratic prestige through an
interesting combination of highly visible and invisible spaces. Monuments like the great
Anician palace perched high above the city on the Pincian Hill and the family mausoleum
partially hidden behind the apse of the Constantinian basilica of St. Peter provide
important evidence for the nuanced deployment of architecture in the cultivation of
Anician topographies of power across late-fourth century Rome, according to ancient
notions of decorum.

Horti, the Anicii, and the Domus Pinciana:
Overlooking the famed Spanish Steps on Rome’s Monte Pincio is the church of
Trinità dei Monti where, in 1742, a large marble statue base was discovered in the
building’s adjacent orchard. Today the base is found in the Sala del Galata in the
Capitoline Museums. It measures 82 cm in height. The extant dedicatory inscription,
carved into the front of the object, states that the now-missing statue was erected in honor
of a man named Petronius Probus (Fig. 2.7):
To the summit of the nobility, light of letters and eloquence, example of
authority, master of foresight and government, promoter of humanity,
patron of moderation, high priest of devotion, Petronius Probus, of
clarissimus rank, proconsul of Africa, Praetorian Prefect of Illyricum, Italy
and Africa, ordinary consul. On account of the extraordinary types of
relief shown towards them, his own men in Venetia and Histria [erected
this] to their most outstanding patron.
38

NOBILITATIS CULMINI
LITTERARUM ET ELOQUENTIAE LUMINI
AUCTORITATIS EXEMPLO
PROVISIONUM AC DISPOSITIONUM MAGISTRO
HUMANITATIS AUCTORI
MODERATIONIS PATRONO
DEVOTIONIS ANTISTITI
PETRONIO
PROBO V(iro) C(larissimo) PROCONSULI AFRICAE
PRAEFECTO PRAETORIO
PER ILLYRICUM ITALIAM ET AFRICAM
CONSULI ORDINARIO
OB INSIGNIA ERGA SE REMEDIORUM GENERA
VENETI ADQUE HISTRI PECULIARES EIUS
PATRONO PRAESTANTISSIMO106
On the left side of the same base, the following inscription states that it was dedicated on
August 8th, 378 CE (Fig. 2.8):
Dedicated on August 8th in the sixth consulship of our Lord Valens
Augustus and the second of our Lord Valentinian Augustus.
DEDICATA / VI IDUS AUG(ustas) / DD(ominis) NN(ostris) /
VALENTE VI ET / VALENTINIANO II / AUGG(ustorum)
CONS(ulibus).107
The isolated and central placement of Petronius’ name within the longer inscription
adheres to the epigraphic standards discussed above and is reminiscent of Anicius
Paulinus Iunior’s prominent display on the base of Constantine’s equestrian statue in the
Roman Forum. From prosopographical evidence, we know that Petronius Probus, whose
full name was Sextus Claudius Petronius Probus, was married to a woman named Anicia
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Faltonia Proba and that they resided in a house on the Pincian hill, known as the Domus
Pinciana.108
Appearing as the dedicatee of statue bases found in places like Verona, Casinum
in Campania, Athens, and even as far away as Gortyna on the island of Crete, Petronius
Probus’ status as consul of Rome (371 CE) and proconsul of Africa (358 CE), and his
appointment as Praetorian Prefect of Illyricum, Italy, and Africa (368-375 CE) was wellestablished across the Mediterranean.109 In addition to the statue discovered on the
Pincian Hill, three more were found in Rome that were erected in Petronius Probus’
honor, one of which stood in the Forum of Trajan.110 From this post-Constantinian
evidence, it appears as though the Anician clan headed by Petronius Probus and Anicia
Faltonia Proba were active participants in the continuation of the late antique “statue
habit” within appropriate spaces for public commemoration. The statue base discovered
on the Pincian Hill provides important evidence for the appearance of such memorials
within a more restricted domestic setting.
Today, the Pincian Hill is known for the luxurious Renaissance and Baroque
villas and gardens built by the Medici and Borghese families, respectively. These
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century complexes that overlook the Piazza del Popolo and
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the Campus Martius sit atop the foundations of their ancient counterparts. During the
Roman Republic, the Pincian was enveloped by aristocratic horti, the most famous of
which was built by L. Licinius Lucullus. Constructed between 68 and 63 BCE, the Horti
Luculliani spread across the highest point of the Pincian and held an impressive view of
the Campus Martius below.111 The complex included several monumental water features
in addition to a residential villa, which, according to Plutarch, served as Lucullus’
retirement home.112
The topographic situation of Lucullus’ horti and villa along the apex of the
Pincian would have been striking in the 1st century BCE, given that it sat outside Rome’s
pomerium, the border that constituted the city’s sacred boundary.113 In what must have
been intended as a punishment for a series of political and military conflicts with Julius
Caesar and Pompey, Lucullus’ isolation on the Pincian quickly became advantageous. As
stated by Katherine von Stackelberg, the Horti Luculliani “commanded an excellent view
of the Campus Martius and were in turn subject to the public gaze.”114 The highly visible
nature of Lucullus’ Horti made the remaining areas along the Pincian the ideal location
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for enterprising aristocrats, as attested by the construction of the contemporaneous Horti
Sallustiani, which extended onto the adjacent Quirinal Hill.115
The years following Julius Caesar’s assassination on 15 March 44 BCE and the
establishment of the Empire after Augustus led to a period of aristocratic anxiety over
opulent displays of wealth, given that the aristocracy had become the target of imperial
envy. Despite this, we know that sometime between 15-20 CE, the current owners of the
Horti Luculliani added to the complex with the construction of a monumental terrace that
overlooked the Campus Martius. According to Renaissance scholars, and later confirmed
by archaeology, the plan of the complex, the footprint of which can still be discerned in
an aerial view of the area between the Villa Medici and the adjacent convent (Fig. 2.9),
derived from the Republican-period Temple of Fortuna Primigenia sanctuary in
Praeneste.116 The first-century CE monumentalization of what must have already been an
enormously visible collection of terraced gardens, pavilions, and a villa complex on the
slopes of the Pincian was connected to the construction of Augustus’ mausoleum and
associated horti along the Tiber in the Campus Martius.117 The mutual visibility of these
two spaces, one aristocratic, the other imperial, underscored the unwavering power of the
aristocracy in a period of rapid imperial expansion.
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The aristocratic stronghold on the Pincian came to an end in 47 CE when Emperor
Claudius’s envy caused him to seize the sprawling Horti Luculliani complex.118 Two
years later, in 49 CE, Claudius extended the official reach of the pomerium to include the
Pincian, which would be located within Rome’s city walls by the late-3rd c. CE. The site
seems to have fallen out of imperial favor after the tumultuous reign of Nero, whose
ashes were interred in a family mausoleum in 68 CE somewhere on the collis hortulorum,
another name for the Pincian.119 At the beginning of Trajan’s reign in the second century
CE, the state relinquished its control over the Horti Luculliani, which eventually came
into the hands of the aristocratic Acilii Glabriones by the second century CE.120 Between
271 and 275, during the reign of Aurelian, a new circuit of fortifications was built around
the city, which, like the Claudian pomerium, incorporated the southern facing slopes of
the Pincian Hill. These new defensive walls, in addition to providing security to the
northern part of the city, functioned to halt the spread of aristocratic estates, which were
built upon the old Republican and Imperial horti.121
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This brings us back to the fourth century Anician occupation of the site. A lack of
evidence prevents a secure date for their acquisition of the area of the Horti Luculliani.
Therefore, it was the discovery of Petronius Probus’ statue base within the grounds of the
Trinità dei Monti convent, discussed above, that provided scholars with valuable
evidence for the Anician presence on the Pincian Hill. From 378 CE on, the site lost its
designation as a hortus and became known as the Domus Pinciana.122 On the grounds of
the nearby Villa Medici, now the French Academy in Rome, additional confirmation of
the late antique occupation of the Pincian was discovered in the 1980s. During the course
of archaeological excavations between 1981 and 2005, French archaeologists in
collaboration with the Soprintendenza Archeologia di Roma uncovered the remains of
several portions of a lavish late antique domus.123
In 2009, the École Française published a comprehensive plan of the excavations,
which reveal the sprawling nature of the site (Fig. 2.10). The remains date variously
between the fourth through sixth centuries CE, with a majority of them belonging to the
period following the Visigothic sack of Rome in 410 CE.124 As a result of this attack on
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the city, many aristocrats like the Anicii, fled to safer locations within the Empire.125
Although the Anicii returned to Rome some years later, as we shall see below, they did
not return to the Domus Pinciana. In the aftermath of the Visigothic sack, the site,
including the villa and its surrounding gardens, was acquired by the imperial court and
was subsequently renovated.126 The remarkable opus sectile pavements discovered in the
excavations behind the Villa Medici confirm the building’s lavish new decorative
program (Fig. 2.11), which eventually became the residence of the sixth-century general
Belisarius during his Italian campaigns of the Gothic Wars.127
Although the decorative elements discovered in the Villa Medici excavations do
not belong to the Anician occupation, the presence of the family at the site is attested by
the installation of the large statue dedicated to Petronius Probus, discussed above, within
its walls. Given the rich and complicated aristocratic-imperial conflicts over the site, it is
not surprising that a powerful couple like Anicia Faltonia Proba and Petronius Probus
would choose the location as a space from which to bolster their ancestral authority.
Furthermore, the topographic location of the Domus Pinciana allowed it to hover high
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above the temples and mausolea of the Campus Martius. I would argue that the
pronounced visibility of the site along the southern slope of the Pincian Hill was just as
politically powerful during late antiquity as it was in both the Republican and Imperial
periods. Through their occupation of the Domus Pinciana, formerly the ancient Horti
Luculliani, members of the gens Anicii made themselves continuously present in the eyes
of those walking below in the Campus Martius. Although highly visible from the outside,
the Anicii were also inaccessible to all except those who were politically connected
enough to receive invitations to the Domus Pinciana.128 The tension present in this visible
inaccessibility of their domestic architecture is something that the Anicii of Rome also
incorporated into their funerary spaces.

The Anicii Mausoleum at Old St. Peter’s:
In the 1450s, Constantine’s basilica dedicated to St. Peter on the Vatican Hill was
more than eleven hundred years old and in need of a significant architectural overhaul.
After a series of smaller renovations, including the repair of the narthex’s roof by Pope
Martin V in 1425 and the installation of a new set of main doors under Pope Eugene IV
in the 1430s, Pope Nicholas V (1447-1455), decided to address the building’s interior.129
By the mid-fifteenth century, the nave, aisles, and sanctuary of Old St. Peter’s had filled
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with countless tombs, memorials, and ancillary chapels dedicated to a variety of saints,
popes, and well-connected aristocrats, visible in the 1590 plan drawn by Tiberio Alfarano
(Fig. 2.12). According to Christof Thoenes, the sheer number of these additions “must
have had a confining and distressing effect” and led Nicholas V to “keep the new
building entirely free of tombs.”130 As a result of these wishes, renovations at Old St.
Peter’s were conducted between 1452 and 1454 with a concentration placed upon the
structure’s apse located in its western end.
Nicholas’ compulsion to modernize Old St. Peter’s, not through a complete
demolition but with a partial renovation, was at odds with Leon Battista Alberti’s
assessment of the site. He advised against the continuation of the papal project, not
because he felt any sense of duty to preserve the ancient building, but because his view of
Old St. Peter’s was that it served by being on the “wrong track in the development of
sacred architecture.” In one of the few complimentary passages of De re aedificatoria
concerning Old St. Peter’s, however, Alberti turned his attention towards the structural
role of the tombs that had occupied the interior and exterior of the monument:
I also very much approve of the numerous chapels that have been added
on both sides of the site of the Vatican Basilica; for those built against the
wall of the basilica, where dug out of the hillside, are of considerable help
and convenience: they support the constant pressure of the slope and
intercept any moisture seeping down through the hill, stopping it from
entering the building, so that the main wall of the basilica remains dry and
therefore stronger. The chapels on either side, at the base of the slope, are
quite capable of sustaining the weight of the ground, which has been
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leveled above them, because of their arched construction and because they
buttress any earth movement.131
For Alberti, the chapels, although great in number, served a fundamental architectonic
function: to buttress the exterior of Old St. Peter’s and to prevent ground seepage into the
main body of the basilica. This excursus also underscored the topographic situation of the
Constantinian building on the hillside of the Vatican and helps to shed light on one of the
more enigmatic of these exterior additions: the Anicii mausoleum.
Labeled Templum à Probo on Alfarano’s late-sixteenth century plan, the Anicii
mausoleum, like most portions of Old St. Peter’s, no longer survives (Fig. 2.13).132
Fortunately, during Nicholas V’s construction projects at the building in the 1450s, papal
secretary and noted humanist Maffeo Vegio recorded his visit to the site in the months
leading up to its destruction.133 Since Vegio’s description, included in the nineteenthcentury edition of the Acta Sanctorum, provides the only extant eye-witness account of
the lost space, it deserves to be quoted at length:
106. Now let’s turn to other parts of this basilica (which are certainly
lesser known), namely altars and oratories (altaria, oratoria). We should
begin with that chapel (templum) which was connected to the greater altar
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(altari maiori) and the head of the basilica (capiti basilicae), and extended
out beyond it. This chapel was greater in size than an oratory (oratorium).
I saw it in my lifetime, but now it has been demolished. For because
Nicholas V, whose fame in building exceeds all other popes, had begun to
construct a new, huge [building] at the head of the basilica (which he left
unfinished because of his untimely death), this chapel was first
demolished. It was noble, grand, and was furnished with many marble
columns. But it was poorly maintained and inaccessible. The ignorant
masses believed—I don’t know by what perverse dream—that it was the
Confessio of Blessed Peter, or even his house while he was still living!
Who of sound mind could say that that is where Blessed Peter concluded
his prayers and holy conduct of life since previously there was a Circus
there (I talked about this in my first book) in which Nero, that great
monster of nature, who also handed him over to death, conducted every
act of wanton insanity, cruelty, and inhumanity, especially against
Christians?
107. Now there had been a temple constructed in memoriam Probus by his
wife Proba. He was the most prestigious (summus uir) of his time,
achieving many things in his life—the greatest and highest honors. When
he was praetorian prefect, Paulinus of Nola recounts that Ambrose was
chosen by him [Probus] for sitting on the council; after he had also
accepted the consulate, [Probus brought it about] that he [Ambrose]
govern the provinces of Liguria and Aemilia and reside in Milan. This was
the most praiseworthy feat, that when he was still a pagan (gentilis),
though educated in all genres of literature and practiced in all
philosophical disciplines, he was chosen by the Emperor Constantine for
presiding over (audiendas) the diverse views of Athanasius, Arius,
Sabellius, and Photinus about the Catholic faith. Listening to and
understanding all of these interlocutors made such an impact on him that
he commended and approved of the creed/faith (fidem) that Athanasius
confessed. Then he judged that it should be accepted as the truest. From
the moment of his judgment, he thereafter embraced the creed that he had
previously condemned. He [Probus] was so impressed by him as he argued
sincerely and powerfully, Athanasius I mean, who was supreme both in
his learning and defense of the holy faith, and in his conduct and sanctity
of life. He also, because of the terrible and dire sufferings that he endured
on behalf of keeping the faith, not to mention the prolonged persecutions,
should be ranked among the holy martyrs.
108. By chance, I entered this chapel six months before it was
demolished—I don’t know what spirit moved me to do so! I saw the
marks of letters inscribed in marble, which were set on top (superpositae)
of the front (fronte), as well as of each side (utroque ex latere), of the
columns. With great effort, I copied them down (for the letters had been
obscured by moss growing there). Had I not done so, the inscription would
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certainly have been lost. This is because a little later these marbles,
because of their great size and beauty, were converted/spoliated (conuersa
sunt) to great use for works of construction. This inscription contained
verses in praise and memory of him, the aforementioned Probus. These
verses clearly reveal that he was praetorian prefect and that towards the
end of his old age he converted to the Christian faith as was said above.
His sarcophagus (sepulcrum) was made of marble and carved with sacred
images. When the foundations were dug out further below, it was
discovered that it was covered in bronze but full of much gold, which was
woven into its garments. Now it is relocated in the Oratory of S. Thomas
the Apostle as a baptismal font. But first let’s hear the verses
themselves:134
These remarkable passages, kindly translated by Charles N. Kuper, provide important
evidence for the location, size, patronage, and interior decoration of the mausoleum.135 In
passage 106, Vegio stated that the mausoleum was located immediately behind the high
altar at St. Peter’s, that it was larger than a typical oratory chapel, and that it was filled
with “many marble columns.” He also noted that the structure was “poorly maintained
and inaccessible.” Yet, in the following line, Vegio mentioned that throngs of pilgrims
who visited the church interpreted this space as having been the Confessio of St. Peter,
which suggests that there may have been some kind of access to the mausoleum from the
main body of the basilica, or at least awareness of its existence.
Next, in passages 107 and 108, Vegio provided vital identifying evidence for the
patronage of the mausoleum through his observation of a lengthy epigram that functioned
as part of its decorative program. According to Vegio, the inscription was carved into the
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marble blocks that stood atop the structure’s many columns in its front and two sides.
From this impressionistic representation of the monument’s spatial layout, we can begin
to understand how Alfarano composed his architectural plan, which was created at least a
century after its destruction. The content of the inscription, which Vegio included in
passages 109-110, allowed him to identify the space as a funerary monument dedicated to
Petronius Probus by his wife Anicia Faltonia Proba, the aristocratic owners of the Domus
Pinciana discussed in the previous section of this chapter.136
The death of Probus ca. 390 CE would have been a significant event in late
fourth-century Rome, for which surprisingly little evidence remains. The serendipitous
discovery in 1597 of a large marble sarcophagus belonging to the Roman Prefect Junius
Bassus helps to fill in some of these historical gaps (Fig. 2.14). Carved along the edges of
the object is a dedicatory inscription that serves as a testament to ideal funerary ritual in
fourth-century Rome:
While governing the people of his city and the house of the senate, he
died, to the everlasting tears of the city. Nor were his own servants
allowed to carry his bier, but it was the burden of the people, vying <for
the honour>. Everyone wept, married women, children and old men. Then
too the reverent senate wept, discarding their togas. Then too the highest
buildings of Rome seemed to weep, then too the very houses along the
route made lament. Yield, high honours of the living; it is a yet higher
distinction that death brings him.137
The submission of the entire city, according to Bassus’ epitaph, to the sorrow of the
aristocrat’s loss is especially striking. The placement of this sarcophagus, which was
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decorated only on front and two shorter sides, within the apse of Old St. Peter’s further
attested to the power enjoyed by Bassus in Rome at the time of his death.138
Given the high status of Bassus in 359 CE, we can only imagine how Probus’
death would have similarly impacted the city. In a panegyric written in 395 CE for
consuls Anicius Probinus and Anicius Hermogenianus Olybrius, sons of Probus and
Proba, the poet Claudian stated of Probus:
Though his life was surrounded with luxury he knew how to preserve his
uprightness uncorrupted. He did not hide his wealth in dark cellars nor
condemn his riches to the nether gloom, but in showers more abundant
than rain would ever enrich countless numbers of men. The thick cloud of
his generosity was ever big with gifts, full and overflowing with clients
was his mansion, and thereinto there poured a stream of paupers to issue
forth again rich men.139
Although not everyone shared this laudatory sentiment, most notably Ammianus
Marcellinus, Probus’ death would have been well advertised in late antique Rome.140
Given his elevated status within the city and across the Mediterranean, as attested by the
numerous statues erected in his honor discussed above, it made sense that Probus’
funerary monument would have been memorably grand. Not only were he and the Anicii
family that he married into immensely wealthy and powerful, they were publicly
committed to their Christianity. Even though elite families like the Anicii were more
concerned with status than the religious devotions of their neighbors, they no doubt used
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Christian piety to their advantage.141 Through well-documented correspondence with
prominent fourth- and fifth-century theologians like Ambrose of Milan, Augustine of
Hippo, and Jerome, Probus, his wife Proba, and their children and grandchildren
employed their Christian piety as a means to secure their status within the episcopal
hierarchy, which itself was part of the larger network of authority in late antique
society.142
As a result of these connections, members of Probus’ family, through the
organization of Anicia Faltonia Proba, were able to inter their paterfamilias within the
architectural annex of Old St. Peter’s. Despite the lack of direct textual confirmation to
support an Anician connection to a specific member of the Roman papal court at the time
of Probus’ death, the appearance of his lengthy epitaph within the walls of some kind of
funerary structure behind the apse of Old St. Peter’s, recorded in situ by Maffeo Vegio,
provides vital documentation. Composed in thirty lines located along the entablature of
the mausoleum’s interior, the funerary inscription is remarkable for its dual description of
Probus as a deeply traditional Roman who extolled the virtues of the Empire and as a
pious Christian who sought light of Christ in Heaven.143
In addition to Vegio’s careful record of the mausoleum’s dedicatory inscription,
he noted the presence of a marble sarcophagus covered with images as well as goldthreaded fabric found in its interior. According to Vegio, this sarcophagus was moved,
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ostensibly emptied of its golden contents, and reused as the basilica’s baptismal font. It is
because of this re-appropriation that the object still survives and is on display in a back
corner of the Vatican Grottoes (Fig. 2.15).144 A second late fourth-century CE
sarcophagus was also discovered in the area of Old St. Peter’s apse during demolition and
is now broken up between the Louvre at the Capitoline Museums (Figs. 2.16 and 2.17).145
It is impossible to know with any degree of certainty where, exactly, these sarcophagi
would have been located within the Anicii mausoleum. It is equally difficult to attach
either one to a specific member of the Anicii family. Despite this uncertainty, a closer
look at the sarcophagus mentioned by Vegio could reveal a possible connection to
Probus.
Somewhat unusual for the time, this sarcophagus is carved on all four of its
exterior faces.146 In what is assumed to be the front, Christ stands within a columnar
arcade on a pedestal and holds a gemmed cross while flanked by two standing figures,
presumably Saints Peter and Paul (Fig. 2.15). Organized in two groups on either side are
pairs of eight male figures who gesture to the central trio. Found on the two short sides of
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the sarcophagus are two groups of six men who process along the same arcade toward the
image of Christ, Peter, and Paul on the front (Fig. 2.18). Finally, carved into the back of
the object is a representation of an aristocratic couple who stand beneath an arcade in the
same location as the Christ, Peter, and Paul trio on the sarcophagus’ front (Fig. 2.19). The
couple clasps their right hands together and look past each other, while the female figure
seems either veil or unveil her face. Could this be a representation of Proba bidding
farewell to her husband Probus or perhaps a visual reminder of their marriage? It is
certainly possible, but given the lack of epigraphic evidence, and the anecdotal nature of
Vegio’s report, a firm argument cannot be made.
The uncertainties outlined above, many of which stem from Vegio’s account of a
building that Pope Nicholas V was in a rush to demolish, seem to push the Anician
mausoleum at Old. St. Peter’s into the realm of myth. However, given the discovery of
late-fourth century sarcophagi within a “poorly maintained” space along with the lengthy
epitaph transcribed by Vegio, the signs point towards the real presence of the Anicii
mausoleum. In his discussion of the appearance of the mausoleum behind the apse at Old
St. Peter’s, Vegio was careful to observe that the letters of the dedicatory inscription,
carved into what must have been a marble entablature, were “obscured by moss.”147 This
small detail, which adds an atmospheric effect to the conditions of his site work, also
reveals something about the architecture of the space, not yet commented upon by
scholars. The presence of moss covering the architectural sculpture at the mausoleum
suggests that the building was at least partially subterranean, or perhaps unroofed. For
moss to grow, it would need an abundance of water and at least a small amount of light.
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Therefore, Vegio would have observed a monument that was partly built into the hillside,
which can be confirmed by its location on the Vatican hill, and had a least one opening, a
doorway or window, that let a bit of light into its interior. Of course, both of these
conditions could have been a result of the age of the building with soil accumulating on
its exterior over time and a collapse in its roof. Yet, Vegio’s careful observation of the
moss growing over the inscription supports what Alberti noticed about the ancillary
tombs and chapels that buttressed the the building’s north and south sides: that they had
an architectonic function to keep the body of Old St. Peter’s dry through their absorption
of water issuing through ground seepage.
From a topographical perspective, the placement of the Anicii mausoleum within
the complex at Old St. Peter’s was highly privileged. Although Junius Bassus’
sarcophagus was, according to scholars, placed within the basilica under the pavement
behind the altar, the construction of an entire family mausoleum on the exterior of the
curved wall of the apse directly adjacent to and in line with the grave of St. Peter and the
high altar took significantly more planning, both financial and architectural. The Anician
orchestration of this project alone demonstrated their ability to negotiate multiple facets
of society, from the papal court to the marble yards during Rome’s rapid period of
Christianization at the end of the fourth century CE. Although it is impossible to know
precisely how and in what numbers visitors accessed the Anicii mausoleum, Carlos
Machado is surely right when he states that it “would have been a splendid monument,
full of political and religious resonances.” 148
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Even if the late antique visitor to the complex would not have been able to see the
Anicii mausoleum from the interior of the Constantinian basilica, its mere presence,
axially aligned with the Shrine of Peter and its altar, attested to the importance of its
patrons. If this scenario is correct, it would have only been those present at the interment
of Probus ca. 390 CE, which must have included some members of the episcopal
hierarchy, who would have entered into the Anicii mausoleum and therefore had
knowledge of its topographical location behind the basilica’s apse.149 After that moment,
the area presumably would have been restricted to the clergy and to members of the
family who wished to visit the burials of their loved ones.150 There is something in the
constructed invisibility of this scenario that is reminiscent of the staged visibility and
inaccessibility of the Anician family in the Domus Pinciana discussed above. In both life
and death, it seems, the Anicii of the late fourth century CE were careful to craft their
aristocratic identities through the strategic employment of monumental architecture. In
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the final section of this chapter, I turn from this domestic and funerary architecture to the
Anician patronage of their own ecclesiastical monuments.

Demetrias, her velatio, and Santo Stefano on the Via Latina:
In the year 413, Bishop Aurelius of Carthage bestowed a sacred veil upon the
head of a young woman named Demetrias, the granddaughter of Petronius Probus and
Anicia Faltonia Proba, who, along with her family had fled Rome in the aftermath of the
Visigothic sack of the city a few years earlier. Through this ritual, known as the velatio,
Demetrias became a consecrated virgin of the Church and her family reaped the benefits
of having produced this so-called “living martyr.” Several decades later, Demetrias
moved back to Rome where she was responsible for the construction of a church
dedicated to the first of the martyrs, St. Stephen, which was located at the third mile of
the Via Latina on her family’s suburban estate.
The precise date of construction for Santo Stefano is hard to pin down, as is
common for many late antique monuments. We are fortunate, therefore, that the Liber
Pontificalis makes reference to it in the entry on Pope Leo the Great: “God’s handmaid
Demetrias built a basilica to St. Stephen on her estate at the third mile of the Via
Latina.”151 This places the monument’s erection tentatively during the pontificate of Leo
I, between 440 and 461. Further evidence for this dating was discovered during
nineteenth-century excavations at the site conducted by the Pontifical Commission for
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Sacred Archaeology under the direction of Lorenzo Fortunati (Fig. 2.20).152 In 1857, after
Fortunati re-discovered the remains of a large villa complex on the Via Latina, he and his
team uncovered a large fragmentary inscription. Reconstructed by Raffaele Garrucci, this
inscription, which is now on display in the Museo delle Terme, confirmed the association
with Pope Leo and the fifth-century date (Fig. 2.21):
When the virgin Amnia Demetrias leaving this world / brought to a close
her last day (yet not truly dying) / she gave to you, Pope Leo, these final
vows, that this sacred house arise. / The trust of her command is fulfilled,
yet it is more glorious / to fulfil a vow of another than one’s own. /
Stephen, who first in the world was carried away / by savage death, and
reigns in the height of / heaven, illuminates the summit [of the work]. / By
order of the bishop, the presbyter Tigrinus oversaw it, honorable in mind,
work, and faith.153
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Not only is this inscription a useful piece of evidence for the date of the
monument, it reveals an interesting, and often remarked upon, facet of Demetrias’ life:
her virginity (Demetrias Amnia virgo). Clearly this is something that was important
enough to her identity that she wanted to carve it into the material fabric of her church
and that the compilers of the Liber Pontificalis wanted to emphasize it in their entry on
Pope Leo I. Given that we know many elite women of the fourth and fifth centuries chose
to renounce the secular world in favor of a life devoted to Christ, why was Demetrias’
decision to do the same so remarkable? If we look more closely at some of these women,
like Paula and Marcella, who congregated in sumptuous palace complexes on Rome’s
Aventine hill, we find that they often made the conversion to the spiritual life as a result
of becoming widows.154 Demetrias, on the other hand, was unmarried when she received
the velatio in 413.
Although we do not have first-hand accounts of Demetrias’ veiling ceremony,
scholars like Nathalie Henry, Peter Brown, and David Hunter have reconstructed what
must have been a very elaborate and conspicuously public occasion.155 Taking place in
Carthage, the event would have normally occurred in Rome, if the city had not been
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sacked by the Visigoths in 410. 156 Given the prestige of the Anicii and their close ties to
the North African provinces, the event was likely well attended. According to Brown, the
festivities that marked the ritual would have resembled the spectacles associated with the
debut of a senator or consul.157 In addition to the senatorial and consular overtones, an
echo of Roman marriage ritual was present in the bestowal of a veil by the bishop upon
Demetrias, analogous to the paterfamilias placing a veil on his daughter during the
wedding ceremony.
Comparisons could also be made between consecrated virgins like Demetrias and
the Vestal Virgins of pre-Christian Rome, as both were sworn, through ritual, to uphold
their celibacy in the service of a deity.158 Yet, unlike the Vestals who could retire from
their celibate lifestyle, due to age, the consecrated virgins of Christianity had to maintain
their status for the rest of their lives. The preservation of the perpetual virginity of these
women became a preoccupation of several late antique theologians including Ambrose of
Milan, Augustine of Hippo, Pelagius, and Jerome.159 Ambrose, in particular, wrote an
entire treatise with instructions for newly consecrated virgins and how they should
comport themselves, which opened with a comparison between them and virgin martyrs
like St. Agnes.160 In this remarkable passage, Ambrose wrote, “…virginity is not
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praiseworthy because it is found in the martyrs but because it itself makes martyrs.”161 He
follows this with a discussion aimed towards parents of these women who might be
apprehensive to take their daughters out of the pool of eligible brides, as they were useful
agents in the formation of strategic marriage alliances. Of this, Ambrose stated, “Parents
will refuse a dowry, but you have a wealthy bridegroom and content with the riches of his
ancestral inheritance, you shall not want for gain. How much more excellent is chaste
poverty than a large dowry?”162 Of course, the bridegroom to whom Ambrose referred
was Christ, but it is easy to see how the marriage language could have been attractive to
families like the Anicii who continued to seek traditional Roman alliances in the newly
Christianized aristocracy.
Let us return to Demetrias’ church on the Via Latina in Rome, built sometime
between 440-461 CE, several decades after her velatio in Carthage (Fig. 2.22). Inserted
into the walls of a pre-existing villa complex that dated to the second century CE, the
architectural fabric of Santo Stefano was constructed, according to Christiane Vorster,
using lime mortar that was made, at least partially, from crushed marble statues sourced
on site.163 During Fortunati’s 1850s excavations along the Via Latina, several
fragmentary sculptures, including four damaged herm heads, along with a lime kiln, were
discovered in the apsidal space (Room F) attached to the northern wall of Demetrias’
church (Figs. 2.23 and 2.24). Vorster has suggested that the use of pagan statues for
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building material was a deliberate act of iconoclasm, which stemmed from Christian
anxiety over such objects, a phenomenon that was particularly prevalent in fourth-century
CE Rome.164 However, in a recent essay, Caroline Michel d’Annoville addressed the
Christian reception of pagan statues in late antiquity and noted that the relationship
between Christians and their pagan past was much more complicated and not fixed.165
While the destruction of pagan statues by Christians did occur in Rome during the fourth
century, by the end of the century, Roman attitudes towards their classical past had
shifted.166 According to a law dated 29 August 399, Emperor Honorius (r. 393-423) restated his father’s (Theodosius I, d. 395) ban on pagan sacrifices in public venues while
also ensuring the preservation of such places. According to d’Annoville,
He thus ensured that even if they were no longer official religious places,
they were nonetheless part of the heritage of the empire. As with other
monuments, it was important to preserve their ornaments, that is
everything that was part of their architectural decoration, the capitals, the
columns, and also the statues, the bronzes, and any valuable surfaces.167
It is possible that the statues discovered inside the apsidal room at the Anicii villa
had been marked for destruction during the early fourth-century Christian anxiety over
pagan images. However, there were two additional sculptures, both remarkably intact
bearded herms dating to the second century CE, that Fortunati’s team uncovered in Room
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E, adjacent to the apsidal space (Figs. 25 and 26).168 Perhaps these two herms, both a little
over two meters in height, were undiscovered by the fifth-century CE builders of
Demetrias’ church and therefore saved from destruction. Or, what is more likely, is that
they were preserved by the Anician occupants of the villa as aesthetically beautiful
objects that served to mark the antiquity of the sprawling complex. According to
Vorster’s analysis of the four damaged herms found in Room F, the heads were
deliberated removed from their rectangular bases, which effectively neutralized their
pagan power. It is these bases, which must have held no aesthetic value, that were
crushed and reused in the creation of lime mortar. The continued presence of the heads of
these herms, apotropaic sculptures used in pre-Christian contexts to protect entryways,
within the architectural complex could have resulted from shifting positions regarding the
status of classical sculptures as demonically possessed objects to ones that were aesthetic
reminders of the glories of the Roman past.169
The dedication of Demetrias’ church to St. Stephen, also, provides a glimpse into
the patron and her family’s relationship with their pagan heritage. Although the
construction was associated with Pope Leo the Great, the choice of St. Stephen for the
dedication was entirely up to Demetrias and probably resulted from her close contact
with Augustine of Hippo, the man who was ultimately responsible for the arrival of St.
Stephen’s relics in North Africa in 416 CE, three short years after their miraculous
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discovery in the Holy Land.170 Not only would St. Stephen have been on Demetrias’
mind, given her time spent in North Africa, I suggest that she could have viewed his
transformation from deacon to martyr as a reminder of her own conversion from an
eligible bride into a consecrated virgin, a so-called “living martyr.” Furthermore, the
location of Santo Stefano inside the walls of her family’s villa within view of an ancient
necropolis and the reburial of at least one member of the family within the church’s
narthex sometime after its construction, imbued Demetrias’ church complex with a
funerary aspect–appropriate for a monument dedicated to a martyred saint.171
The juxtaposition of the newly built Christian church to pagan mausolea would
not have been entirely jarring, given the late antique trend to place monumental
ecclesiastical architecture over the burials of Christian saints. The almost triumphal rise
of Demetrias’ church, hard to visualize given its current state of ruin, within the walls of
her family’s suburban villa and among the ancient tombs of the pagan past could have
served as a reminder to Demetrias and her family, of the grace associated with Stephen’s
final words as he prayed for the mob that stoned him to death, “Then he knelt down and
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cried out in a loud voice, ‘Lord do not hold this sin against them.’”172 In his last moments
on earth, Stephen did not curse his murderers or ask for their destruction; instead, he
prayed for their salvation. In a similar way, there is no evidence that Demetrias or her
builders sought to erase completely the monumental funerary markers of the vibrantly
pagan past that surrounded her church. Demetrias’ preservation of the past and her
selective manipulation of it through the construction of a Christian church, perhaps,
allowed her to sanctify the site’s pagan soil with her architectural votive offering
dedicated to the first of the martyrs, St. Stephen.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have discussed the imprint of various members of the gens
Anicii and their spouses upon the built environment of fourth- and fifth-century CE
Rome.173 Through the erection of statues dedicated by and for members of the Anicii
within the Roman Forum and the Forum of Trajan, the family demonstrated its full
participation in the performance of public commemoration of imperial and aristocratic
individuals. During their occupation of the Domus Pinciana, the Anician couple Sextus
Petronius Probus and Anicia Faltonia Proba drew upon the site’s ancient topographic
importance, as it had been the location of the famously opulent and politically charged
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Horti Luculliani. In the construction of the family’s funerary monument, the same
Anician couple established a place for themselves within the episcopal hierarchy with
their mausoleum attached to the exterior of the apse at Old St. Peter’s. Finally, upon her
return to Rome in the years following the sack of the city by the Visigoths in 410 CE,
Demetrias, the granddaughter of Petronius Probus and Anicia Faltonia Proba, sought to
construct a church that would align with the vows of celibacy taken during her velatio in
Carthage. Through her 413 CE conversion into a consecrated virgin, Demetrias was
changed into a living martyr, as expressed in the writings of Ambrose of Milan. This
transformation and new identity were, I have argued, recalled in the choice to dedicate
her church on the Via Latina, on the grounds of her family’s ancient villa, to St. Stephen,
the first of the martyrs. Furthermore, the presence of classical sculptures within the
grounds of the monumental complex, demonstrated the degree to which Demetrias and
her family seem to have been attached to the aesthetic beauty of their ancient past. Each
of these appropriate acts of patronage, whether epigraphic, sculptural or architectural,
demonstrated the ways in which members of the Anicii living in Rome performed and
reinscribed the significance of their family through their adherence to the ancient, yet
ever-changing, traditions of Vitruvian and Ciceronian decorum.
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CHAPTER 3
TOPOGRAPHIES OF POWER IN ANICIA JULIANA’S CONSTANTINOPLE
In the spring of 1960, during the course of grading operations at a site near the
aqueduct of Valens in Istanbul’s Saraçhane district, a construction crew accidentally
uncovered several large pieces of marble architectural sculpture. In addition to finely
carved vegetal ornament, a few of the Proconnesian blocks contained fragmentary lines
of Greek text. Cyril Mango and Ihor Ševčenko, upon closer inspection of the remains,
immediately recognized that the text belonged to a lengthy epigram found in the Palatine
Anthology, which described a lavish church dedicated to the third-century martyr
Polyeuktos that was built by a woman named Anicia Juliana, an aristocrat who was a
member of both the Anician and Theodosian households.174 According to scholia
preserved in a tenth-century copy of the Palatine Anthology, epigram AP 1.10 was
recorded from the inscription that was in situ while the church was still standing.175
The serendipitous discovery of St. Polyeuktos in the twentieth century provided
important archaeological evidence for a monument that had previously only been known
to scholars through the textual record.176 During the next several years, Martin Harrison
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directed a thorough excavation of the site under the auspices of the Dumbarton Oaks
Byzantine Institute and the Istanbul Archaeology Museum.177 The excavation was
remarkably transparent, complete with annual reports published in Dumbarton Oaks
Papers.178 The openness of the project allowed scholars, almost immediately, to begin
placing St. Polyeuktos within the history of Byzantine architecture.179 With the
publication of the excavation report in 1986, scholarship on the monument increased
exponentially and led to a series of books and articles that dealt variously with its role
within the architectural topography of sixth-century Constantinople.180 More recently,
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scholars such as Irfan Shahîd, Jonathan Bardill, Robert Ousterhout, and Diliana
Angelova, among others, have refined the first generation of St. Polyeuktos scholarship
and have turned their attention to Anicia Juliana’s status as a pre-eminent member of the
Constantinopolitan aristocracy and her explicit political motivations.181
The current chapter builds upon this vast amount of foundational work on St.
Polyeuktos and seeks to contextualize it within the larger history of architectural
patronage in the late antique Mediterranean. More specifically, the focus is on Anicia
Juliana’s role in the creation of interconnected topographies of aristocratic power in early
sixth-century Constantinople. A careful study of Juliana’s vast patronage oeuvre,
including monumental architecture and portable objects, reveals strong ties to traditional
notions of Imperial and late-Roman spectacle and display, as discussed in Chapter 1. As
we shall see, it is through these architectural and artistic projects that Anicia Juliana
sought to impress the weight of her illustrious ancestors, including the munificently
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powerful Anicii of Rome discussed in the previous chapter, onto the urban fabric and into
the minds of the citizens of early sixth-century Constantinople.
As noted throughout this dissertation, the aristocracy, including the Anicii, played
significant roles in the cultivation and execution of decorum within the realm of
architectural and sculptural patronage. As discussed in the previous chapter, the fourthand fifth-century Anicii of Rome promoted their status as the pre-eminent aristocratic
family of the period through the erection of statues in the Roman Forum, the construction
of conspicuously located palaces and funerary monuments, and the public celebration of
Christian vows of celibacy. While all of this activity aligned with the decorum, or the
appropriateness, of their position within late antique society, each can be seen as an
extension of the Roman convention of self-promotion through spectacle and display. As
we shall see, Anicia Juliana’s extensive patronage in sixth-century Constantinople was
also rooted in this rich tradition.

Anicia Juliana’s Ecclesiastical Topographies of Power
Included within the Book of Ceremonies, a tenth-century compilation of late
antique and Byzantine imperial protocol, are two references to a Constantinopolitan
neighborhood called ta Olybriou.182 Named after a palace complex owned by Anicius
Olybrius, the only member of the gens Anicii to become emperor, ta Olybriou was
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centrally located in the city’s eleventh region.183 Also mentioned in the Book of
Ceremonies are the names of two churches visited by the Byzantine emperor during the
Easter Monday imperial processions. These include a church dedicated to St. Euphemia
and one built in honor of St. Polyeuktos, both of which were originally constructed in the
fifth century by Anicius Olybrius and his wife Placidia, herself the great-granddaughter
of Emperor Theodosius I (Figs. 3.1 and 3.2).184 Yet, it is not these fifth-century
monuments to which the Book of Ceremonies refers; rather, the references point to the
renovated versions of these churches completed by Olybrius and Placidia’s only child,
Anicia Juliana, in the late fifth and early sixth centuries CE. Although neither is fully
extant, the 1960s rediscovery of St. Polyeuktos’ foundations, discussed above, provides
vital evidence for the material ways in which Anicia Juliana contributed to the
architectural and artistic topography of late antique Constantinople. Prior to the
completion of this remarkable building, Juliana’s renovation of St. Euphema ta Olybriou
and her donation of a church dedicated to the Theotokos for the residents of nearby
Honoratae established the Anician donor as one of the most powerful among elites in
sixth-century Constantinople.

St. Euphemia ta Olybriou and Speaking Monuments
By the time Anicia Juliana became the sole inheritor of her family’s vast wealth,
the Anician imprint on Constantinople’s urban fabric was evident, as attested by their
large palace mentioned above. Not only was the sprawling complex located within the
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posh residential area of the city’s eleventh region, it was situated along the Mese, its main
ceremonial route.185 Built within the confines of the complex were both churches of St.
Euphemia and St. Polyeuktos. While ample archaeological and textual evidence survives
for the latter, the former is only known through portions of its dedicatory inscription
included in the Greek Anthology.186 Incorporated throughout these partially preserved
inscriptions are references to Juliana’s great wealth, some of which she had parlayed into
the reconstruction of a magnificently beautiful church in honor of her illustrious
ancestors. The most complete portion of the inscription served to function as Juliana’s
genealogy:
I am the House of the Trinity, and three generations built me. First
Eudoxia, the daughter of Theodosius, having escaped from war and the
barbarians, erected and dedicated me to God in acknowledgement of her
rescue from distress. Next her daughter Placidia with her most blessed
husband adorned me. Thirdly, if perchance my beauty was at all deficient
in splendour, munificent Juliana invested me with it in memory of her
parents, and bestowed the height of glory on her mother and father and her
mother’s illustrious mother by augmenting my former adornment. Thus I
was made.187
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Given that the physical remains of St. Euphemia no longer survive, or have yet to
be re-discovered, it is impossible to know precisely where inside the church the
inscription was located. But, its linear nature and first-person perspective place it within a
rich tradition of architectural epigrams and inscriptions that effectively “spoke” for
buildings.188 As mentioned in the introduction, inscriptions found within ecclesiastical
complexes were never meant to be read in silence and immediately comprehended;
rather, these monumental epigrams would have been activated and brought to life through
the viewer’s own voice as he or she spoke the words aloud. In this way, the church of St.
Euphemia itself, with the help of its visitors, verbally proclaimed the architectural
beneficence of Juliana in perpetuity.189

Church of the Theotokos in Honoratae and the Vienna Dioskorides
In addition to the two churches mentioned in the Book of Ceremonies, Anicia
Juliana was responsible for the construction of a third, dedicated to the Theotokos,
located somewhere in the Constantinopolitan suburb of Honoratae.190 The church no
longer survives, but was mentioned in the ninth-century Chronographia written by
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Theophanes the Confessor, in an entry for the year 512 CE.191 Scholars agree that this
date also corresponds to the stylistic qualities found in a lavishly illuminated copy of
Dioskorides’ De Materia Medica, now in Vienna, which had been given to Anicia Juliana
by the residents of Honoratae after she paid for the construction of their new church,
according to its dedicatory epigram, discussed below.192 It is difficult to know whether or
not the people of this suburb would have been able to afford such an expensive
commission, given the high quality of both the text and illuminations. Nevertheless, we
should see this votive offering within a similar euergetistic context as the statues and
dedicatory inscriptions erected for individual aristocrats, as discussed in the previous
chapter.193
191
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Aside from the passing reference in Theophanes’ Chronographia, our most
compelling evidence for Honoratae’s Church of the Theotokos comes from the
dedicatory portrait of Juliana found in the opening pages of the Vienna Dioskorides (Fig.
3.3). In the image, Anicia Juliana is dressed in purple and gold with red shoes and a gemand pearl-encrusted crown. As she sits on a golden throne, Juliana holds a diptych in her
left hand and drops coins onto an open codex, held aloft by a putto, with her right. The
putto figure, labeled “ΠΟΘΟC ΤΗC ΦΙΛΟΚΤΙCΤΟΥ” (“Love of Building”) stands
behind a white-clad personification of “ΕΥΧΑΡΙCΤΙΑ ΤΕΧΝΩΝ” (“Gratitude of the
Arts”) who kneels down to kiss the outstretched right foot of Juliana. Two additional
personifications flank Juliana and are labeled “ΜΕΓΑΛΟΨΥΧΙA” (“Magnanimity” on
the left) and “ΦΡΟΝΗCΙC” (“Prudence” on the right).194
Framing the central image is a thin black octagonal band, which includes an eightline epigram in the form of an acrostic that corresponds to the individual letters of
Juliana’s name written in gold uncials on a bright red triangular ground (Fig. 3.4). The
acrostic reads: “Hail, oh princess, Honoratae extols and glorifies you with all fine praises;
for Magnanimity allows you to be mentioned over the entire world. You belong to the
family of the Anicii, and you have built a temple of the Lord, raised high and
beautiful.”195 As with the dedicatory epigram from St. Euphemia ta Olybriou, this
acrostic proclaims both Juliana’s architectural prowess and her ancestral heritage.
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Juliana,” 171.
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Interestingly, unlike the inscription from St. Euphemia which does not mention her gens,
the Vienna Dioskorides acrostic explicitly places Juliana within an Anician ancestral
context.
This multivalent image not only announces Juliana’s heritage and generosity, but
it could also promote her architectural acumen, underscored by the inclusion of putti in
the act of building monuments depicted in the faded purple segments that fill the
interstices between the eight-pointed star and the circular border. This star-inscribed
circle, which helps to form the octagonal central image of Juliana, is also distinctly
architectural.196 Found within the pages of the so-called Codex Arcerianus, a sixthcentury copy of a Roman Imperial land surveyor’s manual, is a discussion of the
geometry of an octagon accompanied by a diagram illustrating how to create one (Fig.
3.5).197 Here we see the identical motif that frames the seated portrait of Anicia Juliana.
Several folios later in the same manuscript, we encounter a similar diagram, this time
used to illustrate a discussion of how surveyors should use large octagons to orient the
street grid of new settlements, based on traditions related to the direction to which
temples should face in accordance with the rising sun (Fig. 3.6).198 As Robert Ousterhout
has demonstrated, these octagons, in addition to other architectural geometry, were laid
out on site using ropes, a material referenced and depicted in numerous medieval Latin
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and Byzantine manuscripts (Fig. 3.7).199 The decision on the part of the illuminator to
frame Juliana in an octagonal design formed by a rope-like guiollche pattern, I believe,
should be understood as a deliberate reference to her advanced knowledge of the
architectural process all the way from a building’s conceptual design to its physical
construction.

St. Polyeuktos, Peacocks, and the Display of Wealth
The most thoroughly documented of Anicia Juliana’s architectural projects,
however, is the aforementioned grand church dedicated to St. Polyeuktos. Centrally
located within the city’s eleventh district, not far from St. Euphemia and just south along
the Mese from the Constantinian Church of the Holy Apostles, St. Polyeuktos functioned
as Juliana’s final proclamation of her status as one of the wealthiest and most powerful
individuals of early sixth-century Constantinople. Although the monument was
thoroughly excavated in the 1960s, as discussed, no traces of its superstructure were
discovered and any reconstructions of its architectural plan and elevation are
hypothetical, at best (Figs. 3.8 and 3.9). Yet, from the final site plan drawn in 1968, we
can get a general sense of the building’s impressive size and its location within a larger
architectural complex (Fig. 3.10). The body of the church (A), which measured 50 by 50
meters square, was preceded by what Harrison identified as an atrium (B) and
communicated directly with a smaller apsidal hall (C) attached to the northwestern
portion of its narthex.200 Recovered pieces of monumental fragments of architectural
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sculpture suggest that the interior of the church included a series of arcaded semi-circular
spaces, which may have been similar in appearance and scale to those found in the naos
of San Vitale and supporting the quarter-domes of Hagia Sophia (Figs. 3.11 and 3.12).
While there remains uncertainty as to the architectural plan and elevation of St.
Polyeuktos, we are fortunate that a great deal of the sculptural articulation of the
architectural fragments survives (Fig. 3.13). Harrison noted the sheer diversity of the
monument’s decorative program upon its discovery, which included geometric and
vegetal motifs punctuated by the inclusion of birds and patterns closely connected
associated with the visual culture of Sasanian Persia.201 As demonstrated by Matthew
Canepa, the Sasanian elements, mostly geometric and vegetal, should be understood
within the visual koine of the upper echelons of late antique society.202 The appetite for
luxury objects that showcased these ‘exotic’ motifs was especially voracious in sixthcentury Constantinople. The pillars from St. Polyeuktos, including the spoliated Pilastri
Acritani now on display in the Piazzetta of San Marco in Venice, demonstrate Anicia
Juliana’s affinity for the Sasanian aesthetic (Fig. 3.14).203 Although, as far as we know,
Juliana never left the city of Constantinople, it is likely that she cultivated her taste for
Sasanian visual culture through luxury objects, perhaps silver vessels and textiles, sent to
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her by her husband, Areobindus, who was appointed by Emperor Anastasius I (r. 491-518
CE) as magister militum on the Sasanian front during the so-called Anastasian War ca.
503.204
In addition to the Sasanian elements present throughout the sculptural program of
St. Polyeuktos, are a large number of peacocks that crowned the side and central arches
of the semi-circular spaces mentioned above. Architecturally speaking, the semi-domes
of a few of these spaces were created from the arched tail of a peacock, which unfurled
over its body (Fig. 3.15). On the soffits of the arches between the semi-domes were two
pairs of confronting peacocks, their tails also raised above their heads. As we can see
from a fragment now on display in the Istanbul Archaeology Museum, their tails nearly
touched at the arch’s midpoint and the birds were approximately life size (Fig. 3.16). In
total, the archaeological record suggests that there were over forty of these sculptural
birds, which scholars have argued were metaphoric representations of the cherubim that
decorated the interior of Solomon’s Temple in Jerusalem.205
That an elite woman living in sixth-century Constantinople would choose to
install peacock imagery in a church interior is not, in and of itself, remarkable, given the
ubiquity of the motif in late antiquity. Yet, the sheer number and repetition of these birds
inside Juliana’s church is surprising, and reminds us of what Dale Kinney, when referring
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to the multitude of columns in Roman architecture, has described as a “discourse of
display” whereby magnanimity could be magnified through the replication of specific
forms.206 Also, we should remember that the peacock featured prominently in the opening
pages of the aforementioned Vienna Dioskorides (Fig. 3.17).207 The unconventional
posture of these birds, facing outward toward the viewer, is striking, for it breaks with
their more common depictions in profile, with their tails lowered, surrounded by
vinescrolls, and often flanking vessels or wreaths. While scholars have repeatedly
interpreted the appearance of these birds as terrestrial symbols of the beauty and
abundance of heavenly paradise, Juliana’s birds seem to embody an additional meaning,
tied closely to their association with display.
A long line of venerable scholars, from Helmut Lothar to Henry Maguire, has
turned its attention to the subject of peafowl in late antique and medieval visual
culture.208 A recurring theme in this scholarship centers on the male members of the
species and their utility as prime examples of God’s beauty, a notion that stemmed from
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the homilies and commentaries of Basil of Caesarea and Gregory of Nazianzus.209
Augustine of Hippo, too, remarked upon the peacock and its place within the created
world. In The City of God, while describing a dinner in Carthage, he turned his attention
towards the myth that a peacock’s body could not spoil:
I took what seemed to me to be a suitable slice from its breast, and gave
instructions that it was to be kept. Then, after some days, by which time
any other kind of cooked meat would have gone rotten, it was brought out
and set before me, and gave off no offensive smell. It was found to be still
in the same state after it had been kept for upwards of thirty days. And it
was still the same a year later, except that it was now a little more
shriveled and drier.210
For Augustine this served as proof that the physical bodies of peacocks did not succumb
to the ravages of decomposition after death, which he compared to the incorruptibility of
Christ’s own flesh after the Crucifixion. Furthermore, the fact that peacocks shed their
tail feathers in the autumn and regenerate them in the springtime gave rise to the use of
these animals as metaphors for the resurrected body of Christ.211 These factors help to
explain the popularity of peacocks and their appearance in countless late antique sacred
spaces, including funerary complexes like Santa Costanza in Rome (Fig. 3.18). Built in
the fourth century, the building’s ambulatory mosaics utilize the peacock as an
aesthetically beautiful motif, which has the benefit of its association with Creation and
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the death and Resurrection of Christ. However, it is important to remember that images of
these birds were just as popular in antiquity prior to the advent of Christianity.
One pre-Christian example is found at Pompeii and is located in what was the
city’s busy shopping district. On a painted sign to the left of the entrance to the Caupona
of Euxinus is an image of a phoenix standing among foliage and songbirds, with two
confronting peacocks below an inscription that reads, “Happy phoenix, and you!” (Fig.
3.19).212 Although this tavern probably did not serve peacock, the inclusion of the birds
was meant to evoke the banquet tables of the wealthy, as later described by Augustine. A
similar example is found on a marble slab discovered in Rome, now in the Capitoline
Museums, which was once a sign affixed to the exterior of a tavern. The inscription lists
peacock meat (pa[v]onem) alongside the more typical fare of chicken, fish, and ham (Fig.
3.20).213
The appearance of peacocks within numerous pre-Christian mosaic pavements
from across the empire attests to the popularity of the motif beyond the commercial
sphere. While a majority of these peacocks are depicted in profile, a handful of them are
placed frontally with their tails raised up over their bodies, as we see in the later versions
from St. Polyeuktos. One example is found in the northern province of Brittania. At the
site of Roman Ratae, modern Leicester, a series of pavements was discovered from what
archaeologists believe to be the town’s bathing complex.214 Embedded into a geometric
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field, we find an isolated, frontally-positioned peacock. The bird, whose body has been
largely restored, displays its tail feathers, which are highlighted with blue glass tesserae,
serving as the so-called ‘eyes’ of its plumage (Fig. 3.21). These eyes, which stare out at
the viewer, belong to an apotropaic tradition of circular motifs that appear throughout the
ancient and early Christian world.215
Another example comes from the second-century House of Dionysos at Paphos
on Cyprus. Located at the entrance to the triclinium, a magnificent peacock performs a
display of his plumage for newly arrived guests who walk over his glistening feathers to
partake in a meal (Fig. 3.22). A meal, that we should remember, could have included the
flesh of this bird. The placement of the peacock, along with its elite associations, led
Christine Kondoleon to see the bird as “a topos for luxury, prosperity, and good
fortune.”216
Further evidence for this type of floor decoration, dating to the same period, is
found in the mosaics from the so-called Peacock Villa in Vaison-la-Romaine in modern
France. (Fig. 3.23) Similar to what we saw on Cyprus, in Roman Gaul we encounter an
isolated peacock, tail unfurled behind its head, placed within an hexagonal frame, and
surrounded by images of other birds. Each of these pre-Christian examples, which span
the Roman Empire from Brittania to Cyprus, point to a trend whereby patrons were
interested not only in the aesthetic appearance of these birds, but with their power as
apotropaic emblems and markers of luxury. Furthermore, these frontally positioned
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peacocks seem to provide polychrome visualizations that are reminiscent of ancient
descriptions. In his Natural History, Pliny the Elder stated that the peacock should be
considered its own class. His reason for this was not simply because they were known to
be uniquely beautiful animals but because their behavior seemed to exhibit a
“consciousness of and pride” in itself.217 From this, it seems as though Romans conceived
of peacocks as being distinct from all other animals of flight and well aware of their own
captivating presence. Therefore, to place them at the entryways of private homes, their
plumage raised above their backs, allowed the peacocks not only to protect the house
with their many eyes but also act on behalf of the patrons as heralds of their own status
and authority.
Moving into the fifth and sixth centuries, frontal peacocks were also incorporated
into newly built Christian basilicas, as seen in the mosaic pavements from Italy and North
Africa. In the 1970s, archaeologists investigating the medieval remains of Santa Reparata
underneath Florence’s Santa Maria del Fiore discovered numerous portions of an
expansive floor mosaic composed of various geometric patterns (Fig. 3.24).218 Located at
the center of the sixth-century pavement was an image of a peacock performing a display
of his tail feathers above an inscription that provided the name of the donor, a man named
Obsequentius (Fig. 3.25).219 At the so-called East Church at Qasr-el-Lebia in Libya, we
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find an expansive floor pavement that was once filled with a variety of images, including
a number of real and imagined animals. Located two panels below the dedicatory
inscription, which dates the mosaic to 539 or 540, is a frontal peacock set against a plain,
cream-colored ground (Fig. 3.26). According to Maguire, the images of peacocks found
within ecclesiastical contexts would have reminded the viewer of the power and beauty
of Creation, as mentioned previously.220 This notion is even more evident from another
pavement, also found in Libya. In the nave mosaics of the so-called Basilica of Justinian
at Sabratha, we encounter an organically intricate field. Emerging from a large floral
element in the western part of the nave, vinescrolls wind their way towards the building’s
eastern end. At the apex of the composition, just preceding the foundations of the
church’s templon, we find a large frontally displayed peacock standing atop an orb (Fig.
3.27). That this peacock and the one from Qasr el-Lebia are found in monuments built
during the reign of Justinian, has led to some scholars to associate them with both
Creation and the imperial court.221
The imperial connotation could also be understood within the context of gender,
as demonstrated in a series of coins minted for empresses. On the reverse of a thirdcentury sestertius of Diva Mariana, we find a peacock with its tail feathers raised over its
head (Fig. 3.28). This pairing is not coincidental, as Roman empresses were often linked
conceptually to Juno, who, according to Classical mythology, took Argus’ hundred eyes
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and placed them onto the tail of the peacock (Fig. 3.29).222 This relationship was even
extended to images of the empress’s apotheosis, where she would ride on the back of a
peacock into the afterlife. This is, of course, similar to the emperor’s heavenly ascent on
top of the back of Jupiter’s eagle, a common motif present on numerous Roman
monuments including the Arch of Titus.223 The idea of members of the imperial court
flying into the heavens on the backs of mythical or real birds became so popular during
the Imperial period that aristocrats began to mimic the iconography in their own funerary
sculpture. A second-century CE altar currently in the Vatican Museums includes bustlength portraits of a husband and wife, their faces now destroyed, placed above these
sacred creatures (Fig. 3.30).224 On the left, we can see the husband emerging from the
back of an eagle who clutches a lightning bolt, both attributes of Jupiter. On the right we
see his wife, Pomponia Helpis, rising above the outstretched wings of a peacock. Here,
the form of Pomponia fills the void of the peacock’s tail, an interesting conflation of the
elite woman with the bird’s vibrant plumage.
With the explosion in popularity of peacock iconography during the Roman
Imperial period and extending into the later Empire and beyond, we have seen the
metaphoric flexibility of this bird in a variety of contexts. However, it seems as though
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scholarly interpretations of this animal and its depictions have been fixed to notions of
apotropaic symbols of paradise or emblems of royalty. Therefore, as we return to Anicia
Juliana’s peacocks from St. Polyeuktos in Constantinople, I propose that we not limit our
understanding of them to the established interpretations discussed above. I am not
suggesting that we discredit these recognized interpretations but I do think that we should
add additional layers of understanding to them. When visitors walked into St. Polyeuktos,
would the peacocks have reminded them of the glorious beauty of paradise? Of course,
but with that also would have come an impression that they are encountering depictions
of the very real terrestrial world, given that Juliana’s peacocks were three-dimensional
and perhaps vibrantly painted.225 Therefore, we should consider how viewers would have
conceived of the living versions of these polychrome creatures.
Peafowl found in Greco-Roman contexts were first introduced to the
Mediterranean world from India and Persia in the fifth century BCE.226 The male
members of the species were prized for their beauty and became increasingly popular
with elite members of society. During the Roman period, peafowl breeding was tightly
controlled and in his late-Republican farm manual, De re rustica, Varro tells us that their
eggs were worth 5 denarii, grown birds 50 denarii, and a group of 100 were worth up to
60,000 sesterces.227 As we know from the tavern signage and Augustine’s writings
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discussed above, these birds were not only prized for their beauty, but for their flesh and
were eaten during special occasions. Diocletian’s Edict on Maximum Prices stated that by
the early fourth century, female peahens meant for consumption were listed at 250 denarii
while brightly-plumed male peacocks could be purchased for 300 denarii.228 To give a
sense of perspective, Diocletian’s Edict listed fattened geese and pheasants, both a
common offering on the elite dining table, at 200 and 250 denarii, respectively.229
Varro’s farm manual along with later ones written by Columella, Palladius, and
the tenth-century compilation known as the Geoponika of Constantine VII, also
demonstrate the complexities involved in the care of these birds. Peafowl were to be kept
in special pens known as stabulum pavonum located on flat land with plenty of grass and
trees.230 In terms of nutrition, chicks were fed a mixture of barley meal with wine, while
older birds were provided with chopped leeks, pressed cheese, and locusts whose feet had
been removed.231 In several of these texts, care is even taken to address the potential
aggression that can arise from neglecting to keep the males separate from peahens and
chicks. What is clearly demonstrated by this textual record is that there was in-depth
knowledge about the life cycle and behavior of these prized birds.
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Returning to sixth-century Constantinople and to the reception of the peacock
imagery at St. Polyeuktos, we recall the building’s central location along the Mese that
rose above a rich architectural topography that included Constantine’s mausoleum at the
Church of the Holy Apostles built in the fourth century, the fifth-century CE Column of
Marcian, and a lavish bathing complex situated next to the soaring arcades of the
Aqueduct of Valens (Fig. 3.1).232 En route to this elite neighborhood, visitors would have
passed through two additional imperial spaces, the fora of Constantine and Theodosius.
As stated, the superstructures of Juliana’s palace complex and St. Polyeuktos no longer
survive. But, fortunately, the massive foundations discovered by Martin Harrison and his
team of archaeologists have allowed for a partial reconstruction of the site (Fig. 3.10).
From these remains, it is likely that guests would have been greeted at a grand entrance
before making their way across an open courtyard en route to the church itself. The
atrium-like space, discovered during the 1960s excavations, would have evoked paradise,
given that atria from this time were often filled with lush vegetation and flowering plants.
Furthermore, it is possible that Anicia Juliana could have ornamented this space with
living birds, including peacocks.233 For all their beauty, living peacocks were notoriously
self-indulgent, as noted by Pliny:
When praised [the peacock] spreads out its jeweled colors directly facing
the sun, because in that way they gleam more brilliantly; and at the same
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time by curving its tail like a shell it contrives as it were reflections of
shadow for the rest of its colors, which actually shine more brightly in the
dark, and it draws together into a cluster all the eyes of its feathers, as it
delights in having them looked at.234
The self-aware attitude of the peacock, which is related to the animal’s mating
behavior, was commented upon by the fourth-century CE Cappadocian fathers, including
Basil of Caesarea, who referred to their call as “one that seeks honor.”235 In his Second
Theological Oration delivered in Constantinople in 380 CE, Gregory of Nazianzus
described this mating behavior in truly spectacular terms:
Whence comes the love of beauty and the love of esteem displayed by the
peacock, this swaggering bird of Median origin? To the extent that when
he sees someone approaching him (for he is aware of his own beauty), or
when he beautifies himself in front of his females, so they say, he stretches
up his neck, and makes a circle with his gold-gleaming and star-studded
plumage. And with his pompous gait he makes a theatrical spectacle of his
beauty to his admirers.236
Unlike Basil of Caesarea and Gregory of Nazianzus, who both utilize the peacock as a
point of reference for the wonder of God’s creation, Gregory of Nyssa employed these
animals and their mating displays more conceptually as examples of how the physical act
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Nectar and Illusion, 52.
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of turning, returning, and changing oneself can be helpful when attempting to understand
difficult passages of scripture.237 In the third book of Contra Eunomius, Gregory stated:
25. What is not immediately intelligible needs a ‘turn’ for its secret to be
grasped; just as Paul warned that he would ‘change his voice’, when he
was about to go over to a metaphorical meaning (Gal 4.20), so here the
manifestation of hidden things is called by Solomon a verbal ‘turn’; as
though the beauty of the thinking could not be understood unless one
turned back again to see the hidden light shining from the thought. The
same happens with the feathers, which the peacock displays in its tail. 26.
If one sees the back of the feathers one would, because of the unattractive
and plain appearance, certainly dismiss the spectacle as uninteresting; but
if one turned it round and exposed its other side, one would see the varied
artwork it has, the semi-circle brilliant in the middle with purple tint, and
the golden radiance round the edge alive and shining with many-colored
rainbows.238
The popularity of the peacock within the textual record is further attested by its
appearance in ekphrastic exercises on how to describe properly the living world. One of
these exercises, which circulated in late antique Constantinople, was composed by the
Rhetorician Libanius of Antioch.239 In his Progymnasmata, Libanius, drawing from
Pliny, describes their mating behavior:
Speech impels me to declare the paradoxical wonders of its rapid
movement, as well; for having just now beaten its wings on both sides as
if for flight, and having somehow forced them to form an arch over its
head, it revealed itself as the most beautiful form of a statue and a shining
temple, encouraging the viewer also to fall down and worship it, as one
enslaved by the wonder of a shining statue.240
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If Anicia Juliana was at all familiar with Libanius’ ekphrasis, or one like it, we could
imagine that her guests, members of the Constantinopolitan aristocracy, would have been
as well. Thus, as Juliana’s visitors entered into St. Polyeuktos and encountered its lavish
decorative program of gleaming marbles, gem-encrusted columns, and more than forty
large, sculptural peacocks with their tails unfurled, they would have been greeted by
controlled and idealized stone simulacra of the living birds that could have been strutting
around outside. This juxtaposition of real animals with their sculptural equivalents,
perhaps, would have reminded the more educated visitors of texts familiar from their
classical education. 241
The massive architectural fragments discovered in Istanbul are almost entirely
covered in vegetal ornament sculpted from large blocks of grey-streaked Proconnesian
marble, a stone quarried from the island of Proconnesus. 242 Of this sculpture, it is
important to remember that these fragments were part of a much larger, much more
polychromatic ensemble. As Elizabeth Bolman’s work at the Red Monastery in Upper
Egypt has demonstrated, late antique sacred spaces were filled with an astonishing
variety of colors and materials that served as spectacles in their own right.243 St.
Polyeuktos in Constantinople would have participated in this kind of display on a more
241
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affluent scale, as attested by a series of gem- and glass paste-encrusted columns that
could have been part of either the church’s ambo or altar canopy (Fig. 3.31).244 Preserved
within the channels surrounding the amethyst and green glass inlay of these jeweled
columns, Harrison discovered traces of plaster and gold glass.245 In addition to these
columns, at least one of the epigram-inscribed peacock arches, once part of the building’s
complicated nave arcading system, includes partially preserved blue pigment that served
as a background for the lengthy dedicatory epigram (Fig. 3.32).246 It is very likely that the
letters, in high relief, would have originally been gilded and, therefore, reminiscent of the
numerous blue and gold mosaic inscriptions found throughout the sacred spaces of the
late antique Mediterranean.247 This evidence from the archaeological record demonstrates
the colorful nature of St. Polyeuktos’ interior. But, more specifically, it points to a color
scheme of blue, green, purple, and gold – the colors of a peacock’s exuberant plumage.
From this collection of material evidence, which centers on the peacock, I suggest
that Anicia Juliana viewed these birds, specifically those displaying their magnificent
tails, as a personal symbol, one with a multiplicity of meanings that ranged from
Solomonic and paradisiacal to imperial and beyond. As Henry Maguire reminds us,
“images from natural history that appear in early Byzantine art were not like modern
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traffic signs, with necessarily fixed and invariable meanings.”248 Ultimately, we should
not limit our interpretation of Juliana’s peacocks as symbols only associated with
paradise or the imperial court, but we should realize that the patron, and her viewing
audience, would have been aware of the movements, behavior, and coloring of these
animals in the living world. If we can trust Gregory of Tours’ anecdote of the visit by the
Emperor Justinian to Anicia Juliana’s newly completed church of St. Polyeuktos, we can
imagine that the sovereign would have had to walk through a virtual gauntlet of
sculptural peacocks, performing displays of their magnificently jeweled tails on behalf of
their patron.249 According to Gregory, Juliana led Justinian into the church as she
explained why she could not help with the unfortunate state of the economy, “Most
glorious Augustus, I ask that you look at the ceiling of this church and realize that my
poorness is kept there in this craftsmanship.”250 Although this story is most likely fiction,
or at best heavily embellished, the material remains of St. Polyeuktos discovered and
excavated during the 1960s definitively demonstrate the ostentatious display of Anicia
Juliana’s aristocratic wealth through the stone bodies of these three-dimensional birds.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have argued for the centrality of architecture and its carefully
crafted decorative programs as a means by which Anicia Juliana maintained her
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aristocratic status during the first two decades of the sixth century CE. Along with her
family’s centrally-located palace complex, Juliana invested her great wealth in the
construction of at least three churches including ones dedicated to St. Euphemia, the
Theotokos, and St. Polyeuktos. Each of these sacred spaces, for which we have a variety
of textual and archaeological evidence, included either dedicatory inscriptions (St.
Euphemia and St. Polyeuktos) or associated luxury objects (the Vienna Dioskorides) that
verbally and visually announced Anicia Juliana’s explicit role as patron or donor.
Additionally, the geographic spread of these buildings, two located within the rich
architectural topography of Constantinople and one outside of the city on the Asiatic
shore of the Bosphorus, served as physical markers of Juliana’s aristocratic wealth,
achieved through her Anician and Theodosian ancestry. It is at this historical moment in
the late 520s CE, after Emperor Justinian I and his household secured themselves as the
new ruling imperial dynasty at the expense of Anicia Juliana and her family that the
aristocrat put the finishing touches on her final statement of ancestral authority with the
church of St. Polyeuktos.251 Immediately following her death, however, Justinian
responded with a truly imperial display of power with the newly rebuilt monuments of
Hagia Sophia and the Church of the Holy Apostles, the latter of which was located just
down the Mese from St. Polyeuktos (Fig. 3.6).252
The Anician monuments, which towered above the bustling streets of
Constantinople and its suburb of Honoratae, announced to all classes of passersby the
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Unlike previous scholarship that puts St. Polyeuktos and Hagia Sophia into a direct
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elite status of Juliana and her family. This widespread topography of Juliana’s aristocratic
power is not unlike those nodes of Anician authority in Rome discussed in the previous
chapter. Yet, Juliana’s buildings are different, primarily because they are located within a
much younger urban fabric. The relative newness of Constantinople when compared to
the antiquity of Rome’s topography allowed aristocrats like Anicia Juliana to set
themselves within the nascent foundations of this Nova Roma.253 To be sure,
Constantine’s city was almost two centuries old by the time Juliana added to its built
environment. Her decision to renovate architectural complexes originally built by her
family, like St. Euphemia and St. Polyeuktos, attests to her desire to seal these locations
over with her own authority. Therefore, perhaps we should understand each of the
buildings discussed in this chapter as echoes of the Roman past and as monuments meant
for the Constantinopolitan future, all built by Anicia Juliana, one of the last of the
venerable gens Anicii.
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CHAPTER 4
ARCHITECTURAL AND EPIGRAPHIC MECHANICS OF POWER IN
JULIANUS ARGENTARIUS’ RAVENNA
In the decades following the death of Anicia Juliana in 526 or 527 CE, an elite
named Julianus financed the construction of three churches in the northern Italian city of
Ravenna. 254 The projects, which included San Michele in the Ravennate neighborhood of
Africisco, San Vitale, and Sant’Apollinare in the nearby port city of Classe, form a
network of buildings associated with Julianus, who was referred to in the textual and
epigraphic record as an argentarius, or silver dealer. The buildings were consecrated in
the late 540s and together provide a rich body of evidence for the patronage of
monumental architecture by a non-imperial elite. Although the focus of the previous two
chapters was upon individual members of the gens Anicii, this chapter’s investigation of
the Ravennate building program of Julianus Argentarius underscores the role of elites
more broadly in the employment of a decorum of architectural patronage.
Numerous scholars have turned their attention to Ravenna’s late antique built
environment, including the churches financed by Julianus; yet these earlier studies have
focused primarily upon the imperial court’s role in the patronage, design, and
construction of the city’s monuments, the development of architectural typologies, and
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iconographic discussions of their mosaic programs.255 In this chapter, I take a different
approach to Julianus’ patronage and cast aside the traditional view that he was an agent
of Emperor Justinian I in order to uncover his use of a specifically architectural
mechanics of power. Through a consideration of the textual, epigraphic, and
archaeological records associated with his building programs, I argue that Julianus
Argentarius strategically used the patronage of monumental sacred architecture, which
included prominent displays of his name and occupation, as a means of proclaiming his
elevated status during the Gothic Wars — a particularly charged political moment in
Ravenna’s history. Furthermore, I suggest that this wealthy banker looked to the
patronage practices established by aristocratic families like the Anicii, exemplified by
that of Anicia Juliana in Constantinople, as a model for his own displays of authority. As
we shall see, it is in San Vitale where we find a set of unusual column capitals carved
with a split-palmette motif, first used inside Anicia Juliana’s sumptuous church of St.
Polyeuktos and discussed in the previous chapter.
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This chapter is divided into four parts, the first of which considers the portability
of architectural sculpture in late antiquity, an important aspect of the movement of forms
and styles across the Mediterranean. In the second part, I turn to the topographic locations
of Julianus’ three churches within Ravenna and nearby Classe and their relationships to
existing waterways, imperial patrimonies, and cemeteries. Next, I examine the presence
of emphatically public dedicatory inscriptions and monograms found within various parts
of Julianus’ buildings, the contents of which announce the personal authority of the
banker enhanced by the sacred power of the episcopal See. Finally, the chapter ends with
a discussion of San Vitale’s altar and specifically its reliquary, originally hidden from
view, that includes an invocation by Julianus etched into its surface. Although the main
focus of the dissertation is upon the gens Anicii, the following discussion of Julianus
Argentarius’ building program provides important evidence for the continuation of an
architectural and epigraphic decorum employed by elites and aristocrats in the years
following the death of Anicia Juliana. The stone box from San Vitale, along with the
monograms and dedicatory inscriptions found throughout Ravenna and Classe,
demonstrate how the wealthy banker concretized his power, like the aristocratic Anicii
before him, through the mechanics of architecture and its ornamentation.

The Portability of Late Antique Architecture: The Marzamemi II Shipwreck
Sometime in the late 1950s, a fisherman hunting cuttlefish encountered a series of
carved stone blocks on the seafloor off the coast of Marzamemi, a small Sicilian fishing
village located about an hour south of Syracuse. Over the next decade, underwater
archaeologists, directed by Gerhard Kapitän, excavated the area where the discovery was
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first made and uncovered numerous fragments of architectural sculpture that included
columns, capitals, and portions of an ambo.256 It was clear from the surviving evidence
and its location within a relatively shallow reef, that the site, known as Marzamemi II,
was a shipwreck. Furthermore, the style of the architectural sculpture, carved from white
and gray-streaked Proconnesian marble and green-dappled verde antico, led scholars to
suggest an early sixth-century CE date (Figs. 4.1 and 4.2).257 In the summer of 2013,
excavations at the site resumed under the auspices of Stanford University’s Department
of Classics and Sicily’s Soprintendenza del Mare.258 During these recent investigations,
underwater archaeologists have found additional material from the site, including more
architectural sculpture and large portions of a verde antico ambo (Fig. 4.3).259
The ongoing work at Marzamemi II highlights an important aspect of late antique
architectural sculpture: its portability. The movable nature of such material is unexpected
as monumental architecture is often thought of in its finished forms, which are fixed to a
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landscape.260 Shipwrecks like Marzamemi II, therefore, provide vital material evidence
for the transport of building materials imported from great distances, a phenomenon also
noted in several late antique textual sources. Embedded within the fifth-century CE Life
of Porphyry, Mark the Deacon described the construction of a new cathedral for the
Palestinian city of Gaza.261 According to Mark, the project was financed by Empress
Eudoxia (d. 460 CE), wife of Theodosius II (r. 408-450 CE), who donated large sums of
money to Bishop Porphyry of Gaza during his visit to the imperial court in
Constantinople early in the fifth century CE.262 Upon his return to Gaza and the
subsequent destruction of the city’s ancient pagan temple dedicated to Zeus Marnas,
Porphyry embarked on the ecclesiastical building campaign with the help of a master
builder from Antioch and an architectural plan sent from Constantinople:
The holy Bishop had engaged the architect Rufinus from Antioch, a
dependable and expert man, and it was he who completed the entire
construction. He took some chalk and marked the outline (thesis) of the
holy church according to the form of the plan (skariphos) that had been
sent by the most-pious Eudoxia.263
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As he continued, Mark detailed the interesting combination of the imported architectural
plan and master builder with local building materials and labor:
And as the material of construction—namely enormous blocks from the
hill called Aldioma to the east of the city as well as other material—had
been made ready, the holy man gathered the Christian people once
again…girded himself and began picking up stones and placing them in
the foundations….264
In addition to the importation of plans and architects from distant locations and the
building materials collected onsite, we learn that Eudoxia sent a set of monumental
architectural sculpture to Gaza for the decoration the cathedral’s interior:
The following year the empress Eudoxia dispatched the columns that she
had promised—thirty-two big and admirable columns of Karystos marble
which now shine in the holy church like emeralds.265
According to Mark’s account, these cipollino verde columns arrived to great fanfare on
the Gazan coast.
As they arrived by sea…everyone, upon hearing the news, rushed to the
shore…They brought carts and, after loading the columns one by one,
pulled them along and deposited them in the open space of the
church….266
Although there are no other details regarding their maritime transport, including
whether or not other architectural sculpture was included in the shipment, the triumphant
arrival of the monumental green columns provides some evidence for how shipments like
the architectural cargo of the Marzamemi II shipwreck could have been received. Yet, at
Marzamemi II, we do not have the luxury of knowing to whom or where the shipment
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was sent. Its location off the coast of southern Sicily has led scholars to suggest a whole
range of destinations from North Africa to Sicily, or perhaps even somewhere in the
Upper Adriatic.267 Unfortunately, the fragmentary nature of the Marzamemi II marble
sculpture, much of which has become significantly pitted and worn as a result of being
submerged in the Mediterranean for 1500 years, defies an airtight interpretation. Despite
this, the current excavations and conservation work being done at Marzamemi II by
Stanford and the Soprintendenza del Mare, including an analysis of the ceramic
assemblage and other non-architectural material discovered at the site, are beginning to
shed light onto the mysterious ship. The portability of extremely heavy architectural
sculpture, as exemplified by the finds at Marzamemi II, provides evidence from the late
antique period to explain how forms and styles traveled from one place to another.268 In
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were transported across great distances. For a discussion of this, and the sixteenth-century move of the
Vatican obelisk, see Bern Dibner, Moving the Obelisks (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1970 repr.). On the
economics of such trade during the Roman period, see Ben Russell, The Economics of the Roman Stone
Trade (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013).
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the pages that follow, it is useful to keep this portability in mind in the examination of the
legacy of the gens Anicii in the mid sixth-century CE built environment of Ravenna.
Waterways, Imperial Patrimony, and Episcopal Burial in 6th-c. Ravenna
Today, the city of Ravenna sits almost ten kilometers (approximately six miles)
from the eastern coast of the Adriatic. During the height of the city’s building activity in
the fifth and sixth centuries CE, however, Ravenna’s walls were closer to the shore, less
than 250 meters (~850 feet), and the city itself was connected to the Adriatic via the
Padenna River, a southern estuary of the Po, which provided access to the large harbor
located in the port city of Classe (Fig. 4.4).269 The harbor was also known as Classe, from
the Latin classis or “fleet,” and was originally built in the first century BCE on the orders
of Augustus. Connected to the Po River to the north via a canal called the fossa Augusta,
the harbor served as the Adriatic outpost of Augustus’ newly established Roman navy.270
By the second century CE, the area had developed into a major naval outpost with a large
population, estimated at more than 10,000, that was provisioned by goods imported
through the harbor and food grown in the surrounding farmland.271 In addition to the
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According to Deliyannis, this number only includes men and does not consider the presence of
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Padenna and the fossa Augusta, imperial-period Ravenna was traversed by a second river,
the Lamone, which ran west to east across the city and flowed into the Padenna. The
fossa Amnis/Lamisa, also built during the imperial era, provided direct access between
the western portions of the Lamone and the southern end of the Padenna (Fig. 4.5).272
Due to the marshy topography of the region, which was subject to autumnal and
spring torrents from the Apennine Mountains, as well as tidal flooding from the Adriatic,
the area’s rivers, canals, and harbor had to be almost constantly maintained through
periodic dredging to avoid excess buildup of sediment.273 In addition to the Roman
concern to keep waterways clear for naval and commercial traffic, they seemed to have
been preoccupied with “blotting out” the swampy landscape of Ravenna. According to
Paolo Squatriti, the desire to drain Ravenna’s terraqueous landscape was directly tied to
the negative view Romans had of such topographies, which dated back to the Republican
period and the draining of the valley that eventually became the Forum in Rome.274 In a
number of first and second-century CE sources, we find a “marshophobic mentality” of
these landscapes as places where so-called “men of letters” dared not reside for fear of
malaria and local populations described by Pliny the Elder as a “miserable race” of
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people.275 Not only were the native residents of such locales to be avoided, so was its
water. In one of his late first-century CE epigrams, Martial joked about Ravenna’s
potable water: “I prefer a cistern at Ravenna to a vineyard, seeing that I can get a much
better price for water.”276 This flippant attitude towards Ravenna’s water stemmed from
fears associated with swampy terrain, for which the region was famous. In a line from
Silius Italicus’ Punica, a first century CE epic poem on the Second Punic War, the poet
described sailors from Ravenna as men, “who paddle slowly with heavy oars over muddy
waters, as they cleave the stagnant pools of their marshes….”277
Despite these negative references to the watery nature of Ravenna and its
hinterland, some ancient writers praise the ingenuity in the architectural construction and
urban layout of the city and even argue for its fresh air. According to Strabo, a firstcentury CE polymath:
Situated in the marshes is the great [city of] Ravenna, built entirely on
wooden piles and traversed by canals, which you cross by bridges or ferry
boats. At the full tides it is washed by a considerable quantity of seawater, as well as by the river, and thus the sewage is carried off, and the
air purified; in fact, the district is considered so salubrious that the
[Roman] governors have selected it as a spot to bring up and exercise
gladiators in. It is a remarkable peculiarity of this place, that, though
situated in the midst of the marsh, the air is perfectly innocuous.278
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µὲν οὗν καὶ τοῦτο θαυµαστὸν τῶν ἐνθύδε, τὸ ἐν ἔλει τοὺς ἀέρας ἀβλαβεῖς εἶναι….” Strabo, The Geography
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Of course, this passage is not entirely complimentary, as Strabo was careful to
note just how remarkable, or marvelous (“θαυµαστὸν”) its clean air was given its
location within a marsh. It seems as though Strabo attributed the unexpected
healthiness of Ravenna’s air to the flowing nature of its waterways, crossed by
bridges, and its buildings constructed on “wooden piles” (“ξυλοπαγὴς ὂλη”). In
his architectural treatise De Architectura, the first-century BCE architect
Vitruvius described such engineering, using the wood of the alder tree, which is
exemplified by the monuments at Ravenna:
10. Alder, which grows next to the banks of rivers and would hardly seem
to be a useful wood, actually has outstanding properties…when densely
fixed as pilings under the foundations of buildings in swampy sites, by
absorbing the liquid it lacks by nature it remains undecayed for eternity,
bearing immense loads of masonry and preserving them flawless. In this
way a wood that cannot last for even a short time out of the earth will last
forever when submerged in water.
11. This is easiest to see in Ravenna, because all buildings there, public
and private, have pilings of this type underneath their foundations.279
Indeed, the archaeological record preserves evidence of buildings constructed
over wooden piles, which served to stabilize the aqueous ground of Ravenna and
its hinterland in the Roman period in a process that was similar to what is found in
medieval and Renaissance foundations of the Venetian lagoon (Fig. 4.6).280
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As a result of wide-spread disease, political instability within the empire, and
regular attacks from external forces in the third and fourth centuries CE, cities like
Ravenna suffered from demographic decline, which led to a gradual breakdown in the
maintenance of infrastructure.281 By the late fourth century CE, the waterways and harbor
at Ravenna and Classe were clogged and filled with silt. The situation of Ravenna’s fossa
Augusta was so bad that the imperial-era canal fell out of use completely and water-born
traffic shifted to the north-south running Padenna River. The Plateia Maior, a paved road
that ran next to Augustus’ canal, became the main thoroughfare on land and eventually
transformed into what is today’s Via di Roma.282 With the exception of the fossa
Augusta, Ravenna’s natural and manmade waterways did remain navigable through the
fifth and sixth centuries CE. It was only as a result of centuries of continued pressure put
on the city from external forces like the Ostrogoths, Byzantines, and Lombards that
maintenance on Ravenna’s riverine and maritime networks would disappear entirely.283
In 402 CE, when Honorius decided to shift the western capital of the Roman
Empire away from Milan he looked to the dilapidated urban fabric of the once bustling
imperial city of Ravenna. As argued by Deborah Deliyannis, the transfer of the western
outpost of the imperial court from Milan to Ravenna signaled a shift in Roman defensive
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strategies.284 The marshes of Ravenna, which had been maligned and desperately
controlled in the imperial period, were held up as the raison d’être for the move. To this
new generation of Roman rulers, the swampy landscapes that surrounded Ravenna were
not a reason to stay away; rather, they provided the city with an added layer of protection,
given their difficulty of access, a necessary element in a historical moment punctuated by
numerous Visigothic invasions. Throughout the rest of the fifth century CE, Ravenna and
Classe’s populations began to rebound as the city was referred to as a sedes imperii, or an
imperial residence.285 This led to the construction of new palace complexes, often built
on older foundations, and numerous ecclesiastical monuments to serve the growing
Christian community.286 It is during this time that some of the city’s most famous
buildings were constructed, including Galla Placidia’s two churches: San Giovanni
Evangelista near the Plataeia Maior, and Santa Croce (of which only the narthex chapel,
or “mausoleum” of Galla Placidia, survives) in the northwestern sector of the city
bounded by the Padenna and the Lamone Rivers (Fig. 4.7). It is the investment in
Ravenna’s urban fabric and the surrounding hinterland that hastened its fall to the
Ostrogoths in the late 5th century, as the marshes, again, began to drain and the city’s
natural defenses were weakened. By the 480s, Ravenna and its hinterland were
thoroughly under the control of the Ostrogoths, led by King Theoderic (r. 475-526
CE).287 Although Theoderic was not Roman, he had spent his childhood at the courts of
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Emperor Leo I (r. 457-474 CE) and Emperor Zeno (r. 474-491 CE) in Constantinople
before returning to Italy and conquering Ravenna in the 480s CE. This time spent in
Constantinople led Theoderic to model his reign upon those of the imperial court, which
included embarking on a building campaign in Ravenna and the calculated renovation
and maintenance of ancient monuments in Rome.288 Through architecture, as well as
visual culture, Theoderic sought to embrace an ancient Romanitas in an effort to secure
his Ostrogothic legitimacy in the face of the Roman majority.289
It is in the twenty, or so, year period before, during, and after Ravenna’s transition
from the seat of Ostrogothic power in the 520s to its status as the re-established western
outpost of the Roman Empire in the 540s that the wealthy banker introduced at the
beginning of this chapter, Julianus Argentarius, embarked on his own propagandistic
building program. Taking advantage of the city’s urban waterways, established areas of
imperial patrimony, and cemeteries, Julianus, like his Anician predecessors in
Constantinople and Rome, used the construction of monumental, immovable architecture
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as a way to place himself within Ravenna’s historical topography as a physical reminder
of his aristocratic power.
As the above discussion of Ravenna’s hydrology indicates, people have been
aware of the region’s unique terraqueous topography for millennia, but it is an aspect of
the region that has been overlooked in discussions of its late antique built environment.290
Of the three churches financed by Julianus, two were located either on or within a very
short walking distance of heavily trafficked urban waterways. The first, San Michele in
Africisco, was built on privately-owned land and is situated close to the geographic
center of the late antique city (Fig. 4.8). Although today the remains of San Michele, now
a women’s clothing store, face the Piazza Andrea Costa, in 545 CE when the building
was consecrated, the church’s western façade would have opened onto the confluence of
the Lamone and the Padenna Rivers (Fig. 4.9).291 Although Ravenna’s canals began to
silt up in the third century CE, as discussed, archaeological evidence suggests that both
the Lamone and Padenna continued to be used well into the middle ages and into the
Renaissance. By the seventeenth century, both rivers had narrowed to the point that they
became smaller drains, which were subsequently paved over and created the city’s sewer
system. These newly paved waterways would eventually become some of Ravenna’s
busiest pedestrian streets: the Lamone corresponds to the Via Cavour and the Padenna,
the larger of the two historical rivers, is now a series of roads including the Via IV
Novembre that runs in front of San Michele (Fig. 4.10).
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It is at the intersection of the late antique Lamone and the Padenna, in front of
Julianus’ San Michele, that the city’s two natural waterways were traversed by two
bridges (Fig. 4.11). One of the bridges, known in the sources as the pons Augusto dates to
the reign of Augustus, and crossed the Lamone at the modern intersection of the Via
Salara and the Via Cavour, approximately 140 meters from San Michele.292 Partial
evidence for the bridge has been uncovered throughout the intervening centuries during
various water management construction projects.293 In 1930, as the city was installing a
series of drainage pipes along the Via Salara, workers discovered ashlar masonry made of
Istrian stones buried only 40cm below the modern road (Fig. 4.12).294 According to
excavations directed by Santi Muratori, the stones dated to the first century BCE/CE and
additional archaeological investigations in the 1980s revealed brick ramps that provided
access to either end of the bridge.295
A second bridge was also located in this area and, like the pons Augusto, was
unearthed at various times throughout history during hydrological work.296 In 1901,
excavations under the direction of Corrado Ricci, the first director of Ravenna’s
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Soprintendenza ai Monumenti, began as a result of the construction of the nearby Casa
Matha.297 Located approximately 15 meters from Julianus’ church, the so-called Ponte
San Michele was large and measured about 8m across (Fig. 4.13). A cross section of the
site, drawn by Gaetano Savini in 1905, shows a series of three vaulted structures that
correspond to different periods in Ravenna’s history (Fig. 4.14).298 The vault labeled “F”
is the narrowest and functions as a drain for the modern city. The next structure, labeled
“G” is slightly larger, approximately 5.2m across, was made of reused bricks and was
built sometime in the twelfth century CE. It is the largest of the three, labeled “H,” that
corresponds to the ancient bridge, made of Roman bricks that measure 43x29x7cm. Like
the pons Augusto, the bridge that was located immediately in front of San Michele was
renovated as the Padenna began to narrow over time, until it disappeared as it became a
simple drain that was eventually paved over.299 The steady investment in the repair and
renovation of the two bridges in front of San Michele throughout the medieval and
Renaissance periods, as attested by the archaeological record, suggest a high traffic
location with people on foot, horseback, and boat. It is no surprise, then, that in the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries CE, the steps in front of Julianus’ San Michele would
serve as the podium from which city ordinances and legal decisions were pronounced to
the population of Ravenna:
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30 December 1280
14 March 1330
8 June 1330
7 December 1330

…sub artica Eccl. S. Michaelis in Affr….
…porticum spaldi domus Eccl. S.M.i.Affr….
…sub porticu cortilis Eccl. S. Michaelis in Affr….
…sub porticu domus Eccl. S.M.i.Affr….300

In 547, two years after the completion of San Michele, Julianus Argentarius was
present for the consecration of his second church, which was dedicated to St. Vitalis.
Located a few hundred meters upstream on the Lamone, San Vitale is situated in the
northwest section of the city (Fig. 4.11). Prior to its construction, the land upon which
Julianus’ church was built was crowded with monumental architecture including a
relatively small fifth-century CE shrine dedicated to St. Vitalis, the mosaic pavement of
which is on display in the ambulatory of San Vitale (Fig. 4.15).301 Very little is known
about this earlier rectangular chapel and who built it, but a few meters away Galla
Placidia (d. 450 CE) constructed a basilica-style church in honor of the Holy Cross.
Attached to the southern end of Santa Croce’s narthex was the small cruciform chapel
that is today known as the “mausoleum” of Galla Placidia (Figs. 4.16 and 4.17).302 Nearly
a century later in the 520s or 530s, when the area around this imperial complex was
undergoing revitalization, Bishop Ecclesius (522-532), commissioned a dodecagonal
church dedicated to the Virgin Mary about ten or fifteen meters from Santa Croce (Fig.
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4.18).303 The strategic placement of Ecclesius’ Santa Maria Maggiore within an area of
the city so closely associated with the glories of the fifth-century Roman imperial court
was followed by Julianus Argentarius’ construction of San Vitale just a few meters away.
As with San Michele, Julianus’ San Vitale, which was begun during the episcopacy of
Ecclesius, was located in a topographically-important portion of the city. While San
Michele served as an ecclesiastic landmark at Ravenna’s most important riverine
intersection, San Vitale rose as a privately-financed edifice above the imperial and
episcopal rooftops of Galla Placidia and Bishop Ecclesius.
The final church in Julianus Argentarius’ building program was consecrated in
549 CE and was located outside Ravenna to the south of the port city of Classe (Figs. 4.4
and 4.19). Dedicated to Ravenna’s first bishop, Apollinaris, the massive basilica is far
removed from the overlapping urban topographies of intramural Ravenna. Nevertheless,
its site location, like San Michele and San Vitale, is topographically charged, as it was
built over an earlier Roman cemetery believed to have held the remains of Bishop
Apollinaris. The placement of churches over cemeteries was not unusual in late antiquity,
as exemplified by the numerous examples found across the Mediterranean, most notably
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Old St. Peter’s in Rome.304 However, unlike the necropolis at Old St. Peter’s, where
archaeological evidence exists for an early Christian presence, the earliest burials at the
Roman cemetery in Classe date to the second century CE.305 This would not seem to be
an issue, except that Apollinaris was believed to have been a disciple of Peter, which
would mean that there should be similarly dated evidence in Classe as we have from the
Vatican necropolis.
The somewhat conservative choice of a basilica-style architectural plan at
Sant’Apollinare in Classe, as opposed to the emphatically inventive double-shelled
octagon employed at San Vitale, might underscore episcopal control over the project in a
period when Ravenna was not yet an archiepiscopal see (Figs. 4.20 and 4.21).306
According to the dedicatory inscription, discussed below, the foundations of the building
were laid during the episcopacy of Ursicinus (533-536) while the city was still under
Ostrogothic control and was finished and consecrated by Bishop Maximian (546-547) in
the years following the re-establishment of Roman control. The deliberate choice to use a
basilica could be an attempt on the part of the episcopal founders to tie it architecturally
to Constantine’s Old St. Peter’s, a building constructed over the remains believed to be of
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the man cast as Apollinaris’ spiritual mentor.307 Given the overwhelming sense of
episcopal gravitas exerted on the Sant’Apollinare in Classe project, it is difficult to
determine how much of a role Julianus Argentarius played. Yet, without his financial
backing, construction of the building would have never been possible, given Julianus’
deep pockets.308 The lavishness of the materials used in the construction of
Sant’Apollinare in Classe, including the fabulously veined Proconnesian marble columns
of the nave imported from the Sea of Marmara, must have served as a hallmark of
Julianus’ building program (Fig. 4.22).309 The beauty of these columns was noted by
Agnellus of Ravenna, a ninth-century episcopal historian, who commented that, “No
church in any part of Italy is similar to this one in precious stones, since they glow at
night almost as much as they do during the day.”310 These lavish decorative programs,
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with their strategic locations along important waterways and within established imperial
and episcopal landscapes, allowed Julianus Argentarius to embed himself into the
physical and historical topographies of Ravenna and its hinterland.

Power in the Dedicatory Inscriptions of Julianus Argentarius’ Churches
From the carefully chosen sites within Ravenna and Classe discussed above, it is
clear how Julianus utilized his building program to connect himself to various parts of the
geographic area and to specific points in its historical past. In the section that follows, I
turn to the elevations of these buildings, and how Julianus placed himself, via his name,
within the fabrics of their architecture. In 545 CE, according to its dedicatory inscription,
Julianus’ earliest church, San Michele in Africisco, was consecrated. The single-aisled
basilica was small and measured approximately 14x18m with the nave arcades resting on
brick masonry piers (Fig. 4.23).311 Today, in the building’s eastern end, a semi-circular
apse is completely stripped of its original mosaic decoration (Fig. 4.24). Fortunately, a
drawing was made during its removal in 1842, which offers a sense of the apse’s
iconographic program that included a standing figure of Christ holding a gemmed cross
flanked by the archangels Michael and Gabriel in the conch (Fig. 4.25).312 In the
spandrels of the arch around the apse, images of Saints Cosmas and Damian gaze out at
the viewer. Finally, on the wall above the apse, a central image of an enthroned Christ is
flanked by two groups of angels blowing trumpets. After the mosaic was removed from
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the building, it was taken in 1844 to Venice for restoration by Giovanni Moro. It is at this
time that Moro made a copy of the program, which was then sent to Berlin where it is
still on display in the Bode Museum (Fig. 4.26).313 With the exception of Christ’s head
and the heads of Archangels Michael and Gabriel, each on display separately in the
Victoria and Albert Museum in London and the Museo Provinciale in Torcello, the
majority of the mosaic program is lost (Figs. 4.27 and 4.28).314
According to Agnellus of Ravenna, placed within the vault of the apse was the
building’s now-lost dedicatory inscription, which read:
Having obtained the beneficences of the archangel Michael, Bacauda and
Julianus have made from the foundations and dedicated [this church] on
May 7, the fourth year after the consulship of Basilius the younger vir
clarissimus consul, in the eighth indiction.
Consecuti beneficia archangeli Michelis, Bacauda et Iulianus a
fundamentis fecerunt et dedicauerunt sub die Nonis Mai quarter p.c. Basili
iunioris uiri clarissimi consulis idicione . viii.315
It is from this inscription that the church’s dedication to St. Michael the archangel can be
secured. Additionally, the inclusion of an individual named Bacauda, a relative of
Julianus, within the text alongside the banker in the apsidal inscription allowed them to
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be conceptually present within the architectural space during the celebration of the
liturgy, even when not physically present.316
This set of evidence has led scholars like Deliyannis to suggest that the building
was erected as a votive offering to St. Michael for his protection of the two men during
the plague that had ravaged Ravenna two years earlier in 543 CE.317 The church’s small
size and layout, which included brick piers in the place of a nave colonnade, led Peter
Grossmann to argue that it represented a uniquely eastern Mediterranean design, one that
was often associated with the basilicas of late antique Syria.318 Although the building’s
diminutive nature must have restricted the types of liturgical celebrations held inside, its
conspicuous placement within the heart of Ravenna allowed San Michele, built by
Julianus and Bacauda, to be gazed upon by passersby. Similar to the ways in which the
gens Anicii employed monumental architecture to secure their places within the power
structures of late antique Rome and Constantinople, the design and placement of San
Michele at the crossroads of urban Ravenna, in addition to its epigram that announced the
patrons, allowed the church to stand as a fixed monument to a specifically elite power in
the minds of Ravenna’s citizens.
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At San Vitale and Sant’Apollinare in Classe, there is additional evidence to
suggest that Julianus shared the accolades for his patronage with others. Unlike the
private individual listed alongside Julianus at San Michele, in these two churches he is
joined by the bishops responsible for the initial foundation and the eventual consecration
of each building. Upon arrival at San Vitale, one would have passed through a porticoed
atrium, unfortunately now lost, that contained a mosaic inscription written in silver
tesserae that read:
The lofty temples rise to the venerable rooftop,
sanctified to God in the name of Vitalis.
And Gervasius and Protasius also hold this stronghold,
whom family and faith and church join together.
The father fleeing the contagions of the world
was to these sons an example of faith and martyrdom.
Ecclesius first gave this stronghold to Julianus,
who wonderfully completed the work commissioned to him.
He also ordered it to be maintained by perpetual law
that in these places no one’s body is permitted to be placed.
But because tombs of earlier bishops are established here,
it is allowed to place this one, or one like it.
Ardua consurgunt uenerando culmine templa
Nomine Vitalis sanctificata Deo.
Geruasiusque tenet simul hanc Protasius arcem,
Quos genus atque fides templaque consoctiant.
His genitor natis fugiens contagia mundi
Exemplum fidei martiriique fuit.
Tradidit hanc primus Iuliano Ecclesius arcem,
Qui sibi commissum mire peregit opus.
Hoc quoque perpetua mandauit lege tenendum,
His nulli liceat condere membra locis.
Sed quod pontificum constant monumenta priorum,
Fas ibi sit tantum ponere seu simile.319
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The central location of Julianus and Ecclesius’ names, above in bold text, within the
original Latin inscription visually and textually joined the two as financial and spiritual
founders of San Vitale. As visitors moved through the complex and entered into the
narthex, they were greeted by second dedication, carved into a large marble plaque,
which placed Julianus, again, alongside Ecclesius but also introduced the consecrating
bishop, Maximian (see bold text in Latin, below):
Julianus Argentarius built the basilica of the blessed martyr Vitalis from
the foundations, authorized by the vir beatissimus Bishop Ecclesius, and
decorated and dedicated it, with the vir reverendissimus Bishop Maximian
consecrating it on April 19th in the tenth indiction, in the sixth year after
the consulship of Basilius.
Beati martiris Vitilis basilicam, mandante Ecclesio uiro beatissimo
episcopo, a fundamentis Iulianus argentarius aedificauit, ornauit atque
dedicauit, consecrante uiro reuerendissimo Maximiano episcopo sub die
.xiii. <kal. Maiarum> sexies p.c. Basilii iunioris.320
Although the atrium at Sant’Apollinare in Classe was no longer extant at the time
Agnellus composed his history, he was able to record a similar narthex inscription that
used identical language first displayed at San Vitale where we find Julianus tied to both
the foundational and consecrating bishops (see bold text in Latin, below):
Julianus Argentarius built the basilica of the blessed priest Apollinaris
from the foundations, authorized by the vir beatissimus Bishop Ursicinus,
and decorated and dedicated it, with the vir beatus Bishop Maximian
consecrating it on May 9th in the twelfth indiction, the eighth year after the
consulship of Basilius.
Beati Apolenaris sacerdotis basilicam, mandante uiro beatissimo
Vrsicino episcopo, a fundamentis Iulianus argentarius aedificauit,
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ornauit atque dedicauit, consecrante uiro beato Maximiano episcopo, die
.vii id. Maiarum indictione .xii, octies p.c. Basilii.321
At all three locations within Julianus’ building program, the banker displayed his
name alongside others associated with their construction. At San Vitale and
Sant’Apollinare in Classe, in particular, his name was followed by his occupation,
argentarius. In these inscriptions the inclusion of argentarius, although not an
aristocratic designation, in addition to the titles of the two bishops hearkens back to
Roman epigraphic standards, whereby political offices were listed alongside a patron’s
name, as exemplified by the Anician examples discussed in Chapter 1. Yet it is within the
multimedia decoration at San Vitale that we find evidence for the elevation of Julianus as
the building’s most important patron.
The decorative program of San Vitale has drawn the attention of scholars for
decades due to the preservation of a floor-to-ceiling mosaic program in its eastern
presbytery (Fig. 4.29).322 Similar to the riotous juxtaposition of colors and materials once
on display at Anicia Juliana’s St. Polyeuktos in Constantinople, the interior of San Vitale,
and, indeed, all of Ravenna’s fifth and sixth-century monuments, demonstrate the late
antique affinity for the “jeweled style.”323 Moreover, the employment of a matching set
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of unusual column capitals in the octagonal colonnade of San Vitale’s naos, made of
Proconnesian marble, demonstrates a specific connection to the Constantinopolitan Anicii
as they were first used at St. Polyeuktos (Fig. 4.30). Before continuing, however, it is
important to point out that Anicia Juliana, who died either in 526 or 527, was not
involved in the construction of San Vitale, despite some hypothetical scenarios that might
suggest otherwise.324 The use of these impost capitals with their deeply undercut basket
borders that surround central motifs of a split palmette, so closely associated with
Juliana’s lavish St. Polyeutkos, suggest rather that Julianus Argentarius was able to
import marbles from the same sculptors employed by Anician patrons.325 Not only were
these capitals found at San Vitale, a few were also imported from the Constantinopolitan
quarries for use in the nave colonnade of the slightly later episcopal Basilica Eufrasiana
in Poreč (ancient Parenzo), just across the Adriatic from Ravenna on Croatia’s Istrian
peninsula (Figs. 4.31 and 4.32).326 The geographic spread of these distinctive capitals,
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which have not been found in any monument paid for by the imperial court, provides
additional evidence for the portability of architectural ornament, as discussed above with
the marble cargo from the Marzamemi II shipwreck.
Carved in low relief on the marble impost blocks that sit atop the split palmette
capitals of San Vitale’s lower level are a series of circular monograms, which display the
abbreviated name of Victor (538-545), a third bishop who was involved in the building’s
erection (Fig. 4.33). The position of these monograms facing both the central naos and
the ambulatory allow them to be visible in every part of the church’s lower level. Victor’s
monograms are present, too, in the church’s presbytery. However, it is in this most
privileged sacred space that we find a second set of monograms. Rising above the north
and south sides of the building’s remarkable architectural ensemble of marble, mosaic,
and opus sectile are two pairs of columns at the gallery level (Fig. 4.29). Topped with
deeply undercut basket capitals, the southern pair supports impost blocks that display
circular medallions incised with the monogram of Julianus Argentarius’ name rendered in
Greek: ΙΟΥΛΙΑΝΟΥ (Fig. 4.34). Punctuating the restored opus sectile revetment that
rises above the synthronon below, is a series of square, this time in Latin, that refer, once
again, to the banker Julianus.327 Of course, the legibility of these monograms is
something that must be considered, as Julianus’ impost blocks within the presbytery
would have been very difficult to see from the ground floor and would have only been
immediately recognizable by those privileged enough to stand in the gallery.328 Despite
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this, the convergence of Julianus’ square and circular monograms at San Vitale’s
presbytery, its most sacred location, allowed the banker to place the himself, via his
monogram, within the architectural backdrop of the liturgical ceremony.

Divisions of Space and Aristocratic Invocations in Classe and Ravenna
In the final section of this chapter, I turn to the most privileged spaces within
Julianus Argentarius’ building program: the main altar. Although the interiors of
Julianus’ churches do not preserve their complete mid-sixth century CE forms,
architectural sculpture still on display at two of them, Sant’Apollinare in Classe and San
Vitale, provide important evidence for the original design of their eastern ends and their
altars. Today, inside Sant’Apollinare in Classe, a large four-sided altar sits in the center
of the building’s massive nave (Fig. 4.35). This object dates to the mid-sixth century CE
and was originally installed in the church’s eastern end, now occupied by a large marble
staircase built in 1723 (Fig. 4.36). In the sixth century, however, Sant’Apollinare’s
sanctuary was much lower, probably only a step or two higher than the nave, and was
separated from the body of the church by transennae, or chancel screens (Fig. 4.20).329
Fragments of these transennae were discovered during archaeological excavations
conducted inside the basilica in both the 1930s and 1970s and are now on display in
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Ravenna’s Museo Nazionale (Figs. 4.37 and 4.38).330 Although it is difficult to know
precisely where these transennae were placed in the sixth century, it is probable that they
functioned to block physical access by the laity to the area of the altar. As demonstrated
by Urs Peschlow, it is in the fifth and sixth centuries CE that churches builders began to
use architectural sculpture as a way to distinguish hierarchical spaces within sacred
contexts.331 In some monuments, this division took the form of transennae placed within
the intercolumnations of nave colonnades, as in the original design of Thessaloniki’s
sixth-century Church of the Acheiropoeitos (Fig. 4.39). At Sant’Apollinare in Classe,
however, there is no physical evidence that the nave colonnade contained such barriers,
as the bases of the Proconnesian columns are fully sculpted on all four sides and do not
have any scars (Fig. 4.40). From this evidence, it is more likely that the sanctuary in
Julianus’ church was separated from the nave by a templon screen. Composed of barriers
held together by a set of smaller monolithic columns with capitals, one of which was
discovered in the building’s apse during a 1976 excavation (Fig. 4.41), these screening
systems restricted physical access to the sanctuary while simultaneously allowing visual
communication with the altar.332
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The physical inaccessibility of Sant’Apollinare’s sanctuary is also paralleled by
the design of its altar. Given their utilitarian function as tables upon which the Eucharist
would be consecrated, altars needed only to have a large horizontal surface that could
hold liturgical books and vessels.333 The simplicity in their basic design allowed for a
range of different altar types to appear across the late antique Mediterranean that were
tied to local practices.334 Even within small geographic areas like the upper Adriatic, we
find a variety of types, from the simple rectangular tables supported by columns or a box
with a window to semi-circular slabs known as sigma-tables embellished with relief
decoration (Fig. 4.42).335 Despite their physical differences, what these types share in
common are the inclusion of relics. By the fifth and sixth centuries CE, newly completed
churches had their altars consecrated by the inclusion of a reliquary containing fragments
of, or related to, a holy figure. In many cases, such as those excavated in the eastern
Mediterranean, these altar reliquaries were hidden below the supporting slab of the altar
itself.336
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Buried below the altar of a small basilica at the site of Ras-el-Bassit in northern
Syria, archaeologists uncovered a reliquary box divided into two compartments, one of
which preserved its original relics (Fig. 4.43).337 One of a number of similar reliquaries
found in the eastern Mediterranean, the discovery at Ras-el-Bassit provides vital evidence
from late antiquity for the practice of relic veneration and the creation of so-called
contact relics.338 The drainage hole present in the rectangular slab that serves as the base
of the altar allowed the faithful to gain physical access to the basilica’s relics through the
act of pouring oil into the reliquary and collecting it from the secondary compartment
below (Fig. 4.44).
A similar type of veneration must have occurred in Ravenna’s churches, as
attested by the survival of several altar bases, fronts, and tables that show evidence for
the placement of reliquaries. Remarkably, the altar reliquary from San Vitale survives
and was originally placed under the pavement of the apse and below its altar (Fig. 4.45),
although today it is tucked into a niche carved into the eastern wall of southern side
chamber known as the Capella Sancta Sanctorum.(Fig. 4.46).339 The current altar table
and four breccia verde columns date to the nineteenth century, but its frontal and side
slabs, made of alabaster, are original to the building (Fig. 4.47).340 Upon careful study,
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Friedrich Deichmann determined that the frontal that we see today, decorated with a large
cross flanked by sheep and hanging crowns, was the back of the original altar.341 The
sixth-century appearance would have been similar in design to altars found throughout
Ravenna, including the one from Julianus’ Sant’Apollinare in Classe, mentioned above
(Fig. 4.35). This altar takes the form of a doorway, which is now covered by a modern
iron screen. In the sixth century, it is possible that the door was draped with a curtain that
would have allowed access to its interior, which was either covered with a smooth slab,
pierced with a hole, or divided into receptacles to allow veneration of the building’s
relics. Such a base is preserved in the original altar of Theoderic’s church dedicated to the
Savior, now known as Sant’Apollinare Nuovo (Fig. 4.48).342
Although these examples point to the accessibility of late antique altar relics, the
reliquaries and relics themselves would not have been visible. This is all the more
remarkable given the inclusion of a donor inscription etched into San Vitale’s altar
reliquary, mentioned above. The gray marble box is small and measures approximately
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12x21x15cm. Prominently carved into the upper portion of the box is a dedicatory
inscription that takes the form of an invocation:
+Your servant Julianus Argentarius, through your prayers, completed this
basilica from the foundations
+JULIANUS ARGE / NT(arius) SERVUS VE / ST(er) PRAECIB(us)
VE / ST(ris) BAS(ilicam) / A FUNDA(mentis) PERFEC(it)343
This carefully composed invocation on the four sides of San Vitale’s reliquary would
have been visible to human eyes only prior to its installation in the altar. After its solemn
consecration within the building’s altar, presided over by Bishop Maximian, the name of
Julianus on the reliquary would have only been a memory in the minds of those who
witnessed it. From then on, the inscription’s only audience would have been heavenly,
which suggests that Julianus hoped to join Vitalis, whose relics were interred in this very
reliquary, in the afterlife. Those who never knew that the banker sought divine
intercession within San Vitale’s most sacred space need not worry, for he made the
deliberate choice to insert his monogram, name, and occupation, rendered in both Latin
and Greek, into the architectural fabric of this magnificent building. This practice is
reminiscent of a similar phenomenon that occurred within the painted program of the Red
Monastery’s magnificent triconch sancturary. Tucked into the space between the Virgin
Galaktotrophousa’s jewel-encrusted throne and the smaller standing figure of St. Paul,
are several lines of Coptic identified by Paul Dilley as a dedicatory inscription (Fig.
4.49). This visible, yet almost hidden, inscription was, according to Dilley, “not simply
about status.” Rather, it seems to have been that the donor intended to have his name
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Translation by author.
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“written into heaven.”344 In a similar way, the subtle appearance of Julianus Argentarius’
name within the decorative program of San Vitale’s sanctuary and, in this case, its
completely hidden presence on within the building’s main altar reliquary suggests that the
banker sought a divine viewer.

Conclusion
Given that much of our knowledge of late antique and pre-Iconoclastic Byzantine
architectural patronage comes from the imperial sphere, the building campaign of
Julianus Argentarius remains a significant testament to the role of non-imperial elites in
the shaping of the built environment. Despite the early twentieth-century insistence that
Julianus functioned as the “long arm” of Justinian, this new consideration of his
architectural patronage suggests that his power resulted from his ability to navigate the
final years of Ostrogothic rule in Ravenna following the death of King Theoderic in 526
CE and the subsequent Byzantine conquest of the city in 540 CE.345 It is important to
remember that all three of Julianus’ strategically-located churches, San Michele in
Africisco, San Vitale, and Sant’Apollinare in Classe, were begun under Gothic rule. To
have been able to finish these expensive and monumental projects, each of which had to
consider massive amounts of materials and labor, in a post-Gothic Wars Ravenna
cemented his position as a secular aristocratic authority who was to be remembered
alongside the city’s episcopal elites. It is through the physical mechanics of architectural
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construction: the site appropriation, design, decorative programs, and inscription that
patrons were able to exercise their power.346 Following in the patronage footsteps of the
inimitable gens Anicii, and other like them, Julianus Argentarius transformed his
aristocratic money into monuments and those monuments into eternal memory.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
This dissertation explores the ways in which decorum, the appropriateness of
form and behavior, served as an underlying principle in the patronage, design, and
construction of monumental architecture, sculpture, and inscriptions by the aristocratic
elite of late antique urban environments. I have deliberately turned my attention away
from imperial buildings like Emperor Justinian’s (r. 527-565) Hagia Sophia and towards
those projects financed by the aristocracy, with a focus placed upon those associated with
the gens Anicii and their sphere. It is through the discussions of the built environments of
Rome, Constantinople, and Ravenna in the fourth through sixth centuries CE, that my
dissertation reveals the ways in which aristocrats and elites, like members of the gens
Anicii and wealthy bankers like Julianus Argentarius, were able to concretize their power
in periods of political change. Their employment of a decorum of architecture, based
upon Vitruvian and Ciceronian ideals, demonstrates the central role these elites played in
the visual culture of the late antique Mediterranean.
Chapter 1 served as the theoretical foundation for the dissertation through a
discussion of the rhetorics of power and decorum and the concepts of spectacle and
display as they relate to the urban built environment. In this dissertation, the term
“power” is understood from a political perspective as a means through which individuals
exerted their status and accumulations of wealth to manipulate their physical
surroundings and positions within society. In any historical time period, the construction
of monumental architecture was a time consuming and expensive task and one that
needed to adhere to a set of basic rules by which projects could be completed. In this
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dissertation, I demonstrated that one of these guidelines was decorum, a term deeply
rooted in the ancient Roman world. The Ciceronian preoccupation with decorum as a
phenomenon that ordered the world by correct and appropriate behavior and human
interaction is matched by the architectural applications of the term explained by Vitruvius
in his insistence on the correct use of materials and forms for a particular building. These
two notions, power and decorum, functioned as the two basic principles from which the
subsequent discussions of the aristocratic imprints on the cities of Rome, Constantinople,
and Ravenna were based.
To understand how late antique aristocrats conceived of ancient notions of
decorum, deploying existing conventions and creating new ones, I also discussed the
concepts of spectacle and display as they related to the performances of their highly
visible patronage. In both the Greek- and Latin-speaking Mediterranean, ancient terms
associated with spectacle and display were directly related to verbs meaning “to see” or
“to unfurl.”347 The visual aspects of this ancient vocabulary were particularly important
for this dissertation’s investigation of material culture and monumental architecture. As
noted in Chapter 1, the patronage of these late antique aristocratic spectacles, in the form
of statues and their bases, palaces, mausolea, and churches functioned as a form of
euergetism whereby elites would reap the benefits of public displays of their wealth as a
means of securing or elevating their positions within society.
The second chapter focused on the patronage of visual culture and monumental
architecture by individual members of the aristocratic gens Anicii in late antique Rome. I
began with a discussion of Pope Gregory the Great and his multi-year correspondence
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θεάοµαι, spectare, and explicare.
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with a woman named Rusticiana, the granddaughter of Anicius Manlius Severinus
Boethius (d. 524 CE), author of On the Consolation of Philosophy, to underscore the
“tentacular” role of the Anicii. Next, I turned to the family’s participation in the so-called
epigraphic and statue “habits” of late antiquity, whereby fourth- and fifth-century CE
elites like Anicius Paulinus Iunior, Anicius Acilius Glabrio Faustus, and Sextus Petronius
Probus donated monumental portrait statues of prominent elites with the goal of placing
their names, etched into the supporting plinths, within spaces like the Roman Forum and
the Forum of Trajan. Moreover, the reciprocal donation of statues, one of the benefits of
this type of euergetism, dedicated to these individuals allowed physical and textual
representations of these Anician aristocrats to be physically present within prominent
spaces associated with the cultivation of Roman civic memory. Although the there was a
marked decline in the donation of public statues in late antiquity, the continuation of this
traditional practice by the Anicii allowed these elites to assert their connections to the
ancient past, which enhanced their authority.
In this chapter, I also discussed how the Roman Anicii utilized domestic and
funerary architecture as a means by which they were able to announce and further
consolidate their elevated status. The appearance of Sextus Petronius Probus and his wife
Anicia Faltonia Proba’s urban palace above the Campus Martius on the Pincian hill and
their family mausoleum behind the apse at Old St. Peter’s provide evidence for their
knowledge of the power inherent in historical and sacred topography. Pre-Christian
topographies, too, served as the foundation from which Demetrias, the granddaughter of
Probus and Proba, constructed the family’s first ecclesiastical foundation sometime
between the 440s-460s CE. The simple basilica-style church rose from inside walls of a
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pre-existing second-century CE suburban villa outside of Rome at the third mile of the
Via Latina. Constructed using mortar made from the plinths of second-century CE herms,
the church of St. Stephen functioned as a sort of votive offering to God by the Anician
Demetrias in the years following her consecration as a virgin of the Church within a site
filled with pagan burials.
In Chapter 3, I turned my attention to sixth-century CE Constantinople and to the
projects orchestrated and financed by a single Anician patron, a woman named Anicia
Juliana. Along with her family’s centrally-located palace complex, Juliana parlayed her
great wealth into the construction of at least three churches including ones dedicated to
St. Euphemia, the Theotokos, and St. Polyeuktos. Each of these sacred spaces, for which
we have a variety of textual and archaeological evidence, included either dedicatory
inscriptions or associated luxury objects like the so-called Vienna Dioskorides that
verbally and visually announced Anicia Juliana’s explicit role as patron or donor.
Additionally, the geographic spread of these buildings, two located within the rich
architectural topography of Constantinople and one outside of the city on the Asiatic
shore of the Bosphorus, served as physical markers of Juliana’s aristocratic wealth,
achieved through her Anician and Theodosian ancestry. It is at this historical moment in
the late 520s CE, after Emperor Justinian I and his household secured themselves as the
new ruling imperial dynasty at the expense of Anicia Juliana and her family, that the
aristocrat put the finishing touches on her final statement of ancestral authority with the
church of St. Polyeuktos. The 1960s discovery and excavation of the building’s massive
foundations in addition to numerous fragments of its finely carved architecture sculpture
in Istanbul’s Saraçhane district has allowed scholars like Jonathan Bardill and Robert
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Ousterhout to reconstruct the building as basilica with a timber-trussed roof supported by
a sequence of semi-circular arcades that form the north and south sides of the nave.
Punctuating the semi-domes of this complex arcading system were a series of sculptural
peacocks whose tails arched over their heads in physical gestures of display. As I argued
in this chapter, Anicia Juliana deliberately chose these birds as a sort of personal emblem,
which also appears in the opening pages of the Vienna Dioskorides, a manuscript that
contained the only known portrait of the patron.
Yet, immediately following her death, Emperor Justinian responded with a truly
imperial display of power with the newly rebuilt monuments of Hagia Sophia and the
Church of the Holy Apostles, the latter of which was located just down the Mese from St.
Polyeuktos. The Anician monuments, which towered above the bustling streets of
Constantinople and its suburb of Honoratae, announced to all classes of passersby the
authority wielded by Juliana and her family. As I argued in this chapter, this widespread
topography of Juliana’s aristocratic power was not unlike those nodes of Anician
authority in Rome discussed in Chapter 2. Yet, Juliana’s buildings were different,
primarily because they are located within a much younger urban fabric. Her decision to
renovate architectural complexes originally built by her family, like St. Euphemia and St.
Polyeuktos, underscored Juliana’s desire to place herself, in the service of her family,
upon the venerable foundations of the Roman past.
Finally, in Chapter 4, I looked to the monuments of late antique Ravenna, a city
that scholars have cast as a bastion of imperial power, for evidence of aristocratic
patronage. Despite the political acitivity of the Anicii in late antique Ravenna, we have
no evidence for their patronage of monumental architecture. Despite this, we have the
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survival of a remarkable building program financed and organized by a man known as
Julianus Argentarius. Although some scholars have argued that the wealthy banker was
an agent of the imperial court, I cast aside this outdated interpretation to uncover
Julianus’ role as an aristocrat who paid for the construction of a network of three
churches in Ravenna and its port city of Classe. I discuss how Julianus drew upon the
patronage systems of the broader Mediterranean that included the importation of marbles
from Constantinople, as demonstrated by the remarkable finds from the sixth-century CE
shipwreck off the coast of Marzamemi in Sicily. Like his Anician predecessors in Rome
and Constantinople, the aristocratic Julianus turned to the patronage of monumental
architecture as a way to place himself within the built environment of a city in the midst
of rapid political change during the Gothic Wars. Through a mechanics of architecture
that consisted of strategic placement, monumental decoration, and the display of his name
within the physical fabrics of his three churches, Julianus was able to secure his memory
as the leading aristocrat of sixth-century CE Ravenna.
As discussed throughout this dissertation, the aristocracy performed an essential
role in the appearance of the late antique built environment. The patronage of statues,
monumental domestic and funerary architecture, and the construction of Christian sacred
spaces was not a phenomenon that was restricted to the imperial court. My dissertation
argues that it was within the aristocratic circles of families like the gens Anicii and
bankers like Julianus Argentarius that ancient notions of decorum were employed as a
fundamental tool in the construction of non-imperial identity and power. The statues,
buildings, and associated epigraphy were thoughtfully dedicated, strategically located,
and purposefully decorated in order to concretize the power of their aristocratic patrons.
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In historical moments wracked by war, plague, and political instability, the finance and
construction of large-scale statuary on prominent inscribed plinths, as well as solid,
immovable buildings like Santo Stefano on Rome’s Via Latina, St. Polyeuktos in
Constantinople, and San Vitale in Ravenna afforded aristocrats with a sense of
permanence and stability that, they hoped, would last in perpetuity.
As such, the study of decorum in the visual culture of the late antique aristocracy
is one that encompases a wide range of topics from the appropriateness of architectural
forms to the proper ways in which to memorialize individual members of an important
family. Further directions for this project, however, would include additional case studies
on the aristocracy outside of the gens Anicii and the banking classes. A wider
consideration of the elites from Rome, Constantinople, and Ravenna could potentially
reveal a greater degree of distinction found in the deployment of decorum in the
patronage practices of the aristocracy as opposed to the imperial court. Finally, a future
study would also engage more fully with how the aristocratic use of decorum changed
over time. Although the patronage case studies found in this dissertation were rooted in
ancient traditions, they were not static and were subject to their specific historical
contexts. Yet, it is ultimately through the finance and construction of monumental
architecture and erection of public statuary that the aristocrats of major urban centers like
Rome, Constantinople, and Ravenna were able to materialize their power in the built
environment.
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FIGURES

Figure 1.1 Hypothetical Reconstruction of Wooden Amphitheater in the
Forum Romanum, ca. 2nd c. BCE

Figure 1.2 Dedicatory inscription, Amphitheater of Pompeii, ca. 70 BCE, CIL X 852
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Figure 1.3 Ideal seating in an imperial theater according to the lex Iulia theatralis
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Figure 1.4 Marble seats with inscriptions, Flavian Amphitheater, Rome, ca. 1st c. CE

Figure 1.5 [ANI]CI ORUM CCCC, Anicii seat inscription from Flavian Amphitheater,
Rome, CIL VI 32124, ca. late 5th c. CE
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Figure 2.1 View of Palatine Hill from San Gregorio Magno on the Caelian Hill, Rome

Figure 2.2 Biblioteca Agapeti, Caelian Hill, Rome, ca. 6th c. CE
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Figure 2.3 Anicii Textual and Epigraphic References, 1st c. BCE-6th c. CE;
CARTO Heat map made by author, based on David Novak prosopography (1977),
see Appendix A for data

Figure 2.4 Remains of plinth for Constantine’s equestrian statue next to
Diocletianic Rostra, Roman Forum
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Figure 2.5 Constantine’s Equestrian Statue, Rostra, Roman Forum, 334 CE,
Digital Reconstruction by UCLA Cultural Virtual Reality Lab
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Figure 2.6 Marble statue base of Tarruntenius Maximilianus erected in 438 CE by
Anicius Acilius Glabrio Faustus from the Roman Forum; now in Galleria
Chiaramonti, Vatican Museums, inv. 1.442
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Figure 2.7 Front view, Marble statue base of Sextus Petronius Probus erected in 378 CE
by people of Venetia and Histria; now in Sala del Galata, Capitoline Museums,
inv. NCE.2252; CIL 6.1751
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Figure 2.8 Left side, Marble statue base of Sextus Petronius Probus erected in 378 CE by
people of Venetia and Histria; now in Sala del Galata, Capitoline Museums, inv. #
NCE.2252; CIL 6.1751
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Figure 2.9 Plan of early 1st-century CE terrace complex built within Horti Luculliani on
the Pincian Hill with modern streets

Figure 2.10 Site plan of Domus Pinciana and remains of Horti Luculliani
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Figure 2.11 Opus sectile pavement, ca. 6th c. CE,
discovered during Villa Medici excavations
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Figure 2.12 Tiberio Alfarano Plan of Old St. Peter’s, printed by Natale Bonifacio, 1590,
British Museum, London #1925,0728.6
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Figure 2.13 Templum à Probo (labeled “k”), detail of Tiberio Alfarano Plan,
Old St. Peter’s, printed by Natale Bonifacio, 1590,
British Museum, London #1925,0728.6
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Figure 2.14 Sarcophagus of Junius Bassus, 359 CE, Vatican Treasury, St. Peter’s Basilica

Figure 2.15 Late 4th c. CE sarcophagus discovered behind the Constantinian apse,
Old St. Peter’s in 15th c. CE, now in Vatican Grottoes
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Figure 2.16 Late 4th c. CE sarcophagus (front), discovered in area of apse at
Old St. Peter’s in 15th c. CE, now in Museé du Louvre, Paris, Ma. 2980

Figure 2.17 Late 4th c. CE sarcophagus (back), discovered in area of apse at Old St.
Peter’s in 15th century CE, now in Capitoline Museums, Rome, S.2071
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Figure 2.18 Twelve apostles (?), Late 4th c. CE sarcophagus (sides) discovered
behind the Constantinian apse, Old St. Peter’s in 15th c.

Figure 2.19 Married couple (Anicia Faltonia Proba and Sextus Petronius Probus?)
between two apostles (Peter and Paul?), Late 4th c. CE sarcophagus (back)
discovered behind the Constantinian apse, Old St. Peter’s in 15th c.
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Figure 2.20 Santo Stefano in Via Latina, Rome, after excavation, ca. mid-19th c.

Figure 2.21 Dedicatory Inscription from Santo Stefano in Via Latina, Rome,
ca. mid-5th c. CE
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Figure 2.22 Santo Stefano in Via Latina, Parco delle Tombe di Via Latina, Rome,
ca. 440-461 CE
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Figure 2.23 Plan of Via Latina excavations by Lorenzo Fortunati
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Figure 2.24 Damaged Herms, ca. 2nd c. CE, marble, discovered in Anicii Villa on
Via Latina, Room F, now in Lateran Basilica Museum, Room 9, #474 (top left),
#473 (top right), #463 (bottom left), #439 (bottom right)
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Figure 2.25 Bearded Herm, ca. 2nd c. CE, marble, discovered in Anicii Villa on
Via Latina, Room E, 2.11m high, now in Lateran Basilica Museum, Room 11, #431
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Figure 2.26 Bearded Herm, ca. 2nd c. CE, marble, discovered in Anicii Villa on
Via Latina, Room E, 2.18m high, now in Lateran Basilica Museum, Room 9, #432
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Figure 3.1 Map of Constantinople ca. 6th c. CE

Figure 3.2 Genealogy of Anicia Juliana
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Figure 3.3 Dedicatory Page with Anicia Juliana, Vienna Dioskorides (Codex
Vindobonensis med. gr. 1), Fol. 6v, Ca. 512 CE,
now in Österreischische Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Austria
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Figure 3.4 Detail of inscription from facsimile, Dedicatory Page with Anicia Juliana,
Vienna Dioskorides (Codex Vindobonensis med. gr. 1), Fol. 6v, Ca. 512 CE,
Österreischische Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Austria
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Figure 3.5 Geometry of an Octagon, Codex Arcerianus, (Codex Guelf. 36.23 Aug.), Fol.
11r, ca. 6th c. CE, now in Herzog August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel, Germany
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Figure 3.6 Cardo/Decumanus orientation, Codex Arcerianus (Codex Guelf. 36.23 Aug.),
Fol. 44v, ca. 6th c. CE, now in Herzog August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel, Germany

Figure 3.7 Land measurement using ropes, illustration from Joshua 18-19,
detail from Vat. gr. 746, fol. 372r
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Figure 3.8 Hypothetical plan of St. Polyeuktos by Martin Harrison

Figure 3.9 Hypothetical elevation and plan of St. Polyeuktos by Robert Ousterhout,
based on Jonathan Bardill
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Figure 3.10 Final site plan, St. Polyeuktos Excavation,
A = Church, B = Atrium, C = Remains of Palace (?)
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Figure 3.11 Naos exedra, San Vitale, Ravenna, ca. 520s-540s
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Figure 3.12 Nave exedrae, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople, 532-537

Figure 3.13 Marble blocks discovered during 1960s excavations at Saraçhane, Istanbul
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Figure 3.14 Pillars from St. Polyeuktos, so-called “Pilastri Acritani,”
now in Piazettta di San Marco, Venice, ca. 520s
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Figure 3.15 Peacock niche head, St. Polyeuktos,
Now in Istanbul Archaeology Museum, Mus.5985

Figure 3.16 Peacock arch, St. Polyeuktos,
Now in Istanbul Archaeology Museum, Mus.71.115
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Figure 3.17 Peacock Frontispiece, Vienna Dioskorides
(Codex Vindobonensis med. gr. 1), Fol. 1v, Ca. 512 CE,
now in Österreischische Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, Austria
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Figure 3.18 Peacocks and other birds within paradisiacal setting,
ambulatory vault mosaics, Santa Costanza, Rome, ca. mid-4th c. CE

Figure 3.19 Painted sign with pheasant and peacock, Caupona of Euxinus, Pompeii,
1st c. CE
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Figure 3.20 ABEMUS IN CENA / PULLEM, PISCEM / PERNAM, PA[V]ONEM /
BENATORES, Marble sign from Via Montebello/Via Voltuno, Rome, 3rd-4th c. CE,
Capitoline Museums, NCE 116

Figure 3.21 Mosaic Pavement, Bathing complex (?), Ratae (Leicester), England,
mid-2nd c. CE
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Figure 3.22 Peacock, entryway mosaic pavement, House of Dionysos,
Paphos, Greece, ca. 2nd c. CE

Figure 3.23 Peacock, mosaic pavement, Peacock Villa, Vaison-la-Romaine,
Provence, France, 2nd CE
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Figure 3.24 Mosaic pavement, Santa Reparata, ca. 6th c. CE,
discovered under modern pavement of Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence
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Figure 3.25 Peacock with donor’s name (Obsequentius), mosaic pavement,
Santa Reparata, ca. 6th c. CE,
discovered under modern pavement of Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence

Figure 3.26 Peacock, nave mosaic pavement, East Church, Qasr-el-Lebia, Libya, 539/540
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Figure 3.27 Peacock, nave mosaic pavement, Basilica of Justinian, Sabratha, Libya, 530s

Figure 3.28 Bronze Sestertius of Diva Mariniana (obverse) with peacock (reverse),
Rome, ca. 256 CE, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 34.1386
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Figure 3.29 Seated Juno with Peacock, Terracotta, ca. 1st c. CE, from Tunisia (?),
British Museum, London, #1903,1116.2

Figure 3.30 Altar of Pomponius Eudaemon (left) and Pomponia Helpis (right),
from Campus Martius, marble, ca. 100-120 CE,
now in Vatican Museums, Sala della Biga, no. 610a, inv. 2362
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Figure 3.31 Jeweled Column and decorative inlay from St. Polyeuktos,
now in Istanbul Archaeology Museum
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Figure 3.32 Peacock arch with traces of pigment on background of epigram (heavily
abraded), Istanbul Archaeology Museum, Mus.71.114
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Figure 4.1 Proconnesian marble base and capital from Marzamemi II shipwreck,
Sicily, ca. 6th c. CE

Figure 4.2 Fragments of verde antico ambo from Marzamemi II shipwreck,
Sicily, ca. 6th c. CE
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Figure 4.3 Verde antico ambo fragment from Marzamemi II shipwreck,
Sicily, ca. 6th c. CE, Image courtesy of Marzamemi Maritime Heritage Project
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Figure 4.4 Map of Ravenna, ca. 5th/6th c. CE
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Figure 4.5 Map of Roman Ravenna, ca. 200 CE

Figure 4.6 14th-century CE Wooden pile foundations at Venice
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Figure 4.7 Map of Ravenna, ca. 480 CE

Figure 4.8 Map of Ravenna, ca. 600 CE
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Figure 4.9 View of San Michele in Africisco (now a women’s clothing store)
from Piazza Andrea Costa, Ravenna

Figure 4.10 Modern Via Cavour, Ravenna, which corresponds to ancient Lamone river
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Figure 4.11 Aerial view, Ravenna

Figure 4.12 Plan of Pons Augusto, Ravenna, 1st c. BCE/CE, discovered in 1930
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Figure 4.13 Plan of Roman Bridge over Padenna
in front of San Michele in Africisco, Ravenna

Figure 4.14 Elevation of Roman Bridge over Padenna
in front of San Michele in Africisco, Ravenna, E = ancient tower, F = modern drain,
G = 12th c. bridge made of ancient bricks, H = ancient bridge
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Figure 4.15 5th c. pavement from Shrine of St. Vitalis discovered under 6th c. San Vitale

Figure 4.16 Reconstruction of Galla Placidia’s Santa Croce, ca. mid-5th c. CE
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Figure 4.17 “Mausoleum” of Galla Placidia, Narthex Chapel of Santa Croce,
ca. mid-5th c. CE

Figure 4.18 Santa Maria Maggiore, Ravenna, ca. 520s-530s CE (on right)
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Figure 4.19 Exterior view, Sant’Apollinare in Classe, Ravenna,
begun in the 520s-530s CE, consecrated 549 CE

Figure 4.20 Plan of Sant’Apollinare in Classe, Ravenna,
begun in the 520s-530s CE, consecrated 549 CE
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Figure 4.21 Plan of San Vitale, Ravenna, consecrated 547 CE

Figure 4.22 Interior view, Sant’Apollinare in Classe, Ravenna,
begun in the 520s-530s CE, consecrated 549 CE
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Figure 4.23 Plan of San Michele in Africisco, Ravenna, consecrated 545 CE

Figure 4.24 Apse of San Michele in Africisco, Ravenna, consecrated 545 CE
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Figure 4.25 Alexander von Minutoli, Apse of San Michele in Africisco, pen and ink, 1842
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Figure 4.26 19th-century copy of San Michele in Africisco Apse Mosaic,
now in Bode Museum, Berlin, Inv. 6642

Figure 4.27 Head of Christ (gold ground and blue tunic are 19th-century reconstruction),
from Apse of San Michele in Africisco, mosaic, Ravenna, ca. 545 CE, now in
Victoria and Albert Museum, London, #4312-1856
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Figure 4.28 Archangels Michael (left) and Gabriel (right) from
Apse of San Michele in Africisco, mosaic, Ravenna, ca. 545 CE,
now in Museo Provinciale, Torcello, Venice

Figure 4.29 Presbytery, San Vitale, Ravenna, ca. 540s CE
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Figure 4.30 Split-palmette capitals, San Vitale, Ravenna, ca. 540s CE

Figure 4.31 Interior view, Basilica Eufrasiana, Poreč, Croatia, ca. 550s CE
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Figure 4.32 Split-palmette capitals, nave colonnade, Basilica Eufrasiana,
Poreč, Croatia, ca. 550s CE

Figure 4.33 Monogram of Bishop Victor, impost block above split-palmette capitals,
San Vitale, Ravenna, ca. 540s CE
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Figure 4.34 ΙΟΥΛΙΑΝΟΥ/Julianus monogram on impost block, presbytery gallery,
San Vitale, Ravenna, ca. 540s CE
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Figure 4.35 Altar, Sant’Apollinare in Classe, Ravenna, ca. 540s CE
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Figure 4.36 Sanctuary, Sant’Apollinare in Classe, Ravenna,
ca. 540s CE (stairs date to 1723 renovation)

Figure 4.37 Fragment of marble transenna, Sant’Apollinare in Classe, ca. 530s-540s, now
in Museo Nazionale di Ravenna, Inv. n.11804
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Figure 4.38 Fragment of bronze transenna, Sant’Apollinare in Classe, ca. 530s-540s,
now in Museo Nazionale di Ravenna, Inv. n.417
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Figure 4.39 Nave colonnade with scars from transennae visible on column bases,
Church of the Acheiropoietos, Thessaloniki, ca. 6th c. CE

Figure 4.40 Nave column, north aisle, Sant’Apollinare in Classe, Ravenna, ca. 530s-540s
207

Figure 4.41 Capital from chancel screen colonette, Sant’Apollinare in Classe,
530s-540s CE, now in Museo Nazionale, Ravenna, inv. 10573

Figure 4.42 Sigma-shaped altar table, Aquileia, Italy, ca. 4th-5th c. CE
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Figure 4.43 Ecclesiastical Complex, Ras-al-Bassit, Syria, ca. 550-600 CE

Figure 4.44 Altar Reliquary in situ, Ras-al-Bassit, Syria, ca. 550-600 CE
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Figure 4.45 San Vitale Altar Reliquary, now in Capella Sancta Sanctorum,
San Vitale, Ravenna, ca. 540s CE, 12x21x15cm

Figure 4.46 Location of Julianus Argentarius’ altar reliquary, now in Capella Sancta
Sanctorum, San Vitale, Ravenna, ca. 540s CE
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Figure 4.47 Altar of San Vitale, Ravenna, ca. 540s CE
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Figure 4.48 Altar, Sant’Apollinare Nuovo, Ravenna, ca. 500 CE

Figure 4.49 Dedicatory inscription between Virgin’s throne and St. Paul,
northern semi-dome, Red Monastery Church, Sohag, Egypt, ca. 6th c. CE
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41.733

12.4

147

36.2

36.15

147

41.9

12.5

147

APPENDIX A: GEOCODED ANICII PROSOPOGRAPHY
Based on D. Novak (1977)
Individual

Roman Region

ANICIA
COMA
Italy Regio 3
COMINIA
ANICIA
Italy Regio 1
ANICIA P. 1
CRESTE
Italy Regio 1

ANICIA
DATIVA
ANICIA
ELPIS
ANICIA
EUGRAPTE
ANICIA
EURESIS
ANICIA
FAUSTA
ANICIA
FAUSTINA
ANICIA
FELICULA 1
ANICIA
FELICULA 2
FLAVIA
ANICIA
ANICIA P. 1.
GLUCERA
ANICIA
GORDIANA
(?)
ANICIA T. f.
HILARA
ANICIA C. 1.
HILARA

Ancient
Place

Modern Place

Tegianum

Teggiano, Italy

Puteoli

Latitude

Longitude

Novak 1977
pg. #

40.37942

15.540517

147

40.8444

14.0933

147

41.035832

13.9415

147

36.192061

7.653648

148

Africa
Proconsularis

Pozzuoli, Italy
Castel Volturno,
Volturnum Italy
Thubursicu
m
Numidaru Khemissa,
m
Algeria

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

148

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

148

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

148

Italy Regio 3

Tegianum

Teggiano, Italy

40.37942

15.540517

148

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

148

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

148

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

148

Pozzuoli, Italy

40.8444

14.0933

148

Aquileia, Italy

45.7697

13.3712

148

36.280556

1.515833

149

Italy Regio 1
Puteoli
Gallia Cisalpina
Regio 10
Aquileia
Mauretania
Caesariensis
Gallia
Narbonensis

Castellum Chlef/Orléansvil
Tingitanum le, Algeria
Narbonne,
Narbo
France

Pisidia

Antioch
Thubursicu
m
Numidaru Khemissa,
m
Algeria

ANICIA
Africa
IANAURIA Proconsularis
ANICIA C. 1.
IUCUNDA
Italy Regio 7

Clusium

Chiusi, Italy
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43.1836 3.0042

149

36.2

36.15

149

36.192061

7.653648

149

43.0167

11.95

149

APPENDIX A: GEOCODED ANICII PROSOPOGRAPHY
Based on D. Novak (1977)
Individual
ANICIA
IULIA
ANICIA
IULIANA
TYRANNIA
ANICIA
IULIANA
ANICIA
IUSTA
ANICIA L. 1.
LEPIDA
ANI(CIA)
LUCILLA
LYCORIS
ANICIA
ANICIA C. f.
MAIOR
MAIO(S)
ANICIA C. f.

Roman Region

Modern Place

Mauretania
Caesariensis

Castellum Chlef/Orléansvil
Tingitanum le, Algeria

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Italy Regio 1

Latitude

Longitude

Novak 1977
pg. #

36.280556

1.515833

149

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

149

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

150

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

150

Italy Regio 1

Rome
Luguvaliu
m

Rome, Italy
Carlisle,
England

41.9

12.5

150

54.896679

-2.941895

151

Nemausus

Nîmes, France

43.838078

4.355906

151

Italy Regio 7

Clusium

Chiusi, Italy

43.0167

11.95

151

Italy Regio 1

Palestrina, Italy

41.8333

12.9

151

Africa
Proconsularis

Praeneste
Gobeur elAzeri (near
Mt.
Schettaba)
Thubursicu
m
Numidaru
m

Mauretania
Caesariensis

El-Kseur,
Tupusuctu Algeria

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Italy Regio 1

Britian
Gallia
Narbonensis

AN[IC]IA
MARCIANA
(?)
Numidia

ANICIA
MATRONA

Ancient
Place

?

Khemissa,
Algeria

?

?

151

36.192061

7.653648

151

36.682484

4.855805

151

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

151

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

151

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

151

ANICIA NOE Italy Regio 1
ANICIA
Gallia
NOTATA
Narbonensis

Rome

Rome, Italy
Beaucaire,
France

41.9

12.5

152

43.8081

4.6442

152

ANI[CI]A Q.
f. MATRONA
(?)
ANICIA
MYRINE
ANICIA
NICE
ANICIA
NIGELLA

Ugernum
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Based on D. Novak (1977)
Individual
ANITIA
NOVELLA
(sic)
ANI{C}IA
NOVIC[I]A
ANICIA
OMULLA
ANICIA SEX.
f. POSTUMA
ANICIA
PRIMA
ANICIA
PRISCA 1
ANICIA
PRISCA 2
ANICIA
PRISCA 3
ANICIA
PROBA
ANICIA
FALTONIA
PROBA
PROCULA
ANICIA
ANICIA
PUDENTILL
A
ANICIA M. f.
QUIETA
ANICIA
RUFINA

Roman Region

Ancient
Place

Modern Place

Latitude

Mila, Algeria

36.453267

Numidia

Milevum
Near Mt.
Schettaba

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

Baetica

Tucci

Martos, Spain

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Italy Regio 1

Numidia

?

?

Longitude

6.257331
?

Novak 1977
pg. #

152
152

41.9

12.5

152

37.722687

-3.965783

152

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

152

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

152

Italy Regio 1

Neapolis

Naples, Italy

40.845

14.2583

152

Italy Regio 1

Ulubrae

Italy Regio 1

Tusculum

Via Appia,
outside of Rome ?
?
Alban Hills,
Italy
41.798333 12.710833

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

Italy Regio 8

Bononia

Bologna, Italy

Tripolitania

Sabratha

Sabratha, Libya

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Numidia

ANICIA
SECUNDINA Italy Regio 1
ANICIA P. 1.
TERTIA
Italy Regio 1
ANICIA
TROPHIME Italy Regio 1

Rome, Italy
Ibn
Castellum Ziad/Mastar,
Mastarense Algeria

152
153

41.9

12.5

153

44.5075

11.3514

153

32.805959

12.482055

154

41.9

12.5

154

36.385832

6.466257

154

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

154

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

154

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

154
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Based on D. Novak (1977)
Individual
ANICIA
TRYPHAER
A

ANICIA
URBANA
ANICIA
Baubis f.
URBANA

Roman Region
Gallia
Narbonensis

Numidia

Ancient
Place

Modern Place

Latitude

Longitude

Arausio
Orange, France
44.137908 4.8073106
Ain elHadjar
(near Cirta
and Sigus) ?
?
?

Numidia

Novak 1977
pg. #

154

154

Sigus
?
?
?
154
Ain Kebira
(between
Anicia Sex. f.
Chullu and
URBANA
Numidia
Milev)
?
?
?
154
ANICIA
Cemenelu
VALERIA
Alpes Maritimae m
Nice, France
43.719539 7.27563417
155
ANICIA
VENERIA
Italy Regio 1
Rome
Rome, Italy
41.9
12.5
155
ANICIA Q. 1.
VENUSTA
Italy Regio 2
Lavello
Lavello, Italy
41.048155 15.788792
155
DOMITIA
Cn. 1.
FAUSTA
Castel Volturno,
ANICIANA Italy Regio 1
Volturnum Italy
41.035832
13.9415
155
A[NI]CIANU
Saint-Béat,
S (?) 1
Aquitania
Saint-Béat France
42.914686
0.691854
155
ANICIANUS
2
Italy Regio 1
Rome
Rome, Italy
41.9
12.5
155
AUR.
ANIC[IANUS
] (?)
Dacia
Potaissa
Turda, Romania 46.568386 23.7818025
155
C.
FLAVONIUS
ANICIANUS
Hatay/Antakya,
SANCTUS
Pisidia
Antioch
Turkey
36.2
36.15 155-156
ANIC[I] (?) 1 Italy Regio 1
Rome
Rome, Italy
41.9
12.5
156
ANICII 2
Italy Regio 1
Saena
Siena, Italy
43.318695 11.330502
156
Africa
ANICII 3
Proconsularis
Carthage
Tunis, Tunisia
36.848372 10.3234078
156
ANICII 4
Tripolitania
?
?
?
?
156
Fabrateria
ANICII 5
Italy Regio 1
Vetus
Ceccano, Italy
41.568449 13.333544
156
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Based on D. Novak (1977)
Individual
[AN]ICIUS
(?) 1
[A]NICI[US]
(?) 2
A[N]IC[IUS]
(?) 3
[A]NICI(US)
(?) 4
ANICI(US) 5

Ancient
Place

Roman Region

Modern Place

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

Italy Regio 8

Mutina

Italy Regio 3
Gallia
Lugunensis
Italy Regio 1

Bononia
Ambarri
Rome

Latitude

Longitude

Novak 1977
pg. #

41.9

12.5

156

Modena, Italy

44.647057

10.925223

156

Bologna, Italy
Craponne,
France
Rome, Italy

44.5075

11.3514

156

45.75
41.9

4.75
12.5

156
156

35.48489 6.46837033
41.9
12.5

156
157

ANICI(US) 6 Numidia
ANICIUS 7 Italy Regio 1
ANICIUS …
8
Italy Regio 1

Thamugadi Timgad, Algeria
Rome
Rome, Italy
Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

157

ANICIUS c.v.
[ ] [AN]ICI L.
s.
[ ] ANICIUS
P. 1.
AI.
ANICIU(S)
C.
[AN]ICI(US)
(?) 1
C. ANICIO(S)
2
C. ANICIUS
3
C. ANICIUS
4
CN.
ANICIUS
L. ANICIO(S)
1
L. ANI(CIUS)
2
L. ANICI(US)
3

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

157

Italy Regio 1

Praeneste

Palestrina, Italy

41.8333

12.9

157

Italy Regio 1
Africa
Proconsularis

Tusculum

Tusculum, Italy

41.798336

12.710359

157

Carthage

Tunis, Tunisia

36.848372 10.3234078

157

Italy Regio 1

Firmum

?

?

157

Italy Regio 1

Praeneste

Palestrina, Italy

?

?

?

Italy Regio 1

Pompeii

Pompei, Italy

?

?

?

Italy Regio 1

Praeneste

Palestrina, Italy

Italy Regio 7

Capena

Capena, Italy

Italy Regio 1

Rome
Rome, Italy
Mehallytsc
h (near
Near Bursa,
Prusa)
Turkey

L. ANICIUS
…4

Asia
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?
41.8333
?

12.9

157

?

157

40.749882 14.4891718

158

?

158

?
41.8333

12.9

158

42.142672

12.541739

158

41.9

12.5

158

40.182899 29.0638185

158

APPENDIX A: GEOCODED ANICII PROSOPOGRAPHY
Based on D. Novak (1977)
Individual
L. ANICIUS
L. f. 1 (tribe:
Claudia)
L. ANICIUS
L. f. 2

M. ANICIUS
4
P. ANICIUS
C. f. (tribe:
Pupinia)
Q.
ANI[CIUS] 1
Q. ANICIUS
(?) 2
Q. ANICIUS
3
Q.
ANIC(IUS) 4
Q.
ANICI(US) 5
Q. ANICIUS
L. f. …
S. ANICIUS
M. f. (or M'. f.
)
T. ANIC(IUS)
1

Modern Place

Latitude

Longitude

41.5085

Novak 1977
pg. #

Italy Regio 2

Luceria

Lucera, Italy

Italy Regio 1

Caere

Cerveteri, Italy

Praeneste

Palestrina, Italy

41.8333

12.9

158

Italy Regio 1

Praeneste

Palestrina, Italy

41.8333

12.9

158

Italy Regio 1

Praeneste

Palestrina, Italy

41.8333

12.9

159

Italy Regio 4

Cures

Fara in Sabina,
Italy

42.18027

12.68544

159

Italy Regio 1

41.8333

12.9

159

Germania
Inferior

Praeneste Palestrina, Italy
Ulpia
Noviomagu Nijmegen, The
s
Netherlands

51.84167

5.858672

159

Italy Regio 1

Rome

L. ANICI(US)
V. f.
Italy Regio 1
L. ANICI(US)
L. 1.
M.
ANI[CIUS] 1
M.
ANIC(IUS)
…2
M. ANICIUS
3

Ancient
Place

Roman Region

15.334427

158

42.00484 12.1005803

158

41.9

12.5

159

Numidia

Rome, Italy
Lambèse,
Lambaesis Algeria

35.489728

6.2573565

159

Italy Regio 1

Pompeii

Pompei, Italy

40.749882 14.4891718

159

Italy Regio 1

Praeneste

Palestrina, Italy

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Italy Regio 3

41.8333

12.9

159

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

159

41.9

12.5

159

Vibo

Rome, Italy
Vibo Valentia,
Italy

38.675581

16.097648

159

Delos

?

?

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy
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?

?
41.9

160
12.5

160
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Based on D. Novak (1977)
Individual
T. ANICIUS
2
T. ANICIUS
3
V.
ANICIO(S)
V. f.
L. ANICIUS
……… VOP
Q.
ANIC(IUS)
…. US
[A]NICIUS A
(?) ….
D. ANICIUS
ALPINUS
M. ANICIUS
ALPINUS
(AN)ICIUS
ANICETUS
Q. ANICIUS
Q. f.
ANTONIAN(
US)
P. ANICIUS
P. 1. APELLA
M. ANICIUS
APTUS
P. ANICIUS
P. 1.
ARISTIA
ANICIUS
ARQ[I]I
ANICIUS
ASPER
ANICIUS
A(U)CHE(N)I
US…
M. ANICIUS
L. f. BAASO

Ancient
Place

Roman Region

Modern Place

Africa
Proconsularis

Ouergech,
Thuburnica Tunisia

?

?

?

Italy Regio 1

Praeneste

Palestrina, Italy

Italy Regio 1

Pompeii

Pompei, Italy

Numidia

Vazanis

?

Italy Regio 1
Gallia
Narbonensis

Rome

Rome, Italy

Latitude

Longitude

36.527541
?

8.4612665
?

41.8333

Novak 1977
pg. #
160
160

12.9

160

40.749882 14.4891718

160

?

160

?
41.9

12.5

160

Nemausus
Cemenelu
Alpes Maritimae m

Nîmes, France

43.838078

4.355906

160

Nice, France

43.719539 7.27563417

160

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

161

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

161

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

161

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

161

Italy Regio 1
Spain
Tarraconensis

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

161

Braga, Portugal

41.550875

-8.424973

161

Phrygia

Rome
Bracara
Augusta
Laodicaea
ad Lycum

Denizli, Turkey

37.836018 29.1078183

161

Italy Regio 1

Salernum

Salerno, Italy

40.677988

161

?

?

?
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?

14.765922
?

161
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Based on D. Novak (1977)
Individual

SERG.
ANICIUS
BALISTA (?) ?
ANICIUS
BARBARUS
ANICIUS
BASS[IANUS
] (or
BASSUS)
(tribe:
Quirina)
ANICIUS
BASSUS
M. ANICI(US
S)ex. f.
BASSUS
(tribe: Sergia)
ANICIUS
AUCHENIUS
BASSUS 1
ANICIUS
AUCHENIUS
BASSUS 2
C. ANICIUS
Q. f.
CAESIANUS
(tribe: Sergia)
M. ANICIUS
M. (f.)
CENSOR
(tribe:
Claudia)

Ancient
Place

Roman Region

Latitude

Novak 1977
pg. #

Mauretania
Caesariensis

Auzia

Tripolitania

Sabratha

Sabratha, Libya

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

162

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

162

Italy Regio 2

Beneventu
m
Benevento, Italy

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

164

Pisidia

Antioch

Hatay/Antakya,
Turkey

36.2

36.15

164

Pannonia
Superior

?

?

?

?

165

?

?

?

?

165

?

?

?

?

165

252

?

Longitude

?
Sour ElGhozlane,
Algeria

M.
AN[ICIUS]
CEREALIS or
MAN[ILIUS]
CEREALIS
?
ANICIUS
CERIALIS
?

?

Modern Place

?

162

36.144448

3.691275

162

32.805959

12.482055

162

41.130437

14.781161 162-164

APPENDIX A: GEOCODED ANICII PROSOPOGRAPHY
Based on D. Novak (1977)
Individual
A. ANICIUS
CHILO
Q. ANICIUS
Q. 1. CHILO
M. (or Q.)
ANICIUS
CHRYSANT
HUS
ANICIUS
CLAUDIAN
US
D. ANICIUS
CLAUDIAN
US
ANICIUS
CLAUDIUS
C. ANICIUS
CO….
L. ANICIUS
L. 1.
COSM(US)
SEX.
ANICIUS
CRESCENS
T. AN.
CRESCENS
(?)
A.
A[NI]CIUS
A. f.
CRISPINUS
A. ANICIUS
A. 1.
DA[MA]

Roman Region

Ancient
Place

Modern Place

Latitude

Longitude

Novak 1977
pg. #

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

165

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

165

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

165

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

165

Italy Regio 1

Rome

41.9

12.5

165

Crete

Gortyn

Pisidia

Antioch

Rome, Italy
Gortina Agioi
Deka, Greece
Hatay/Antakya,
Turkey

Italy Regio 5

Firmum
Picenum

Fermo, Italy

Numidia

Lambaesis Tazoult, Algeria

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

Asia

Ephesus

Selçuk, Turkey

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

167

[ ]
(A)NICIUS
M. f.
DAPHNICUS Italy Regio 1
[M.]
ANICIUS
DAPHNUS
Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

167

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

167
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35.06272 24.9469437 165-166
36.2

36.15

166

43.161077 13.7168264

166

35.489728

6.2573565

166

41.9

12.5

166

37.942183 27.3455126 166-167
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Based on D. Novak (1977)
Individual
ANICIUS C.
1.
DEMETRIUS
ANICIUS
EROS
P. ANICIUS
EROS
P. ANICIUS
P. 1. EROS
Q. ANICIUS
Q. 1. EUNUS
SER.
ANICIUS
EUNUS
ANICIUS
EUTYCHES
L. ANICIUS
EUTYCHUS
C. ANICIUS
FALTONIUS
(?)
[ANI]CIUS
FAUSTINUS
ANICIUS …
FAUSTUS 1
ANICIUS
FAUSTUS 2
ANICIUS
FAUSTUS 3
ANICIUS
[P]rimi[I f.)
FAUSTUS

Roman Region

Italy Regio 1

Modern Place

Italy Regio 1

Rome, Italy
Hatay/Antakya,
Antioch
Turkey
Hatay/Antakya,
Antioch
Turkey
Castel Volturno,
Volturnum Italy

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Pisidia

Latitude

Rome

Longitude

41.9

Novak 1977
pg. #

12.5

167

36.2

36.15 167-168

36.2

36.15

168

41.035832

13.9415

168

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

168

Italy Regio 1
Rome
Gallia Cisalpina
Regio 11
Eporedia

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

168

45.466604

7.875942

168

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

168

Italy Regio 1
Africa
Proconsularis
Mauretania
Caesariensis
Gallia Cisalpina
Regio 10

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

168

Carthage
Lalla
Maghnia

Tunis, Tunisia
Maghnia,
Algeria

36.848372 10.3234078

169

34.861667

-1.730556

169

Aquileia

Aquileia, Italy

45.7697

13.3712

169

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

Numidia

Lella
Marnia

?

Pisidia

L. ANICI(US)
FAUSTUS
Italy Regio 1
Q. ANICIUS
FAUSTUS
SEX.
ANICIUS
FAUSTUS

Ancient
Place

Ivrea, Italy

Africa
Proconsularis

Rome
Rome, Italy
Ain Zouza,
North of
Uzappa
?

Numidia

Thamugadi Timgad, Algeria

254

41.9

?

12.5 169-170

?

41.9

?

171

12.5

?

35.48489 6.46837033

171

171-172

172
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Based on D. Novak (1977)
Individual
ANICIUS
P[ROBUS]
FAUSTUS
C. ANICIUS
FELIX
L. ANICIUS
L. 1. FELIX
C. ANICIUS
FIRMUS
M.
COCCEIUS
ANICIUS
FAUSTUS
FLAVIANUS
Q. ANICIUS
FORT(IS)
C. ANICIUS
FRONTO 1
C.
AN(I)C(IUS)
FRONTO 2
(tribe:
Quirina)
C. ANICIUS
C. f.
FALTONIUS
FRONTO (?)
M. ANICIUS
GAIONAS
L. ANICIUS
L. f. M. n. (or
L. n.)
GALLUS
ANICIUS
GEMINUS
ANICIUS
GERVI

Roman Region

Ancient
Place

Modern Place

Latitude

Longitude

Novak 1977
pg. #

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

172

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

172

Italy Regio 1
Mauretania
Sitifensis

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

172

Sitifis

Setif, Algeria

36.193093

5.4108155

172

36.461823

6.478255

172

41.8333

12.9

172

Numidia

Castellum
Tidditanoru Béni Hamidene,
m
Algeria

Italy Regio 1
Gallia
Narbonensis

Praeneste

Palestrina, Italy

Nemausus

Nîmes, France

43.838078

4.355906

173

Tripolitania

Sabratha

Sabratha, Libya

32.805959

12.482055

173

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

173

Italy Regio 2

Larinum

N/A

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

Numidia
Africa
Proconsularis

Sila

?

Carthage

Tunis, Tunisia

Rome

Rome, Italy

ANICIUS
GO[R]GON[I
]US signo
GREGORIUS Italy Regio 1

255

N/A

N/A

41.9
?

173

12.5

173

?

173

36.848372 10.3234078

174

41.9

12.5

174

APPENDIX A: GEOCODED ANICII PROSOPOGRAPHY
Based on D. Novak (1977)
Individual
M. ANICIUS
HEDISTUS
SERG.
ANICIUS
HERMADIO
N
ANICIUS
HONORATU
S
M. ANICIUS
HONORATU
S
ANICIUS
INGENUUS
AMNIUS
ANICIUS
IULIANUS
ANICIUS
IULIUS
C. ANICIUS
IUSTUS
ANI[CIUS]
LUPU[S] (?)
ANICIUS
MACIDO(NI
A)NUS (sic)
M. ANICIUS
L. f.
MARTIALIS
(tribe:
Quirina)
ANICIUS
MAXIMUS
P. ANICIUS
P. f.
MAXIMUS

Roman Region

Ancient
Place

Modern Place

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Italy Regio 1

Rome
Rome, Italy
Castra
Lambaesita
na
Tazoult, Algeria

Longitude

Novak 1977
pg. #

41.9

12.5

174

41.9

12.5

174

35.489728

6.2573565

174

41.9

12.5

174

Britain

Rome
Rome, Italy
Housestead
s

Italy Regio 1

Rome

41.9

Numidia

Lambiridi

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Dalmatia

Epetium

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Numidia

Italy Regio 1

Rome, Italy

Latitude

Rome, Italy

12.5

174
174

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

175
175

Rome, Italy

Pisidia

Ain Kebira
(between
Chullu and
Milev)
?
?
Hatay/Antakya,
Antioch
Turkey

Pisidia

Antioch

Numidia

174

Hatay/Antakya,
Turkey

256

41.9

12.5

?

175

175

36.2

36.15

36.2

36.15 175-176

175

APPENDIX A: GEOCODED ANICII PROSOPOGRAPHY
Based on D. Novak (1977)
Individual

Roman Region

Ancient
Place

C. MATIUS
(or
MATTIUS)
C. f.
SABINIUS
SULLIN(US)
VATINIAN(
US)
ANICIUS
Gallia Cisalpina
MAXIMUS Regio 10
Gemona
Thubursicu
ANICIUS
m
MINA (or
Africa
Numidaru
MIN[N]A)
Proconsularis
m
ANICIUS
Germania
MODESTUS Superior
Bingium
SERG.
ANICIUS
NEREUS Ser.
1.
Italy Regio 1
Rome
P. ANICIUS
P. 1.
NICEPHORU
S
Italy Regio 1
Rome
[A]NICIUS
NIGER
Numidia
Lambaesis
L.
NUMISIUS
ANICIUS
Italy Regio 1
Rome
(FL.)
ANICIUS
HERMOGEN
IANUS
OLYBRIUS Italy Regio 1
Rome
ANICIUS
OPTATUS
Spain Lusitania Olisipo
L. ANICIUS
C. f.
PAETINAS Dalmatia
Salona
L. ANICIUS
L. f.
PAETINAS Dalmatia
Salona

Latitude

Gemona, Italy

46.274879

13.142443

176

36.192061

7.653648

176

49.967906 7.89377555

176

Khemissa,
Algeria
Bingen,
Germany

Longitude

Novak 1977
pg. #

Modern Place

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

176

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

176

35.489728

6.2573565

176

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

176

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

177

Lisbon, Portugal

38.707166

-9.135507

177

Solin, Croatia

43.539346 16.4826587

177

Solin, Croatia

43.539346 16.4826587

177

Tazoult, Algeria

257

APPENDIX A: GEOCODED ANICII PROSOPOGRAPHY
Based on D. Novak (1977)
Individual
SEX.
ANICIUS
FAUSTUS
PAULINIAN
US
ANICIUS
PAULINUS 1
ANICIUS
PAULINUS 2
SEX.
ANICIUS
PAULINUS
ANICIUS
FAUSTUS
PAULINUS
AMNIUS
MANIUS
CAESONIUS
NICHOMAC
HUS
ANICIUS
PAULINUS
IUNIOR
signo
HONORIUS
SEX.
COCCEIUS
ANICIUS
FAUSTUS
PAULINUS
[IU]N(IUS)
ANICIUS
P[AULINUS]
M. IUN(IUS)
CAESONIUS
NICOMACH
US ANICIUS
FAUSTUS
PAULINUS
C. ANICIUS
PERA

Roman Region

Ancient
Place

Modern Place

Latitude

Longitude

Novak 1977
pg. #

Byzacena

Uzappa

Crete

Gortyn

Northeast of
Maktar, Tunisia
Gortina Agioi
Deka, Greece

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

178

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

178

43.847946 25.9497405

179

35.92403

9.330468

178

35.06272 24.9469437

178

Sexaginta
Moesia Inferior Prista

Ruse, Bulgaria

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

Africa
Proconsularis

Thubursicu
m Bure

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5 179-180

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

180

Italy Regio 1

Ferentinum Ferento, Italy

42.488647 12.1315798

180

41.9

12.5

179

179
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APPENDIX A: GEOCODED ANICII PROSOPOGRAPHY
Based on D. Novak (1977)
Individual
D. ANICIUS
PHILETUS
M. ANICIUS
PHILETUS
C. ANICIUS
PINITUS
M. ANICIUS
M. 1.
PRIMUS
ANICIUS
PRISCUS
L. FLAVIUS
ANICIUS
PRIVATUS
(FL.)
ANICIUS
PROBINUS
M. ANICIUS
M. f.
PROBUS (?)
(tribe:
Quirina)
(P.) ANICIUS
PETRONIUS
PROBUS
SER.
ANICIUS
PROCULUS
ANICIUS
PSYCHARIO
N
ANICIUS
REBURRUS
Reburrini f.
ANICIUS
ROGATUS
SERG.
ANICIUS
SABINUS

Roman Region

Ancient
Place

Modern Place

Latitude

Longitude

Novak 1977
pg. #

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

180

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

180

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

180

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

180

Italy Regio 1

Ulubrae

Via Appia,
outside of Rome ?

Numidia

Calama

Guelma, Algeria

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Italy Regio 1

?

180

36.464331

7.427677

181

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

181

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

181

Italy Regio 7

Volsinii

Bolsena, Italy

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

182

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

182

Spain
Tarraconensis

42.938942 -2.9808908

182

Numidia

Cantabri et
Varduli
Alava, Spain
Castra
Lambaesita
na
Tazoult, Algeria

35.489728

6.2573565

182

Italy Regio 1

Rome

41.9

12.5

182

Rome, Italy

259

42.644852

11.986114 181-182

APPENDIX A: GEOCODED ANICII PROSOPOGRAPHY
Based on D. Novak (1977)
Individual
L. ANICIUS
L. (f.)
SATURNINU
S
SEX.
ANICIUS
SATURNINU
S
ANICIUS
SATURUS
L. ANICIUS
SEDATUS

Roman Region

Longitude

Novak 1977
pg. #

Modern Place

Latitude

Tuscania, Italy

42.413066 11.8784252

182

?

182

52.286466 -0.6506341

182

Italy Regio 7

Tuscana

Byzacena

north of
Uzappa

Britain

Irchester

?
Irchester,
England

Italy Regio 1

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5 182-183

Rome

Rome, Italy

41.9

12.5

183

Praeneste

Palestrina, Italy

41.8333

12.9

184

41.9

12.5

184

43.719539 7.27563417

184

FL. ANICIUS
SERGIUS (?) Italy Regio 1
M. ANICIUS
SILVANUS Italy Regio 1
ANICIUS C.
1.
STEPAN(US)
P. ANICIUS
P. 1.
STEPHAN(U
S)
L. ANICIUS
TERTIUS
M. ANICIUS
M. f.
TETTIUS
(tribe:
Camilia)
SERGIUS
ANICIUS
TRIUMPHAL
IS
L. ANICIUS
TYCHICUS
SER.
ANICIUS
TURANNUS
1

Ancient
Place

Italy Regio 1

Italy Regio 1

Rome
Cemenelu
Alpes Maritimae m

Rome, Italy

Italy Regio 1

Rome, Italy

Rome

Nice, France

?

182

41.9

12.5

184

Italy Regio 1
Salernum
Gallia Cisalpina
Regio 11
Eporedia

Salerno, Italy

40.677988

14.765922

184

Ivrea, Italy

45.466604

7.875942

184

Italy Regio 1

Salerno, Italy

40.677988

14.765922

184

Salernum
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APPENDIX A: GEOCODED ANICII PROSOPOGRAPHY
Based on D. Novak (1977)
Individual

Roman Region

SER.
ANICIUS
TYRANNUS
2
Italy Regio 1
ANICIUS
Germania
VICTOR
Superior

M. ANICIUS Africa
VITALIS
Proconsularis
ANICIUS
ZOSIMUS
Italy Regio 1

Ancient
Place

Rome

Modern Place

Rome, Italy
Aachen,
Germany

Aquae
Thubursicu
m
Numidaru Khemissa,
m
Algeria
Rome

Rome, Italy

261

Latitude

Longitude

Novak 1977
pg. #

41.9

12.5

184

50.084206

8.238584

184

36.192061

7.653648 184-185

41.9

12.5

185

